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ARTISTRY IS OBSOLETE
Welcome to Think 24, the continuing

saga of beer-addled minds in search of a
creative outlet. We have seen the writ-
ings on the walls, and were not fined for
adding our own (luckily nobody saw us.)

What a strange way to start of this
month’s humanifesto, in an issue featur-
ing some various aspects of the arts here
in sunny Singapore. One can’t help but
ask oneself (but never out loud, people
might whisper that you’re a madman) if
“art” serves any real function in the tech-
nocratic isle? I’m not talking here about
art for art’s sake, but as an expression of
a deeper human need to reorder the
world around us and somehow beautify
it, as if mere mortals can create anything
more beautiful than a sunset or a rose.
To this, I say yes, a resounding yes, for if
all the monies spent on weapons of war
and oppressive police states or in the
operand conditioning of entire populaces
to be obedient yet well fed drones, then
the world would explode in colour and
vibrant beauty instead of broken body
parts and cluster bombs.

So art does serve a function (and of
course I’m not talking here about my
favourite function of art, the revolution-
ary aspects), the power of an image or 
a word to bring about sweeping change
(and isn’t it ironic that the voters in the
US handed Bush his ass on the anniver-
sary of the first day the Berlin wall came
down?).

Who knows what change art could
bring upon Singapore? Or is that a strictly
no-go area, and the artists here are only
allowed safe subjects which look nice, yet
say nothing? But who says art has to
foment change? Why can’t it be just a
pretty picture to match your couch and
bring a focus to your living room?

Screw that. I want my art to say some-
thing, however subtly, however oddly.
But one thing an artist must never do is
take him or herself too seriously. Once I

held a gallery exhibition
of large format black
and white images of
landfills in Montana.
The images were beau-
tiful explorations of tex-
ture, with rust, and oxi-
dation and the aging of
nature over the artifices
of man. Plus they
looked damn good
above your living room
sofa. One art critic from

the local newspaper was there, soaking
up the free wine, in the corner pontificat-
ing about how the artist (he didn’t know
I was there) had meant to show how
mankind despoils the environment with
his refuse, yet it is nature who gets the
last laugh as she subsumes man’s cre-
ations back into the bosom of her earth
(or words to that effect.) His thoughts
were interesting, and spoken with
enough volume to gain a small 
crowd around to hear his pronunciations.
I decided to take the wind out of his art
critic proclamations, and coming up
behind him, with a hearty slap on his
back said, “Hey, you guys like the pic-
tures I took? There was all this trash lay-
ing on the ground and I had a few extra
rolls of film left…”

I guess that’s why I never became a big
name artist, coz I just couldn’t stand the
game. Reminds me of a line form the
poet Daniel Kenny “Is an artist apart
from his art, are the claps but the start, is
a fart but a part?” 

So what’s in store in this issue’s look at
the local art scene? Well, we’ve got an
interview with the very talented 2006
NAC Arts Award winner Francis Ng, as
well as with Edmund T. Shern, one of the
founders of Imaginary Friends studio,
who create art that fires the imagination
yet rarely is seen in the gallery. He
laments that art isn’t taken seriously
here, but perhaps he doesn’t know about
the groups of migrants here who take
their art very seriously… and find expres-
sion with the help of Migrant Voices.

– Jeffree Benet

Send your thoughts, rants,
raves, gripes and personal views to
think@think.cz. We’ll dig up prizes
for the most crack-inspired letter. If
you want Think Singapore to turn up
in your mailbox every month, an
annual subscription is available for
$30. Email think@think.cz for details. 
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pick up your copy of think
at these hot joints…
ALLEY BAR 2 Emerald Hill Road, BAR NONE Marriott Hotel, BAR SA VANH AND INDOCHINE
RESTAURANT 47 Club Street, BARRIO CHINO 60 Club Street, BEAVER’S AMERICAN PUB 33
Liang Seah Street, BEDROOM BAR 68 Circular Road, BEER CELLAR 01-02 Capital Square, BIS-
SOUS Capital Square, BREWERKS Riverside Point, CABLE CAR 1890’S SALON Cuppage Terrace,
CATHAY CINEMA 8 Grange Road, CEDELE Great World City Mall, Republic Plaza, CHANGING
APPETITES Far East Square, CHEEKY MONKEYS 262 / 264 River Valley Road, CLARKE QUAY: ASY-
LUM, ATTICA , BAIZE CHINE ONE, BB BAR, CRAZY ELEPHANT, ESTE The Club, FORBIDDEN CITY,
GOTHAM PENTHOUSE, HOOTERS, MINISTRY OF SOUND, TAPAS TREE, THE 1NITESTAND, VIA VENE-
TO, COASTES BEACH BAR 50 Siloso Beach Walk, COCCO LATTE 76 Robertson Quay, COFFEE
BEAN & TEA LEAF: Centrepoint SC, Great World City, Paragon SC, House #01-02, Scotts SC, Boat
Quay , 79 Robinson Road, #01-0, Forum Mall, Fuji Xerox Towers, Int’l Plaza, 10 Anson Road, Parco
Bugis, Republic Plaza, Ngee Ann City, Wheelock Place, COFFEE CARTEL Plaza Singapura, COFFEE
CLUB No 7, Raffles Place, CREAM BISTRO Pacific Plaza, DAN RYAN’S CHICAGO GRILL 91
Tanglin Road, #B1-01 Tanglin Place, DAYBEDLOUNGE 15 Mohamed Sultan Rd, DBL O, O BAR,
POOL ROOM BAR 11 Unity St. #01-24 Robertson Walk, DELIFRANCE: Great World City Mall,
Centrepoint Shopping Centre, International Plaza, 10 Anson Road, Parco Bugis Junction, Robinson
Towers, DESIRE 39 Circular Road, DXO Esplanade Mall, EN LOUNGE UE Square, ENOTRIA China
Sq. Central, ESKI BAR Circular Road, ESMIRADA MEDITERRANEAN 442 Orchard Road #01-29
Orchard Hotel, CHIJMES: BOBBY’S TAPROOM GRILL RIBS, CARNAVAL, ESMIRADA GRILL & WINE
BAR, FATHER FLANNIGANSi, HOG’S BREATH CAFÉ, INSOMNIA, LA VIVA TAPAS, LE BAROQUE, TABLE
108, UPPER CLUB, FISH & CO: Park Mall, Parco Bugis Junction, FLUID #01-01 Far East Square,
GALLERY HOTEL 76 Robertson Quay, GRAND PLAZA PARK ROYAL HOTEL 10 Coleman Street,
HAAGEN DAZ 581 Orchard Rd, HAPPY 21 Tanjong Pagar Road, HARD ROCK CAFÉ 50 Cuscaden
Road #02-01, HARRY’S AT ORCHARD 1 Claymore Drive #01-05, #02-08/09, HARRY’S
ESPLANADE #01-11 Esplanade Mall, BOAT QUAY: BQ BAR, BUMBLE BEE, DHARMA’S KEBABS, FEZ
LOUNGE BAR, HARRY’S BAR, JAZZ@SOUTHBRIDGE, MAD FLEMMINGS, SAHARA, THE MIND CAFE
68A, THE PENNY BLACK, HAWAII HOSTEL 171 Bencoolen Street, HEEREN INFO COUNTER The
Heeren, ICE COLD BEER 9 Emerald Hill Road, INK CLUB BAR Raffles The Plaza, J Bar 9/F, M Hotel,
JERRY’S BBQ & GRILL: 92 Club Street, Tanglin Shopping Centre, KM8 Tanjong Beach, L’ANGELUS
FRENCH RESTAURANT 85 Club Street , LA PATISSERIE 18 Ann Siang Rd, LOT STOCK & BAR-
REL 29 Seah Street, MAMA AFRICA Far East Square, MENOTTI’S Raffles City SC, MOLLY MAL-
ONE’S Circular Road, MOLOKO 76 Robertson Quay, MOMO CLUB 5 Magazine Road, MR.
BEAN’S CAFÉ 30 Selegie, MTV ASIA The Atrium at Orchard Tower 1, MUDDY MURPHY’S #B1-
01/06 Orchard Hotel Shopping Arcade, MUNCH SANDWICH SHOP 112 Robinson Rd, NEXT PAGE
17 Mohamed Sultan Road, No.5 COCKTAIL BAR 5 Emerald Hill Road, O’BRIEN’S SANDWICH
SHOPS: China Square, Singapore Land Tower, Plaza 2, 80 Raffles Place, UIC Building, OLIO DOME:
Park Mall, Paragon, Singapore Arts Museum, UOB Plaza, OOSTERS #01-04 Capital Square Three,
PHUNKBAR 11 Mohamed Sultan Road, PRINCE OF WALES 101 Dunlop Street Little India, QUE
PASA 7 Emerald Hill Road, RAV 69 Circular Road, #01-01, ROOMFUL OF BLUES 72 Prinsep street,
ROUGE 180 Orchard Rd, Peranakan Place Complex, SARRACINO RISTORANTE 10 Collyer Quay,
Ocean Bldg #01-06, SENSO RISTORANTE & BAR 21 Club Street, SHAMUS O’DONNELL’S 54
Tras St #01-01, SHIN BAR 88 Circular Rd, SIAM SUPPER CLUB UE Square, SIMPLY BREAD The
Quayside Level 1, SIX Standard Chartered Building Lobby, SPINELLI’S: Change Alley, The Heeren,
Robinson Point, East Square, Forum The Shopping Mall, Amara SC, Peninsula Hotel Shopping Centre
Hotel Lobby, Great World City Mall, China Square Central, STYLE:NORDIC 39 Ann Siang Road,
SUBWAY SANDWICHES Orchard Hotel Shopping Arcade, Amara SC, THE BALCONY BAR The
Heeren, THE BOOK CAFE 20 Martin Road, THE BUTTER FACTORY Riverside 48 #01-03, 48
Robertson Quay, THE DUBLINER Winsland House, THE GARLIC RESTAURANT #01-13C
Esplanade Mall, THE INN CROWD 73 Dunlop Street, Little India, THE SANDWICH SHOP 61
Robinson Road, THE SUBSTATION ARTS CENTRE 45 Armenian Street, THUMPER Goodwood
Park Hotel, TIVOLI BAR 11 Unity Street #01-23/24, TOAST SANDWICHES 1 Raffles Place #01-09
OUB Centre, UNION RESTAURANT & BAR 81 Club Street, UNION SQUARE The Amara, Level 2,
VENUE (Puma) 44 Club Street, VIET CAFE 6 Battery Road Basement Lobby, VINO VINO WINE BAR
River Valley Road, VJ’S WINE BAR 61 Circular Road #01-01, WINDOWS ON CLUB STREET 7 Club
Street, ZOUK 17 Jiak Kim Street
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Letters answered by a dude
in a faux-hawk (so 2003).

RESTAURANT WRITEUP
This is the 1st time that I pick up your maga-

zine and I THINK it’s great....except for this:
Restaurants In Singapore, Indian, Vansh “The
hippest India joint in town! Beautifully styled
venue, and the bathrooms are so cool, you
might want to spend all your time there! Take
in the aroma....???!!!”

Not very appetising, is it?? —Jessie Neo

Ha ha! Nice to know that our reader’s
are sharp enough to catch an unintend-
ed slip like that… or maybe it WAS put
in there by our former listings editor.
You see, after having to write listings
for one of the other free papers, his
mind suffered a bit of rot... we’ll comb

through them all to see what other sur-
prises he might have left.

MR WEBEDITOR
In your 2004 Holiday Gift Guide (which is

still up on your website, by the way), I found
the Handheld Lie Detector. This article might as
well have no link attached to it at all.
www.gadgets.com is nothing more than any
of the other shopping search engines. They
don’t actually SELL anything there, and their
next-to-useless internal search engine turns up
NOTHING but more links, which turn up noth-
ing when you enter the phrase “Truster
Portable Lie Detector” or even just “Truster.”

I’m sure you are no different than other
people, and hate hours wasted searching for
something that’s just not to be found. It’s more
frustrating when you think you’ve found a
short-cut for the search (like this article), then
discover it’s worse
than a dead-end –
it’s a swamp where
you can keep click-
ing, thinking you
are getting closer,
only to discover
that there is no
information to be
found, no matter
how long you let it
suck you into try-
ing. — J.
Thurmanavani

Sorry J. Thurmanavani, but nice
swamp analogy. In 2004, when that par-
ticular gift guide was conceived, the link

pointed you directly to the handheld lie
detector. Perhaps it’s no longer avail-
able. Sorry you feel we’ve added to
your wasted time; that’s the last thing
we want to be accused of, as I’m sure
you can imagine after perusing our oth-
erwise efficient website. Question: Why
do you so desperately need a portable
lie detector, J. Thurmanavani? Who do
you suspect is not being honest with
you? Paranoia is a disease of the mind. 

HELLO,
I was wondering if there is a possibility of

an open position in your company as a
writer, copywriter or any other available posi-
tions and would like to submit my resume as
well as some writing samples for your review.
I have been following your zine and find that
it is a very fresh, exciting and unique from

other magazines here in Singapore. The con-
cept of the magazine is very much in tune
with my ideas, beliefs and interest of what
readers interested in music and art would
want to look into instead of the old, boring
and “dry” urban lifestyle magazines. —Shine
Mathew

Thanks for the letter, Shine, took a look at
your writings and found them to be perfect
for our magazine. You see dear readers,
Think has an open submission policy, so if
you’d like to be involved with our ‘lil old
magazine, then just send us your submissions
and we’ll take a look at them. Remember
that wit and brevity is key, meaning don’t
send us any 5,000 word treatise on the
nature of post-colonial voting strategies. No
more than 1,200 words for features, include
art or photos, if you can!

6 www. th ink .cz I  am a  great  be l iever  in  luck  and  the  harder  I  work  the  more  o f  i t  I  have .  
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WRITE TO THINK
Address letters to Think, 2 Gilstead Road #11-04, Singapore
309061 or email them to think@think.cz. Include the writer’s
full name, email address and telephone number. Letters
may be edited for length and clarity and may be published
in the magazine or on it’s website. Due to the volume of
mail we receive, we cannot respond to every letter.

letters from our crack-smoking readers

Letter of 
the month
YOU WIN A BOTTLE OF

JEAN-PAUL PICARD
SANCERRE BLANC 2004
“Nothing better than read-
ing Think at the kebab
house. I tried googling that

great paper wall of I-S magazine but could not find it, so i suppose i still need
to read magazines like yours too keep informed.”
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Mail completed form to: Inkybrain Media
Ventures Pte Ltd at 114 Middle Rd #01-00
Singapore 188971 by 15/12/06

1. What age do you act?
!Under 20 !20 – 24

!25 – 29 !30 – 34

!35 – 44 !45+

! So old, I forget

What country are from?

What city do you call
home?

How long have you been
living in Singapore?

How many children do
you have?

How old?

How much cash do you
bring home, after taxes?
!
!
!
!
!
!

What is your  gender?
! !
!

How do you earn a liv-
ing? Job Title)

Occupation
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Employer Industry
!Advertising /PR

!Architecture/Design

!Banking/Finance

!Education

!Entertainment

!Government

!Hotel/Restaurant 

! Internet Related 

!Manufacturing

!Military

!Publishing/Media 

!Retail 

!Services

!Shipping

!Trading 

!Other_________________

Employment
!Working Full Time

!Working Part Time

!Unemployed

!Student

!Self- Employed

Marital Status
!Commited relationship

!Divorced

!Married

!Single

!Widowed

How far did you go in
school?
!Bachelors

!Masters

!No formal Education 

!PhD

!Polytechnic

!Post Graduate

!Primary

!Professional Degree

!Secondary

!Other__________________

What languages do you
speak?

THINK Readership History
!Have read every issue

! Read 3 out of every 4 issues

!Read an issue before

! This is the first issue I’ve read

Have you visited our
website www.think.cz? 
!Yes, once

!Yes, frequently

!Not yet, but plan to

!Never

Where do you usually
read THINK? 
!At home

!At work

!At the distribution outlet

!While riding bus/MRT

About how many people
read your copy of THINK?
!1

!2-3

!4-10

!Everybody, including the per-

son who stole it.

How long do you keep your
copy of THINK around?
!A couple of days 

!A week or two

!A month

! Enshrined in my living room

How would you rate the
opinions/reviews in THINK?
!Very useful

!Somewhat useful

!Useful

!Not so useful

!Useless

What would you like to
see more off each
month in THINK?

Now, give us your opin-
ions on THINK. On a scale
of 1 to 5, with 5 being
tops, how do we score?
(Circle the ranking)
Artistic quality 1 2 3 4 5
Usefulness of listings  1 2 3 4 5
The articles 1 2 3 4 5
Photos & illustrations 1 2 3 4 5

In addition to THINK, I
also read:
!8 Days !Banter
!Catalog !Expat
! FHM ! Flash
! I-S Weekly! Juice
!Where !Maxim
!My Kind of Place

What’s you favorite
publication in the whole
wide world? (And don’t just
say THINK because you think that
will help you win… we want to
know what else you like to read!

Where did you get your
copy of THINK?
!Bar/Pub
!Book/Music Store 
!Boutique/Salon
!Café/Restaurant
!Club
!Office place
!School/Art Institution
!Stole it from a friend
!Other__________________

How many movies do
you watch in a month?
!None !One or two
!2-5 times !6-12
!More than a dozen

This next year, how
often do you plan on
taking a commercial
flight?
!Never
!One or two
!2-5 times

!6-12

!More than a dozen

How often do you eat in a
restaurant each week? 
!Every meal 

!More than 10 times

!7-10 times

!4-6 times

!1-3 times

!1 times month or less

!Never

Alcoholic Beverage of
Choice
!Beer/Ale/Lager 

!Wine

!Champagne

!Vodka

!Gin

!Cognac/Brandy

!Others

How often do you go
clubbing each month?
!Every night!

!More than 10 times

!7-10 times

!4-6 times

!1-3 times

!1 times month or less

!Never 

Anything else you’d like
to tell us?

WELL, IT’S BEEN TWO YEARS OF THIS SILLY MAGAZINE NOW, and it’s right time we took some time off
from lounging on the beach and asked you, dear readers, a little about yourself and what you think of
Think. And since we know you’re gonna want a chance of being rewarded for your valuable opinions,
we will offer, in a random drawing, the following prizes: First prize is one of three LG MP3 players,
worth $199 each. Second place is a Nokia Bluetooth Headset BH-200 worth $87. Third place is one of
five vouchers worth $50 in food or drinks at the Gashaus, the place for live music in Singapore! 

ENTER YOUR NAME AND E-MAIL ADDRESS 
(OPTIONAL, BUT REQUIRED TO WIN A PRIZE): 

FIRST NAME:  

LAST NAME: 

E-MAIL

Information submitted in this sur-
vey is confidential and will be used
solely for the purposes of better
understanding our readers and
improving our publication.

8 www. th ink .cz Courage  i s  the  f i rs t  o f  human qua l i t i es  because  i t  i s  the  qua l i t y  wh ich  guarantees  a l l  o thers .

SURVEY
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The Devil’s Due
The movie starts in the religious Black house-
hold headed by his father, played by Meat
Loaf. A young Jack comes in and rocks the
dinner table with a vengeance, causing his
mother to pray and his dad to chase him into
his rock poster filled room. Meat Loaf comes
in to sing against the power of rock, and to
tear down the young Jack’s posters of The
Who and AC/DC. But as he slams the door,
young Jack asks his poster of Dio for guid-
ance. The poster comes to life and Dio points
Jack towards Hollywood to conquer the
streets with his guitar.

It’s in Venice that the duo of Black and Gass
first meet. Kyle is rocking the boardwalk
(barely) and Jack becomes an instant follow-
er. Becoming Jack’s Mr. Miyagi of rock, Gass
sets him through tasks in order to learn what
it means to be a part of the Kyle Gass Project.
His rock boot camp is great, including a faux
concert in front of angry faces drawn on
paper plates and beer bottles flying from the
audience on strings. As it turns out, Gass
needs Black as much as Black needs him, and
they form Tenacious D.

Looking at pictures of guitar gods such as Eric
Clapton, Angus Young, Josh Homme and
Eddie Van Halen, the boys notice that each
player is using the same pick, feauturing a
demented carved devil’s head. A trip to
Guitar Center provides them the history of
the pick, as told by an aging rock burnout in
a cameo by Ben Stiller. The rest of the movie
becomes a quest for the pick. Through sorori-
ty houses, more celebrity cameos, mushroom
trips, a car chase and a break-in to the Rock
and Roll Hall of Fame, Black and Gass quest
for the pick to become rock gods.

! PICTURED: JACK AND GASS ON A MISSION

DISINFORMATION
A CATALOGUE OF TRENDINESS MASQUERADING AS DEEP THOUGHT…
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Oakley O Rokr
SEE AND GO…

Oakley has teamed up once again with Motorola to create a rockin’ pair of sunglasses
– literally. The O ROKR possesses Bluetooth capability and built-in earphones, so you can
tune in to the iPod (or any MP3 player), talk on the phone, and protect your eyes from
UV rays. Earphone speakers pivot off both sides of these sleek shades, offering wearers a
snug fit. Buttons on the arms make it easy to adjust volume, switch music tracks, and
even toggle between phone and iPod. When a call comes, the music automatically paus-
es. Now why should anyone settle for ordinary sunglasses?  

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT INFO@OAKLEY.COM.SG 

OBO Pro2’s EH-W112
wooden earbuds

If those JVC wooden cans were just a bit too
big and bulky for your noodle, then check these
wooden buds, bud. Other than the EH-W112
model number, there’s just not a lot of detail to
share. Oh sure, we know all about Japan’s obses-
sion with the acoustic properties of hard liquor
and wood. And of course they’ll look great with
your PC or Mac eco-case or full-on Legnatile lap-
top. Still, the fact that OBO Pro2’s got some wood
and two mysteriously placed balls for your pleas-
ure seemed important enough to share. 

GOTTA HAVIT GADGETS TECH NEWS

10 www. th ink .cz We are  the  products  o f  ed i t ing ,  ra ther  than  o f  au thorsh ip .  

Sony Ericsson Z610i
3G MOBILE PHONE  WITH MULTIMEDIA CAPABILITIES

There has been such continual advancements in telecom tech that have initiat-
ed a number of irrevocable changes in all our lives. Even a few years ago, it would
have been difficult to imagine that a day would come when mobile phones could
be used for talking face-to-face or as cameras and mp3 players. But rapid devel-
opments have taken place, and now sleek looking mobile phones with third gen-
eration (3g) capabilities have become quite common, as well as highly popular.
THE SONY ERICSSON Z610I is one of the more “in-demand” 3g mobile phones
with advanced multimedia and imaging capabilities thrown in for good measure.
The Sony Ericsson Z610i sports a seductive clamshell design. The contours of this
phone come in distinct shapes and are soft to the touch. Another feature that
strikes you instantly is the hidden mirror effect of the external display. Apart from
being attractive in the way it is designed, this phone is also highly versatile in its
capabilities and features.

The 3g capabilities of the handset are manifested in diverse ways. It can be
used to make video calls; for accessing the internet; as well as for sending and
receiving emails. It is also possible to download heavy email attachments to the
handset within seconds. A 2.0 mega pixel digital camera is another key feature of
the Sony Ericsson Z610i mobile phone. Because of the imaging options that come
with the handset, it becomes quite easy for a person to capture memorable
moments from her life; she can then share the same with family and friends. 

— Denn Decosta

File Your Digital Pics by GPS
One of the biggest challenges I face when it comes

to snapping pics is organising them on my computer.
Too often they get buried in the shuffle off 1000s of
other photos, and with Hard Drive space increasing by
folds every month, we’ll all soon be neck deep in con-
tent. Enter the GPS digital camera… well not quite,
but almost. THE SONY GPS-CS1 syncs up with your
compatible Sony Digital Camera, and records the
coordinates. If you use Sony’s proprietary software
your photos will be shown on a map. We just can’t
wait for this technology to show up in every device
that captures information.  Brings a whole new mean-
ing to ‘tagging’.
* Holds up to 360 hours of data, which is equiv-

alent to 1 month of tracking recorded at inter-
vals of 15 seconds

* 14 hour battery life with a Ni-MH
* Compatible with Cyber-shot DSC-S500, S600,

S45, W30, W50, W70, W100, H2, H5, T30 and
Sony Éø (alpha) DSLR-A100.

* 55g without batteries
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MORE THAN A PHONE
THE FUTURE HAS ARRIVED, AND IT’S LOOKING GOOD!

It was at the tail end of August that I got my eager hands on a NOKIA N93,
the most promoted phone in the manufacturer’s touted N-series, with relatively
hefty multimedia features. Truly, the ‘beast’, as I like to call it, sports nothing less
than a 3.2 Megapixel Carl Zeiss lens with 3x optical zoom. It is also beastly in

size, having a rather slightly bulky and heavy body (180 g), measuring 118. 2
mm x 55.5mm x 28.2 mm. Ergonomically the phone handles well with its

Clamshell / twist screen format, with two separate 5 directional scroll
controls which are active when the fold is open or closed. Unlike
most high-end Nokia models, the buttons are flat and large which
makes for easy messaging. This design supersedes its predecessor
the N90 with its fully rotatable camera that ends up slanted whenev-
er one pulls it out of the pocket. The phone has three main modes
depending on the positioning of the screen; Fold open mode,

Imaging mode (allowing the N93 to be handled pretty much like a
handycam) and View mode which is convenient for sharing videos with friends, allowing the

user to place the phone on a flat surface. With the advent of video blog and hosting services such as Youtube.com
together with peer-to-peer personal network platforms like Myspace.com and Friendster.com, one can almost say that the arrival of the

N93 is timely indeed. The quality of videos created is nothing short of superb, although getting a good image in dimly lit areas might be tricky.
The N93 saves to the neat mp4 format, which requires some QuickTime drivers to be pliable. A fully functional version of Adobe Premiere ele-
ments comes bundled on the included DVD that allows captured content to be edited with ease. If that isn’t enough, the device comes pack-
aged with a Pop-port™ to RCA cable that allows direct input into a television… instantaneous party hit! Connectivity with the N93 is rather
complete with wireless LAN, Bluetooth, Infrared and USB options, with synchronisation dealing with both media files created as well contacts,
tasks, email messages and calendar entries. The bundled Adobe Photoshop Album Starter edition 3.0 makes importing media a breeze and
Lifeblog, a similar program, allows for videos as well as images to be catalogued into a timeline. The only two perceived setbacks are the
Symbian OS that becomes quite sluggish with accumulated messages and video files. The included 512mb memory card is only good for 15-20
minutes of video capture, which is really not enough for the home video artist.     FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.NOKIA.COM.SG

TEXT MARK KOH
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FILM REVIEWS THINKY AT THE CINEMAS

12 www. th ink .cz Cities force growth and make people talkative and entertaining, but they also make them artificial. 

Y
ou’d think there’s more than one question mark in her
question. So after feeling superior for all of ten seconds, I
was brought back to earth. And the last I checked – I’m
still that poor Chinese girl. Nonetheless, with an hour
before the movie, I decided to visit the private lounge

which was exclusive only to Gold Class ticket holders. I was holding the
ticket to Hollywood treatment! How do you like that?!

The Club Chinois decor (read red luscious wall paper, chic black and
red complimentary accoutrement.) of the lounge, tucked behind a frost-
ed glass wall, brought me to a sophisticated hideout... it felt so SIA’s
first class lounge! (Just a fragment of my imagination since I’ve hardly
had the opportunity to fly first class.) 

At the lounge, you can order a variety of delectable victuals. The set
meal was my choice of popcorn. It costs $25 with a choice of starters,
mains and desserts. Not forgetting your
coffee or tea. 

Since Vivo’s first launch on October
7th, hoards of people have been trudging
the Vivo paths, which feels a little like
shopping on the day before Christmas. Hiding in the GV Gold Class
lounge, the decibel levels were vastly contrasting.  

There are three Gold Class theatres. Of all three, the biggest holds
an exclusive 48 seats versus the GV Max, which is literally like a stadi-
um. The other two Gold Class theatres had 24 & 38 seats respectively. 

Being the film aficionado that I am, I was thrilled to find out that GV
Vivocity will be offering a multidimensional movie experience. (It’s hap-
pening right now as you’re reading this.) 

You’ll be able to experience Real D technology, which sort of puts
the ‘D’ in digital cinema. It’s the improved version of 3D technology
in cinemas, and without the painful Christmas goggles. (In the past,
3D movies can only be experienced through a certain red and blue
eyewear – but I remembered it as red and green ones. It felt like

Christmas goggles anyway.) 
The clever people at Kodak were the ones who introduced the 3D

system, bringing movie magic to new realm of possibilities. It is a prom-
ising marriage between GV and Kodak I’d say. 

The 3D experience would also be the first to be installed out of the
United States, (finally, something new and fast on our shores…) and
one of the first animatic experiences GV has on offer would be the
clever Steven Spielberg movie, Monster House.

So back in Gold Class, I was delighted knowing that I could eat  a
real meal, in the cinema! Imagine years and years of people snapping at
you about food in the theatres. Imagine being able to have your mains
and a pot of tea in your seat! (Oohh the joy, the joy.)

Not any ordinary seat if I may add. It works like a massage chair and
goes down really slowly and subtly into a bed-like couch. My partner

was doing one of those… “Now where’s the
damm recliner button! … Woooooo… look
at me look at me I’m going down.. up…
down…” I know we acted like complete
morons but I BET anyone of you going in

there is going to try at least once going down and up, gleefully. There’s
a desperate side of wanting to watch movies First Class, the way Paris
Hilton would have done and there’s a Homer in every one of us – I’m
sure he would have approved of our behaviour…

The Chicken Ravioli and the Fish Korma on the main set was definitely
a decent and satisfying meal. Without missing a cue, the GV staff brings in
your desserts with perfect timing as soon as you’re done with your mains. 

For the ladies who want to dress without bringing a winter coat with
you even though you’re in Singapore, you’ll be happy to know that they
have blankets here to keep you warm through your movie. 

So what if we can’t go to Cannes and walk the red carpet? Buy one
red carpet home! Or you can simply head down to Vivo City’s Gold
Class and experience it… 

Cinema Style
Like an excited kid running to a theme park
ride, I stood at the Red Carpet at Vivo’s Gold
Class counter. I know I’m not dressed for the
Oscars, but it was rather chilling when the
counter lady asked with a raised brow, “Buying
Gold Class tickets?” By  Jeanne M Lee.

“I was delighted knowing that 
I could eat  a real meal, in 

the cinema!”
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Dark Future; Children of Men
STARRING CLIVE OWEN, JULIANNE MOORE, CHARLIE
HUNNAM, MICHAEL CAINE, GARY OLDMAN, DIRECTED BY
CHRISTOPHER NOLAN 
! IN 20 YEARS WOMEN ARE INFERTILE. NO CHILDREN. NO FUTURE. NO
HOPE. BUT ALL THAT CAN CHANGE IN A HEARTBEAT England has
descended into chaos, until an iron-handed warden is brought in to insti-
tute martial law. The warden’s ability to keep order is threatened when

when Julian (Julianne Moore) discovers she’s pregnant, with what would be the first child in 27 years,
inspiring a group of revolutionaries. The story centres on Oxford history professor Theodore Faron (Clive
Owen), who is her ex-lover. But is he also the baby’s father? 

Deaf DJ; It’s All Gone Pete Tong
STARRING MIKE WILMOT, PETER TONG, BEATRIZ BATARDA,
PAUL KAYE, KATE MAGOWAN, DIRECTED BY MICHAEL DOWSE
! FRANKIE WAS ONE OF EUROPE’S MOST TALENTED DJS and a main
attraction for hedonistic youth each holiday season in Ibiza, Spain.
Frankie lived life over the top: the clubs, the parties, the women and
the drugs. But the years of pounding music and heavy toxins took their
toll, leaving Frankie stone deaf. His fans, record deal, manager, wife
and stepson soon disappeared. The good times gone, Frankie isolated

himself in his villa for a year under a pile of self-pity and a mountain of drugs. Determined to pull him-
self together, Frankie hired a lip-reading instructor, accepting a new way of life and rediscovering the
dance rhythms that had defined him. His ultimate redemption returned him to the top of the scene
with a renewed connection to the almighty beat. And then- he disappeared.
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QUICK TAKES

CATHAY CAUSEWAY POINT – 3 Woodlands Square, Tel: 6235 1155,
www.cathay.com.sg, Bus Routes: TIBS 169, TIBS 178, TIBS 187, TIBS 700,
TIBS 856, TIBS 858, TIBS 900, TIBS 903, TIBS 911, TIBS 912, TIBS 913,
TIBS 925, TIBS 926, TIBS 960, TIBS 961, TIBS 964, Nearest MRT:
Woodlands

CATHAY ORCHARD – 8 Grange Road, Tel: (65) 6235 8386/6235 1155,
Nearest MRT Station: Somerset

ENG WAH EMPRESS – 321 Clementi Avenue 3, Tel: 6777 5867, Bus
Routes: 14, 78, 96, 97, 105, 147, 147M, 154, 156, 165, 166, 196, 197, 198,
285, 502, Nearest MRT: Clementi

ENG WAH JUBILEE – 61 Ang Mo Kio Ave. 8, Tel: 6454 1640 Website:
N/A, Bus Routes: 13, 22, 24, 25, 73, 74, 76, 86, 88, 130, 132, 133, 135, 136,
138, 162, 162X, 165, 166, 238, 261, 262, 265, 266, 267, 268, 269, Nearest
MRT: Ang Mo Kio

ENG WAH SUN PLAZA (NEW) – 30 Sembawang Drive Sun Plaza,
Tel: 6753 1047, Bus Routes: TIBS 859, Nearest MRT: Sembawang

ENG WAH SUNTEC SUNTEC CITY MALL (ABOVE
CARREFOUR) – 3 Temasek Boulevard #03-51 Tower 3, Suntec City
Mall, Tel: 6836 9074, Bus Routes: 10, 14, 16, 36, 36M, 70, 70x, 107x, 133,
162x, 196, 501, 501x, 518, TIBS 854, Nearest MRT: City Hall 

ENG WAH TOA PAYOH ENTERTAINMENT CENTRE – 450
Lorong 6 Toa Payoh, Tel: 6251 1370, Bus Routes: 8, 26, 28, 31, 73, 88, 90,
139, 142, 143, 145, 155, 157, 159, 163, 231, 232, 235, 237, 238, Nearest
MRT: Toa Payoh

ENG WAH WEST MALL – 1 Bukit Batok Central Link, #05-01 West
Mall, Tel: 6898 9230, Bus Routes: 61, 66, 77, 106, 157, 173, 174, 189, 361,
365, 367, 506, TIBS 177, TIBS 852, Nearest MRT: Bukit Batok 

GOLDEN VILLAGE BISHAN – 9 Bishan Place Junction 8 Shopping
Centre, Tel: 6353 7003, www.gv.com.sg, Bus Routes: 13, 53, 54, 55, 56, 88,
156, 410, Nearest MRT: Bishan

GOLDEN VILLAGE BOON LAY – Jurong Point, Tel: (65) 6793 5515,
Nearest MRT Station: Boon Lay

GOLDEN VILLAGE EASTPOINT – Eastpoint Mall, Tel: (65) 1900-
912 1234, Nearest MRT Station: Simei 

GOLDEN VILLAGE GOLD CLASS – 1 Kim Seng Promenade Great
World City, Tel: 6735 8484, www.gv.com.sg, Bus Routes: 14, 16, 32, 54, 65,
85, 139, 195, TIBS 75, TIBS 865, Nearest MRT: Orchard

GOLDEN VILLAGE GRAND – 1 Kim Seng Promenade Great World
City, Tel: 6735 8484, www.gv.com.sg, Bus Routes: 14, 16, 32, 54, 65, 85,
139, 195, TIBS 75, TIBS 865, Nearest MRT: N/A

GOLDEN VILLAGE MARINA – 5A Raffles Avenue Marina
Leisureplex, Tel: 6334 9158, www.gv.com.sg, Bus Routes: 10, 14, 16, 36,
36M, 56, 70X, 107X, 133, 162X, 195, 196, 501, 501X, 503, 518, TIBS 864,
Nearest MRT: City Hall

GOLDEN VILLAGE PLAZA – 68 Orchard Road Plaza Singapura, Tel:
6339 9708, www.gv.com.sg, Bus Routes: 7, 14, 16, 36, 36M, 64, 65, 65M,
85, 85M, 111, 124, 139, 162, 162X, 174, 174M, 501, 501X, 511, 518, Nearest
MRT: Dhoby Gaut

GOLDEN VILLAGE TAMPINES MALL – Tampines Central, Tel:
(65) 6789 5569

GOLDEN VILLAGE TIONG BAHRU – 302 Tiong Bahru Road Tiong
Bahru Plaza, Tel: 6274 0015, www.gv.com.sg, Bus Routes: 14, 16, 32, 33,
63, 64, 85, 123, 195, TIBS 5, TIBS 851, TIBS 865, CSS 605, Nearest MRT:
Tiong Bahru

GOLDEN VILLAGE VIVO CITY – 1 Habourfrount Walk, VivoCity,
Levels 2 & 3, www.gv.com.sg, Bus Routes: 10, 30, 30e, 97, 97e, 100, 131,
143, 145, 166, 57, 65, 80 and 9. Other Buses: 61,188,855 and 963 Nearest
MRT: HarbourFront 

GOLDEN VILLAGE YISHUN – 51 Yishun Central 1, Tel: 6759 8574,
www.gv.com.sg, Bus Routes: TIBS 171, TIBS 520, TIBS, 800, TIBS 804,
TIBS 806, TIBS 811, TIBS 812, TIBS 851, TIBS 852, TIBS 853, TIBS 854,
TIBS 855, TIBS 856, TIBS 859, Nearest MRT: Yishun 

OVERSEAS MOVIE CLEMENTI – 3151 Commonwealth Ave. West
Clementi Town Centre, Tel: (65) 6777 0669, Nearest MRT Station:
Clementi

OVERSEAS MOVIE GOLDEN – 6001 Beach Road Golden Mile Tower,
Tel: 6298 5466 Website: N/A, Bus Routes: 2, 7, 12, 32, 33, 51, 62, 63, 80,
82, 100, 107, 107X, 133, 145, 197, Nearest MRT: Lavender

OVERSEAS MOVIE NEW CROWN – Ang Mo Kio Ave. 8, Tel: (65)
6459 9575, Nearest MRT Station: Ang Mo Kio

OVERSEAS MOVIE PRINCESS 1, 2 & 3 – 445 Bedok North Street
1 Bedok Central, Tel: 6448 4965, Bus Routes: 7, 9, 14, 17, 18, 25, 26, 28,
30, 32, 33, 34, 35, 40, 60, 69, 152, 197, 219, 220, 222, 225, 226, 227, 228,
401, Nearest MRT: Bedok

SHAW BALESTIER – 360 Balestier Road, Shaw Plaza, Booking
Hotline:6738 0555, www.shaw.com.sg, Bus Routes: 21, 130, 131, 145,
186, Nearest MRT: Novena

SHAW BUGIS – (formerly United Artist) 200 Victoria Street Parco
Bugis Junction, Tel: 6337 9655, www.shaw.com.sg, Bus Routes: 2, 12, 33,
62, 130, 133, TIBS 5, TIBS 520, TIBS 864, TIBS 960, 197, 32, 7, 51, Nearest
MRT: Bugis

SHAW CENTURY – Tampines Central Century Square, Tel: (65) 6787
1638, Nearest MRT Station: Tampines

SHAW CHOA CHU KANG – Lot 1 Shoppers Mall 21 Choa Chu Kang
Avenue 4, Tel: 6763 1138, www.shaw.com.sg, Bus Routes: 185, 307, TIBS
925, TIBS 927, Nearest MRT: Choa Chu Kang

SHAW EAST SHORE – 5 Stadium Walk (Leisure Park Kallang), Tel:
965) 6346 1816, Nearest MRT Station: Kallang

SHAW JURONG 4 CINEPLEX – Jurong East Street 13, Tel: 6569
3463, www.shaw.com.sg, Bus Routes: 51, 66, 78, 79, 97, 98, 105, 182, 197,
241, 333, 334, 335, Nearest MRT: Jurong East

SHAW LIDO CLASSIC – Lido 8 Cineplex Level 5, Shaw House, Tel:
6738 0555, www.shaw.com.sg, Bus Routes: 7, 14, 36, 36M, 65, 65M, 77,
85, 85M, 105, 106, 111, 123, 124, 132, 143, 143M, 162, 162X, 174, 502, 512,
518, CSS 602, Nearest MRT: Orchard 

SHAW ORIENTAL – Oriental Plaza New Bridge Road, Tel: 965) 6323
2809, Nearest MRT Station: Outram Park 

YANGTZE – Pearl’s Centre 100 Eu Tong Sen Street, Tel: (65) 6223 7529,
Nearest MRT Station: Outram Park 

CINEMA DIRECTORYThe new James Bond 
rocks royally!
STARRING EVA GREEN, DANIEL CRAIG, JEFFREY WRIGHT,
MADS MIKKELSEN, JUDI DENCH, DIRECTED BY MARTIN
CAMPBELL, ADAM HERSCHMAN
! THE RETURN OF JAMES BOND, BUT NOT AS YOU KNOW HIM!
The new Bond goes back to the early days of Bond and will be
stripped of many of the elements that made the Bond movies so
successful in the first place. Let’s hope they won’t strip away too
much, unless the stripping involves the new Bond girl! Fans of the
original Ian Fleming books will be hoping for a more authentic
portrayal of both the character and the book. The producers seem
to have been reluctant to take a risk with the formula in the past,
presumably for purely financial reasons. The time has come now

were they, perhaps, have no choice other than to bring in a new era. We hope to see a more realistic
and gritty film, less gadgets and explosions, more dialogue and less of the quips. Something of an
opportunity was lost when the very real possibility of a Tarantino/Brosnan collaboration fell through.
As for the storyline, James Bond’s first 007 mission takes him to Madagascar, where he is to spy on a
terrorist Mollaka. Not everything goes as planned and Bond decides to investigate, independently of
the MI6 agency, in order to track down the rest of the terrorist cell.
The director of Goldeneye has returned and is charged with delivering us a new Bond. His work on
Goldeneye resurrected the franchise so he has the qualifications to do it again. Speculation is, as ever,
rife as to leading ladies and Bond girls private lives.. The character of Vesper Lynd is the most crucial
female role and we expect Eva Green to be one of the better Bond girls. Time will tell whether they have
the courage to make a film worthy of the original creation of Ian Fleming – let’s hope they do.

TV worth watching 
-CNN FUTURE SUMMIT, ‘WORLD IN MOTION’ 23/11/2006
Legendary astronaut Dr Buzz Aldrin and the world’s first female space tourist Anousheh Ansari
are two members of an illustrious panel joining CNN’s Richard Quest for a landmark hour-long
program from Singapore that takes viewers deep into the future and outer space. Explore how
close we are to the reality of a family vacation in space, the possible benefits of driverless cars,
hypersonic air travel and other areas which indicate that science fiction is rapidly becoming sci-
ence fact. CNN Future Summit is a two-year multi-media program produced in association with
the Singapore Tourist Board (STB), which aims to stimulate global discussion on new develop-
ments in travel, medicine and health, communications, the environment, new habitat and the
implications of these changes for the future of mankind. Mental floss for your head.
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T
he above mentioned quote summarises one of the main
themes in Hearne’s political thriller, Hulagu’s Web (www.
hulagusweb.com). The book suggests that much of the hor-
ror, destruction and mayhem that happen in the contempo-
rary world are explained by the endeavours of Sorat,

Lucifer’s terrifying accomplice. It is said that Sorat incarnates every 666
years. 1998 would therefore be the year of his last manifestation.
Coincidently, it is the same year that Usama Bin Ladin and his associ-
ates publicly declared their Jihad against the West with blatant orders
such as “We – with Allah’s help – call on every Muslim who believes in
Allah and wishes to be rewarded to comply with Allah’s order to kill the
Americans and plunder their money wherever and whenever they find it.”

In his Book of Revelation and the Work of the Priest, Rudolf Steiner
describes Abaddon’s attack on humanity. Abaddon (translated
‘destroyer’) is a demonic being born out of the abyss to lead an army
of locusts with human-like faces. Rudolf Steiner explains the occult
significance of this picture by suggesting that Abaddon’s army con-
sists of human beings who have been completely deprived of their
ego. Sorat can rule on Earth by populating the empty shells of such
people with the spirits that serve him. This infernal army would sub-
ject mankind to trials compared to which all the horrors of the twen-
tieth century would pale. Coincidently again, Abaddon is referred
to in Revelation 9-11, the same date that is now synonymous with
the destruction of the twin towers and the attack on the pentagon.

Sorat is described as the strongest power against good. To accom-
plish his desire of destroying the earth, Sorat would manifest his evil
in the social evolution. The wars and mass murders of our time are
evidence of his corruption. The fanatism and the everyday hatred of
man against man are evils often disguised as religious dedication
and nationalism. Sorat would bend people to his will by using the
influence of leaders, be them political or religious. Sorat’s alleged
power lies in the ability to make followers believe that what they do
for their fanatic leaders is right. As David J. Hearne says “the goal
of this demon is to strip humans of their souls, egos and all good-
ness.” Sorat could make horrible acts virtually impossible to eradi-
cate once people become unable to recognise actions as evil. 

The video of a hostage being beheaded in Iraq is an example of
the horror mankind is subject to. It shows how much influence such
a leader can have over others. He would stay back from his disciples, as

he directs them to
behead the hostage.
Whenever the men
holding the prisoner
looked uncertain, the leader would convince them that what they
were doing was the just thing. The scene appears to be a struggle
between the leader (persuading) and the followers (resisting). The
film shows how the power of evil can pervert people’s senses to such
a degree that destruction and horror replace the goodness and com-
passion in their souls.

The seductive powers of darkness act by using people’s vulnerabili-
ty and weaknesses against them. Terrorists claim their actions are for
their love of God. Most of them believe that what they are doing is
right. Someone who they see as a prophet or a messenger leads them
to believe that they act in God’s will. This messenger is trusted and
considered more important than their own lives. Sorat would exploit
these people to “give their lives for his pleasure in subjecting mankind
to horror of the ultimate magnitude,” as mentioned in Hulagu’s Web.
It is difficult to understand why well-intentioned, logically thinking
people fall into such traps. How can one induce another to become
a suicide bomber willing to die for some obscure cause and kill other
innocent people? How can the human mind become so clouded and
susceptible to such evil and debasing acts? The answer lies in the
fact that many people need something or someone to believe in.
Sorat and his progeny would use this weakness to lead those suscep-
tible to their influence. The reasons for their acts are masked, peo-
ple follow because they need to believe and fail to ask themselves a
rational explanation for what they are made to do. Nevertheless, if
people saw the true intentions behind these schemes they would
not follow. Evil exists as long as it disguises itself.

Sorat could only maintain his power by distorting the way people
perceive what is good. He would reduce each individual to his level
– an entity without soul or conscious. His ultimate objective is to
alter the human existence by spreading destruction and misery.
Eradicating mercy, benevolence, compassion and humanity (most
needed qualities that morality advocates) is the only way Sorat can
achieve his goals. 

Becherete Adrian is currently studying management marketing... and
strongly believes in the unlimited potential of the human mind.

Sorat and the
Modern Day Evil
“Sorat’s evil will be spread by his infernal
army of soulless followers, willing to give their
lives for his pleasure in subjecting mankind to
horror of the ultimate magnitude.”

TEXT BECHERETE ADRIAN

READ OR DIE BOOK REVIEWS
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Songs for Suicidal Lovers is a celebration of the jazz greats
that span from the 1930s to the 1990s. This album is most-
ly cover versions of late legends’ songs rearranged and pro-
duced by Pete Millward, with exception to one original. A
true introduction to the jazz era with a modern touch.

Queasy listening as described by Shamus and that it definitely is.
Shamus’s desire to seek a new, younger audience who have not heard of
jazz classics, as stated in an interview with Jeff Brown from elevolutionof-
media.com, like some of those featured in his debut album such as ‘You
Don’t Know What Love Is’ and ‘Good Morning Heartache’, is certainly
fulfiled. This album stands out for me as it takes me back to an era of
true music and vocals, an era I’m not entirely familiar with and yet now,
after listening to Shamus’s album, I feel
much acquainted. Attempts by modern jazz
singers like Michael Bublé, Jamie Cullum
and singers attempting jazz like Robbie
Williams and Robert Downing Jr. (an actor
for that matter) do not come close in com-
parison to this interesting Shamus. His voice
carries the genre in a style that is close to the legends and gives you a
sense of contemplation. You feel his blues, his need to express, his need
to sing and show the beauty of jazz. You feel you get a sense of him.

The creative CD cover sets the mood of what there is to come from
this album. If you don’t like the music, at least appreciate the flap. The
design of drunks, fallen and broken bottles, the puking man outside the
bar, 1960s style microphone, ceiling fan with hostess next to the jukebox
reinstates the idea of where all of this came from – refer to
www.shamusdark.com for all the info you need on his past. For those of
you who are curious now, the design is the Sling Sling bar in Penang
where Shamus was discovered. Makes perfect sense for a debut album.
The mood is morose with charcoal like colours dominating the whole
sleeve which helps to set the jazzy gloom Shamus seems to want himself
to be associated with, although I think his album doesn’t necessarily have
all the elements of misery as he makes it out to be. It’s not entirely happi-
ness either but an existential place where the line between misery and
content is too thin to really separate the two. There are a couple of tracks
like ‘The End Of The World’ and ‘The End Of A Love Affair’ where his
voice goes a little up tempo, and dare I say it, happy sounding! Ironic

that both are the end of something that gets uplifted vocals. 
The first opening track ‘Angel Eyes’ sets the standard of the album.

With a bluesy tune and jazzy tone, his voice is initiated as a deep,
brooding character with a clear and smooth essence. His voice is
something that contradicts itself; it can be both melancholic yet cele-
bratory and smooth yet rough. Just like I said before, neither happy
nor entirely sad. My favourite ‘The Party’s Over’ has a slow soul of Jill
Scott and kind of hip hop Q-Tip or Mos Def like quality hidden within
it and instruments that make it a perfect soundtrack to a rainy, stormy
day meant for you to stay indoors enjoying the cool of the muffled
raindrops behind closed windows with this track played loudly while
you sit in a long chair leaning back, eyes half closed, cigarette in one

hand and a hard stiff drink in the other. 

The ethnic attempts at being modern in the
album do stand out, to say the least. Track 9
‘Willow Weep For Me’ has the modern
Chinese touch in it with a non-jazz yet misery
sounding element of erhu and shakuhachi

playing in it. It gives a creepy, eerie feel to the song but his voice provides
a melody that brings the song back out of the uncomfortable zone it
wants to become into an awe sounding good kind of weird. I told you
this man sounds contradictory! The electro is very 80s and all of it seems
misplaced but his voice pulls it all together rather eloquently. Track 10 
‘I Get Along Without You Very Well’ attempts the Indian here with a
sitar, tabla and flute. I don’t find it impressive. The sitar doesn’t seem to
have a purpose in there and only makes it sound cliché because of the
instruments. The music and his voice don’t compliment each other either.
An uninspiring attempt and the strings of the sitar at the end make you
want to cringe up. The rest of the album is beautiful, truly jazzy and
crooning while the ending tracks are more electro sounding. There is a
blending of a ‘modern’ electric world with the old ‘jazzy blues’. 

This is a great introduction to jazz and, more importantly, to this quin-
tessential character of Shamus Dark. An amazing debut, I will give him
that, and his story makes an excitable read by Flann O’Neil. It all seems to
fit in together with his debut from the cover design to the tracks chosen.
Check the site out, hear the tracks, buy the album. This is one person I’ll
be keeping an eye on. Just to see what happens, if nothing else. 

SOUNDS LIKE… MUSIC

16 www. th ink .cz Every  law is  an  in f rac t ion  o f  l i ber t y.  

Love still
sucks…

“This is a great introduction
to jazz and, more important-

ly, to this quintessential
character of Shamus Dark.”

REVIEWED BY SIMRAN PANAECH

A crooner and deep voice that is
reminiscent of Frank Sinatra and
Chet Baker are the components
of Shamus Dark’s tenor. 
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Taste of Chaos THE BEST OF 
WARON (WWW.WARCONRECORDS.COM)
! THIS IS A TWO DISC SET OF VARIOUS BANDS
from Avenged Sevenfold, Norma Jean, The Used,
Thrice, Every Time I Die, Armor For Sleep, Dir En
Grey, AlexIsOnFire, The Bled, and so on. It’s a nice
mixture of bands and even though I do not like the
majority of the groups on here, it’s still a good buy.

HotTopic lovers will/should eat this up. Every Time I Die, Norma Jean, the Bled,
Thrice, Emery are what did it for me, although I already had alot of the songs
featured on the CD from the bands I listed above.KKKK – Laura Encarnado

One Of The Loudest
Tragedies Ever Heard
SITUATION NOWHERE
WEDGIE / AMEROO RECORDS 
(WWW.LOUDESTTRAGEDY.COM)
! ONE OF THE LOUDEST TRAGEDIES EVER
HEARD IS A production team who transformed
into a group a few years ago. All four members

come from various musical backgrounds. You may know Johnny Fisher aka
Loudest Tragedy from his work with the Yeah Yeah Yeah’s (Yes New York / Vice
Records) to his remixing for artists such as the Velvet Underground. Guitarist
Mark Zarnow is also a fashion photographer. Bassist Natalia (love the name!)
Bolanos has been with the Halo Friendlies and drummer Claudia is the former
drummer for the bands: Jack off Jill, The Shocker and Lo-Ball. Together, they
put forth a wonderful CD. It’s a musical orgy of new wave, rock and industri-
al. KKKKK – Laura Encarnado

Innaway SELF-TITLED
SOME RECORDS (WWW.SOME.COM)
! WOW, THIS IS A CHANGE OF PACE. I feel like
I’m back in the 70’s rocking out at a show.
Described as “a new reading of Pink Floyd’s psy-
chedelia, Tortoise’s spatiality and Led Zeppelin’s
hippie boogie”. I think the nail was hit on the
head. If you have no idea who those bands are

or what they sound like, imagine watching the Virgin Suicides. For some rea-
son, I feel the music would fit perfectly with that movie. Especially “The
Strings of North Egg”. Listening to this has kind of left me speechless.
Usually, I get an album to review, don’t like it and find myself sitting there for
20 minutes trying to think of something to say. And usually, I get a CD, like it
and fear my reviews don’t capture what I’m really trying to says. This album, I
love, and I do not know really what to say. KKKKK – Laura Encarnado

The Horrorpops 
BRING IT ON!
HELLCAT RECORDS 
(WWW.HORRORPOPS.COM)
! I WAS SO EXCITED to hear that the
Horrorpops sent us a CD to review. I jumped at
the chance to review the album. I liked their first
album a lot, but I LOVVVVVVVVVVVVVEEEEEEEE

this album. Like I said in my blog, I cannot find a track on this album that I
don’t like. This album is like crack. I find myself needing another hit after hit
after hit. I can’t stop listening to it. “Bring it On!” features Patricia on vocals
and standup bass, Kim Nekroman and Geoff Kresge on guitar and Niedermeir
on drums. You can’t forget the lovely go-go dancers Kamilla and No-No. From
start to finish, the album is on CD full of fun. You’ll find yourself dancing
along to each track. As of right now, “Trapped” is my favourite track.
Horrorpop fans have plenty to look forward too when the album is set to hit
the streets and they sure won’t be disappointed. KKKKK+++ – Laura
Encarnado

TEXT MARK KOH
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! THIS MONTH’S HIGHEST REC-
OMMENDATION is Dbl O’s “The
Tektile Movement Records”, an 8-
track compilation named for the
record label it represents. Sponsored
by Carlsberg, The Tektile Movement
Records (Singapore) is the Asian
branch of an American based music
label that comprises of an assembly
of DJs and Musicians that expounds
Nu-Jazz, a very unusual fusion form
that generates soundscapes yet
retaining a melodic paradigm. I was

rather taken off guard by my foray into the CD’s contents – encountering
down-tempo that transcended the funk-house cookie-cutter. The first track,
“Emotion of the Ocean” by Xtac was a haunting electronica piece with
inspiring string lines. It had a deep ‘vogue’ feel that painted a horizon of
scattered beats in a somewhat eternal builder. Despite my lack of coffee
and antibiotics, I was inclined to feel hopeful, with the composition burying
itself deep into the subconscious. A second piece, “The Kokyu Curse” by Mel
certainly hexed me into addiction with its undulating bass and an innovative
kintaro-esque flute/sax patch that carried a new age aroma to the breakbeat.
There was creative use of analogue distortion that subtly rode the wings of
the synth lines for texture. I was surprised to find local Trance King Yukun’s
track “An evening serenade”… this was certainly a departure from his usual
euphoric trance repertoire with a dated synth-pop feel to it. No crescendo of
soaring synths here. Instead, I found a delightful breakdown that had great
velocity variation between samples and a mesmerising groove.

Mel’s Lansing Solitude was another interesting number with a bossa/salsa
vibe, housey yet atmospheric with wide pans. Do also check out Razaq’s
“Who shook my Whore?!” (Mel Remix) a dynamic trance composition with
‘Hybrid’ sensibility (Remember “unfinished Symphony.”) that was entertain-
ingly littered with thick percussion. Xtac’s “Beyond the Horizon” proved to
be my favourite, with its uplifting synth currents and sawtooth edits.
Overall the production level was satisfying with crisp mastering. This collec-
tion might prove to be ideal chill out material on that odd sunny day at
KM8 or in one of those Balcony baskets. 

Dbl 0 is six years old this year, with the re-launch party on 3rd November
aptly named Metamorphosis, it is set to become a thorn in the side of
other clubs around town. The Tektile Movement, is a new and vibrant
record label which is directed towards the upcoming sounds of  local
artistes and producers who thrive on electronic music and technology. They
have produced, re-mixed and mastered eight tracks that create a musical
journey of ambient, downtempo, NuJazz, breaks and trance.  In fact, the
track 'Who Shook My Wh*re??!'  has been creating waves in the
Australian MP3.com.au dance charts.  This ambient collection promises to
chill-you-out & then psyche-you-up for dbl 0. 

We are giving away 50 limited edition dbl 0 LIVE CDs and a waive
of cover for 25 winners and one friend each. For your chance to win
just answer the following questions and send to us at THINK MAG-
AZINE, 114 Middle Road, Lee Kai House #01-00, Singapore 188971
by 21st December 2006 for your chance to win.

1. What is the name of dbl 0 Relaunch party on 3rd November?
2. What is the name of the record label?
3. How old is dbl 0? 

More information available at: www.thetektilemovement.com

Feeling Tektile…
CARLSBERG & DBL O DELIVER THE GOODS
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Photographer Daniel Milton and myself buttoned up our
suits and strode into the coronation of MISS EARTH
SINGAPORE 2006 at the Marina Mandarin Grand
Ballroom. As mentioned in issue 23’s Miss Earth Article,
I was certainly rearing to go. The gala dinner event was

sold-out even before I was invited. And no surprise too, the beauty
pageant was the first of its kind in Singapore, Integrating environmen-
tal awareness into a ‘green and glamour’ concept. This night repre-
sented the culmination of a year-long campaign of events, selecting a
single winner from the final cohort of seventeen. 

The ballroom was elegantly furnished with floral pieces and on every
dinner plate was a Miss Earth Singapore environmentally friendly calico
bag that held a delightful T-shirt. I promptly bumped into Ace, an inde-
pendent photographer who never failed to show up to a single Miss
Earth Singapore event (or an open bar), he delightfully donned the shirt
and proceeded to snap the contestants that filed out onto a catwalk
embraced by potted plants. The amusing chap was always hogging the
good shots and directing the girls, ‘please stand closer ah!’, ‘hello hello
this way.’. His focus was too narrow if I may say, as there were angelic
starlets all around including hosts Jaymee Ong and Nick Tymms and Co-
Host May & Choy (“The Twins”). Powerful figures abounded as much as
beauty with the judging panel of 5 consisting of Mr. Howard Shaw –
Chief Executive, Singapore Environment Council, Ms. Alexandra Braun –
Miss Earth (international) 2005, Mr. Tony Cousens – GM, The Marina
Mandarin Singapore, Ms. Nadia Hutagalung – Top Model & TV Presenter
and Mr. Samuel Seow - MD, Samuel Seow Law Corporation, facing a
grim predicament of finding the right Miss Earth.

I was duly entertained with the impeccable production and military
precision in which the night was conducted – the appetiser gave way to
a choreographed dance number, followed by a serenading by Maia Lee,
followed by the feisty Swimwear segment – with the catwalk flanked by
percussion troupe ‘Barracuda batucada’ and then the eveningwear seg-
ment set to romantic tunes. The thrill was building in each successive

round as the number of contestants were brought down to eight and
then to a final four. With the aid of a group of schoolgirls, the four final-
ists were asked a final round of demanding questions on environmental
topics and the evening’s most nerve-wrecking vote took place aided by
software developed for the occasion by ETI Eyemail Technology. This
eventually led to the coronation of: Miss Earth Singapore 2006 Fire: Ms.
Jessie Xue Yan (3rd runner-up); Miss Earth Singapore 2006 Water: Ms.
Gin Tan Chuee (2nd runner-up); Miss Earth Singapore 2006 Air: Ms.
Jessica Sue Yun Lim (1st runner-up), and finally, Miss Earth Singapore
2006: Ms. Shin Yu Juay.

Miss Earth Singapore 2006 was crowned by Miss Earth (International)
2005 Ms. Alexandra Braun, Venezuela on her second visit to Singapore
this year the first one in April for co-hosting the prestigious UNEP
Champions of the Earth 2006 Prize. “I am very happy to win the Miss
Earth Singapore title this year because this pageant focuses not only on
the individual beauty but on a very important cause: to raise awareness
in improving the environment. I am proud to represent Singapore in the
Philippines during the 3 week campaign leading up to the Coronation
Night in Manila on the 26th November when I will be up against contest-
ants from more than 90 countries and I will do my very best to honour
Singapore.” says Miss Shin Yu Juay. I was so happy that she won – my
bet was on her the minute I saw her at the press con.

But the journey does not end with the night; "With the current envi-
ronmental situation in mind, our vision is to create a strong platform by
building a 'public image' for our target group to become a trendsetter
and spokesperson where they can enhance the communication with the
grass root and encourage environmental responsibility across a cross sec-
tion of the community", said Mrs Cheryl T. Hansen, Managing Director
of C.T. Hansen International, and organiser of Miss Earth Singapore.
"Women have conventionally partaken in beauty pageants that only glo-
rified external beauty but with Miss Earth Singapore – Green & Glamour
initiative, we want to bring beauty pageants to the next level by not only
focusing on the surface but to celebrate women who have the conviction
and the passion to bring changes to the world around them."

The afterparty, held at Ministry of Sound’s Pure room, was nothing
short of indulgent, but we’ll leave that to your imagination. 

LOOKING GREAT BEAUTY PAGEANT NEWS

18 w w w. t h i n k . c z To be wronged is  nothing unless you cont inue to remember i t .

Crowning
beauties…
Having attending the Q Bar
launch, the swimsuit segment at
the Marina Mandarin Poolside, I
was ready to take the plunge to
the night of nights.
TEXT MARK KOH PHOTOGRAPHY DANIEL MILTON
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W
hat will this Harley Davidson rider be like? My
impression of Harley Davidson riders has been
informed by glorified Hollywood images of
motorcycle chain gangs and leather-clad outlaws.
I am on a quest to understand a little better the

culture and philosophy of Harley Davidson riders in Singapore. He
is my first lead into the scene.

At first glance Sarge Sargeant looks like a tough guy: big and
burly, clad in a fitting black T-shirt and blue jeans, and deeply
engaged in game of pool. When we finally sit down and talk though,
this image slowly comes undone. Anywhere from his mid-forties to
early fifties, Sarge Sargeant (that is his actual given name) is unusu-
al for most Harley riders: he’s been riding Harleys since he was 14
years old. By the time most people get to own a Harley, they are
working executives in their early 40s, not surprising since an entry
level Harley like a Sportsters or a Fatboy could easily rake up
S$28,000 to $38,000, not including maintenance costs. 

Influenced by his mother who was a Harley rider in a motorcycle
gang, Sarge acquired his first Harley, a 45 Flathead, without his par-
ents knowledge and rode it unlicensed and uninsured. As he lived
in the countryside of Canada in Southern Ontario, it was easy for
him to conceal the bike from his parents. The only bikes he has ever
owned he tells me, are Harleys, and they are the only bikes he ever
really bothers with. 

Now emboldened by the effects of the bottle of Moosehead Beer
I had been nursing for the past 20 minutes, I was now ready to ask
the million dollar question, ‘What’s the difference between a Harley
and a Yamaha or any other bike for that matter?’ mentally preparing
myself for a knee-jerk reaction from the Harley lover. Instead, he
patiently explains to me that there is indeed a world of difference
between Harleys and other bikes. To start off with, it’s the oldest
motorcycle manufacturer in the world: the brand itself came into
being when the two friends Arthur Davidson and William Harley, in
1901, decided to motorise a bicycle so as to ‘take the work out of

20 www. th ink .cz Cons istency  requ i res  you  to  be  as  ignorant  today  as  you  were  a  year  ago .

Kings of the road
On my way to interview the Director of the Harley Owners Group
at Blooie’s Roadhouse, a ‘biker-friendly’ bar and restaurant which
the President himself privately runs, I felt a little apprehensive. 

TEXT AND PHOTOGRAPHY DEBORAH LEE 
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cycling.’ By 1903 they had figured out
how to fit a smaller combustion engine
to the bicycle, thus creating the first
bike and the iconic American brand
that Harley Davidson is today.

History lesson aside, the Hog is dif-
ferent from other bikes in terms of two
important physical factors, the sound it
generates and the fact that it is not built
for speed, (typical of many other bike
brands), but for cruising. Harley riders,
in their 40s or so, are not into speed but
are into the ride itself, however they still
relish the roar of the engine.

The Harley, he tells me, has built its
reputation on the freedom of the open
road and the lifestyle that it symbolises.
For example, he elaborates, Harley
owners will, as soon as they can, get
their bikes personalised by painting
them and replacing parts so that it
becomes part of you and a part of your
lifestyle. 

He goes on to draw a sharp distinction between people who ride
motorcycles and bikers. ‘Motorcylists are people who ride a bike to
get from point A to point B as fast as they can; the biker rides his
bike by choice, regardless of weather… I ride my bike by choice
even though I have a car.’ 

The Harley Owners Group is an international club comprised of
over a million members and is sponsored by the company itself. The
Singapore Chapter has been in existence
for 17 years and charity work is a essen-
tial part of the culture of this officially
registered NPO: proceeds from events
where Harley entourages are used (ie; at
weddings,  product launches, etc.) all go
to various charities like the Children Cancer Foundation and
Women’s Breast Cancer Association. The philosophy behind their
charity work is to dispel the negative image of Harley Riders as
fringe elements and to help those that are in need. 

“We are like the Lions or the Rotary Club, except we ride bikes”
he intones. Their charity work extends to organising bike rallies
whereby they have Harley Sporting events such as ‘Weenie Bike’
where the pillion rider has to bite of a chunk of a sausage suspend-
ed over from a string, whilst the bike is in motion, or the ‘Bike wash’
where the pillion rider has to toss a balloon full of water over a net
and catch it on the other side. “Usually it just splashes onto the bike,
that’s why we call it the bike wash”, he adds with a smile.

Outside of this officially sanctioned HOG chapter in Singapore
however, there are many other Harley groups like the Mad Dogs,
Headhunters, Banditos and Independents. Sarge himself rides with
one such group, Sierra Bravo Charlie, otherwise known as Sunday

Breakfast Club, for their early Sunday morning rides up to Johor for
Roti Prata. It is to such a jaunt that Sarge now invites me, and to
which I calmly accept with secret delight.

Sunday morning 6am: I am asking myself whether or not it’s all
worth it. “What on earth could possibly compel these 40 year old
working executives to give up precious sleep-ins and wake up at this
hour for a long ride up to JB!” I muse dazedly as I sleepily tumble
out of bed and get into jeans and T-shirt, assemble my passport,
writing gear and camera.

Upon arrival at Newton Hawker Centre, which is the meeting
point for their ride at 6.30am, I greet them, but I do not venture to
ask any intelligent questions. “Too early in the morning”, I tell myself
as I brush aside the instinctive reaction to get out my camera and
and start snapping. The men stream in slowly, soon, I have been
introduced to all 10 of them, but my enervated brain only registers
Renee – German, Yori – Japanese, Tom, Thomas and Bob, who
assortedly come from New Zealand, Australia and or the States, all
suitably established and clean-cut – 40ish looking and clad in black
bikers gear. There is another female rider apart from myself, one of
the men has brought along his teenage daughter for the ride.

7.00am; Sarge and I are in front of the massive Harley with dou-
ble seats that Sarge has chosen to use over his other smaller Harley,
and considerately cleaned up for my benefit. After a bit of fuss with
the immigration form and the motorcycle helmet strap, I am ready
to go. I climb onto the comfortably padded back-seat and we join
the head of the group, which has already assembled at the mouth of
the car-park.

We take-off, I want to go “wwooohoooo!” but need to maintain
my professional image, so I settle for gripping the seat a little tighter
and grinning really broadly. The music is blasting, assorted rock &

roll numbers from the 60s and 70s com-
pete with the roar of the engine. I am
thankful for my helmet, it protects my
eardrums, but I tap along to the beat
nonetheless. 

Once we get past the Singapore checkpoint, the speed goes up a
few notches, on the freeway connecting Singapore and Malaysia,
we’re hitting 140 km/h and my face feels like its getting a good mas-
sage from the wind that buffets my face. I pull my helmet down at
the strap to counteract the parachute effect that it is coming over it.

Later on the smaller roads, we settle into a cruising speed, it’s a com-
fortable and highly relaxing ride, I soon fall into a drowsy stupor only to
get sharply awaken whenever we hit a bump or a pothole. My relaxed
neck feels like it might be twisted out of joint at these sharp jolts. 

Nonetheless, we all make it in one piece to the Prata place even-
tually. I climb out of the bike languidly and make my way to the
table in anticipation of tissue light prata and tea. Over breakfast our
conversation topics range from the origin of languages, the limited
gene pool in New Foundland and the pot-breaks they take there,
and of course, the ever beloved Harley. 

“What’s the difference
between a Harley and a

Yamaha or any other bike ?”
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Riding 
high…
Why the Harley
Davidson motorcy-
cle is more popular
than ever before…

TEXT GREGG HALL PHOTOGRAPHY DEBORAH LEE

W
ith more than one hun-
dred years notched on their
belt, Harley Davidson is
praised with building the
best motorcycles on the

planet. There is little doubt that they de-
serve the acclaim. Arthur Davidson and
William Harley dreamed of creating a “motorised bicycle” in their
early adulthood. Test models were created and failed miserably,
but this never deterred the boys from achieving their goal. Despite
early models requiring foot power on hills, Harley and Davidson
continued striving to create the “motorised bicycle” that they knew
would become a success.

By 1906, the first fifty motorcycles were manufactured. A few
years later, they followed with a line of motorcycles for police and
military use. Short of a slowdown in the
1970s, Harley Davidson never stopped
tweaking and improving their models.
Today, Harley Davison produces millions
of motorcycles for use in every corner of
the world, Singapore included.

The distinct engine roar and loud vibrations through their tail-
pipes allow onlookers to hear the motorcycle far before it is visible.
Listening to the strength of a Harley Davidson engine is an expe-
rience few will forget.

Three motorcycle nicknames were established courtesy of Har-
ley Davidson. “Choppers” were born when the angle of the motor-
cycle’s front fork was extended allowing the handlebars to sit fur-
ther back. “Hogs” became aptly named for the extra room used to
transport racing pigs without switching to a larger vehicle. Who
said people are the only ones who can ride a Harley? “Harleys”
offered a shorter, catchier way to name a motorcycle manufac-
tured by Harley Davidson.

Every March, Harley Davidson takes the Daytona racetrack in

Indiana USA by storm. Also in the US, June brings the Harleys to
New England by way of Laconia, New Hampshire. Sturgis, South
Dakota becomes a home away from home for many riders every
August. Thousands of Harley Davidson’s enthusiasts attend these
gatherings. Many leave with dreams of having their own bike cus-
tomised to match what they have seen on other bikes.

In 1983, H.O.G., The Harley Owners Group, formed its first
chapter. Today more than 1,000 chapters are in existence and

more than one million members share
their love of these bikes, whether they
own one or not. The devotion to this
fine brand is proven, and you do not
have to be among the elite to enjoy all
there is to Harley Davidson. There are

also a slew of online forums and websites devoted to Harley David-
son. Not even Yamaha, BMW, Victory, or Honda come close to
having the same fan base.

Even if you cannot afford a Harley, you can still show your
enthusiasm for the maker by purchasing items from their mer-
chandise line. All of these items help contribute to Harley
Davidson’s $5 billion revenue every year. Hey, the advertising
helps too! Not that Harley Davidson is hurting for promotion.

Harley Davidson truly is the reigning champion of motorcycle
manufacturers. What others strive to achieve in their lifetime,
Harley Davidson has conquered. 

— Check out www.harleysingapore.com for official gear, or to buy your own Hog,

and for enthusiast, read the previous article or check out www.hogsingapore.com

22 w w w. t h i n k . c z In  the  f i rs t  p lace  God  made  id io ts .  Th is  was  for  prac t i ce .  Then  he  made  Governments .

“Harley Davidson truly is 
the reigning champion of

motorcycle manufacturers. “

RIDING THE BEST
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E
dmund and his co-founders are
bringing together Asian and
Western influences to develop
some really arresting graphic art
projects. Comic fans amongst

you may recognize some of their work for
GI Joe and Dragonlance Chronicles. We ask-
ed some questions about being creative,
making art and making money.  

Why do you create things, artworks, and companies even? 
We create because we are inspired. We see others do it and do it

well and it’s an exciting process to try it for yourself. While the
process is equally (if not more) about hard work than inspiration,
it’s really the final product that gives you a personal satisfaction that
very few other things in life can.

Where do the ideas come from? What are your criteria for

keeping an idea and following it through? 
Ideas come from being aware of what other artists before you

have done. Ideas also come from discussions and experimentations.
The final idea is what you have left when you’ve thrown out all the
other sucky ones. An artist’s instinct is usually the most significant
indicator of a good idea – a really good idea whenever it’s hit upon.
Learn to listen to your instincts. 

What would be the one thing someone needs to know to
enable them to really appreciate your work? 

I think there are many ways to appreciate a piece of art – and
all of them are equally valid in their own way. Whether you
appreciate the subtle brush stroke in detail or if you just like the
picture in a way that you can’t express, that is your way of appre-
ciating it. The bulk of our audiences for the products we create
are non-artists, that means that at the end of the day, they don’t
really have to understand the process – just like the piece as a
final product. 

24 www. th ink .cz People  are  much  more  w i l l ing  to  lend  you  books  than  bookcases .

Imaginary friends
Ever interested in the creative scene here on this lovely island, we
spoke with Edmund T Shern, one of the founders of Imaginary
Friends Studio.   

TEXT LIZ BENNETT PHOTOGRAPHY JEFFREE BENET
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ideals? It seems sexual, is it? 
These are definitely conventions

that you not only find in comics and
animation but also in real life. As are
big eyes in anime – but not to worry,
I think most of us still separate real
life from anime. So ladies with nor-
mal sized eyes can still rest easy. 

You have several successful busi-
nesses to your name at an early age,
what’s driving you to do so much? 

We have no idea. There’s no logical
reason, we’re probably crazy. We hear
that’s a good thing though! 

What do you see as the purpose of
your art? Is it about self-expres-
sion, aesthetic or anything else? 

All of the above and more important-
ly, the purpose of art ... is art in itself! 

The Singapore Biennale was just
in town, have you been to see it /
know what it is? How does the
world of international contempo-
rary art exhibitions fit with the
web based graphic artist commu-
nity? Is your mode of art consid-
ered in the same light as the con-
ceptual installations and video
projects we see in many exhibi-

tions of contempo-
rary visual art? 

I would have loved
to, but we have been
completely swamped
with our own art proj-
ects lately. We do hope

to see more of these art festivals and
more importantly, for creativity and
artistic freedom to be celebrated as
important attributes in daily life. We
still meet many young artists who tell
us that their parents have misgivings
about them pursuing a career or an
education in art. Art still isn’t accept-
ed as a natural legitimate part of life
in Singapore – perhaps because it is
still held by many as something that
only poor angry individuals do.
Hopefully by doing it ourselves every
single day – we can help show
Singaporeans that a studio of artists
in this little island CAN live their
dreams and get paid for it!   

Where do cartoon drawing, illustra-
tion and graphic art start and end? 

Does it matter? It could matter to
some, but to us, we love it all! 

How would you know you’d achieved
what you wanted to achieve as an artist? 

Like any journey – you have to set
your goals in order to know when you’ve
arrived. For many of us however, the
journey itself is the more important
part, not the achievements. 

You call art a lifestyle – not a job, what
do you mean by this? How does it affect
your everyday living and your person-
al philosophy?

You have to have a personal hunger to
do art. It doesn’t matter if you’ve had to
rush out 3 paintings in a day, when you
have free time; you need to always have
the urge to draw and to create. It’s this
hunger that will constantly drive you to
be a better artist. No other motivation

can do this – not a salary, not the pressure from a client. 

With a highly Westernised brain in my head I have a percep-
tion of all artists going through some sort of struggle, usual-
ly for money and recognition. Or perhaps persecution in
reaction to the subversive nature of their works. What’s you
view on this limited idea of an artist – can you be one with-
out being poor and/or angry? 

Many successful artists
are also financially secure.
A few who are savvier can
actually get rich from doing
good art. I don’t think most
artists are angry though, I
think passionate would be a more apt word. Artists are passionate
about many things so they feel more happy/sad/angry/excited about
many things in life. 

Your studio features a collective of artists, how do you work
together? What’s the collective aim you share? 

We have a core team of about 20 artists on staff in our 2 physical
studios in Singapore and Jakarta. In addition, we also have a regu-
lar pool of freelancers whom we work very closely with. We grow as
a studio by collaborating as much as possible on projects (and also
by playing games together). Our collective aim? Do great/fun art
and get paid well for it! 

To my eye (female and with little exposure to graphic art)
there seems to be preponderance for highly stylised female
figures, muscular, busty, athletic with great long limbs. What’s
this about? Is it a convention following comic and animation

“Art still isn’t accepted as 
a natural legitimate part of 

life in Singapore.”
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ART SCENE // STUDIOS

“o_c_t_o_p_u_s_s_y__IV”
by kunkka (Kendrick Lim)

“Pepper Sunshine”
by Artgerm (Stanley Lau)

“Vending Machine version 1” 
by plue (Buddy Jiang)

“Random Scene 1”
by knightcat (Krysta Lau)
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On HDBs,
conformity
&creativity.
“Tension turns into creativity” Fran-
cis Ng Teck Yong’s explanation for
the source of his and other people’s
work. As a Singaporean artist he is
heavily influenced by the physical
environment around the island. 
TEXT LIZ BENNETT

PROFILE // FRANCIS NG

“T
ension turns into creativity” Francis Ng Teck
Yang’s explanation for the source of his and
other people’s work. As a Singaporean artist he
is heavily influenced by the physical environ-
ment of this small island. HDB estates can pro-

duce artists as well as provide a home for thousands. Francis makes
a connection between the buildings that surround us and the way
people think. We learn from the space. So it is that
the uniform, regulated, demarcation of the estates
so many Singaporeans are housed in creates minds
that opt for conformity, take comfort from reliance
and avoid independence. He admits that the pos-
itive side exists too; the community, neighbours
who get to know you, stories and experiences that
are shared. But there is always tension, between
what can be gained and what’s lost.

Singapore is a constant building site, upgraded estates, new lux-
ury developments, bigger better malls. Francis sees the effect this
progress has on the people. “The amount of new build projects that
go on is overwhelming, the people who are displaced by the
upgrades and renovations are often marginalised”. 

Again the connection
between space and minds –
the progress of physical
spaces forces a mental atti-
tude change - a modernisa-
tion of minds. I ask if he
sees this as a choice. “No,
they have no choice”.   

Francis sees his art as an
attempt to “intervene” in a
space, deconstruct and
chop it up. Again back to

HDB’s he points out the amount of straight lines that
exist there. He wants to interrupt them with curves. I sug-
gest that this is quite subversive, he laughs nervously
behind his Warhol like fringe “Yes, it is”.

Francis teaches at NAFA, as well as working on a solo
show planned for next year. His well known “I was here”
installation, that has featured all over the island, will be
making an appearance on foreign shores in the future.
On his recent 2006 NAC Art Award Francis is humble.
“I was happy to receive it. It gives me some recognition
from the art community, encourages me to be coura-
geous and to do more work”. 

26 www.think.cz The silence of a flower: a kind of silence which we continually evade, of which we find only the shadow in dreams. 

Clockwise, from left: “I Was Here
@Eesplanade #3”, “Intimate Spaces #2”
and “Constructing Construction #1” 
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What’s
that art
doing in
my coffee?
TEXT LIZ BENNETT

ART SCENE // GALLERIES

A
rt, something people hang on walls so others can go
and look at it on rainy afternoons.  People in odd
clothing discuss its meaning and rich people prove
just how rich they are by buying famous pieces of it.
Not anymore – whilst you’re trawling shops, exercis-

ing your personal debt or having a quiet cup of coffee, you may
be visually assaulted by random pieces of art.  In some cases you
may not even know it; the spotty trees on Orchard Road could
have easily been mistaken for a random marketing stunt for some
yet unknown brand of vodka.

The recent Singapore Biennale used this technique to great
effect; you may have been off to the Mosque for prayers and
stumbled across a piece of highly conceptual contemporary art.
In fact the curators gave Singaporean’s no choice about whether
they went to the Biennale at all, sticking art works in the most
visited places.  The places we worship our gods in, temples and
shopping malls.

It makes sense in some ways; bringing the art to the people –
having had enough of waiting for them to come to it freely.
Sticking a video installation in a church is an interesting
prospect.  However the requirements of the space can some-
times override the integrity and value of the art.  Vivocity pro-
vides a great example of this.  The contrived frivolity of this bland
and soulless monstrosity is beautifully captured in the ludicrous
art works that were created for it. In particular the lanky snow-
man who grins down at the crowds below.

Aside from the ubiquitous mall there are several other places
you can go to check out art that has escaped from the formal
gallery.  Turn the page and check out three really cool spots…

>> >>

28 w w w. t h i n k . c z L iber t y  may  be  endangered  by  the  abuse  o f  l i ber t y ,  bu t  a lso  by  the  abuse  o f  power.

TCC on Circular Road
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ART SCENE // GALLERIES
<< continued from page 28 

TCC, Upper Circular Road
A brush with serenity: a meditative approach to art
Cherry Grant, 17 November - 29 December
www.thecoffeeconnoisseur.com

It kind of fits with the image of TCC to have
art in its space.  In its bid to be the home of
sophisticated coffee slurping it makes sense that
they attempt to associate them selves with the
high brow.  Really the art is there as decoration,
it’s not a place you go to just look at the art –
you may feel the need to buy some overpriced

coffee.  It’s also pretty busy there on a weekend evening. You have to
stare over the heads of floppy people who lounge on velvet cushions
scooping cream into their mouths. It’s kind of surprising to find an art
exhibition in a coffee shop amongst the dark, seedy bars of the Boat
Quay area.  But the art isn’t really particularly taxing; it’s not anything
that will offend nothing highly conceptual.  As you’d expect – TCC is
about luxury, hedonism and making money.  No place for works with
any social, metaphysical or political commentary. To fit the ambience of
relaxation Cherry Grant’s work is calming, with simple lines and cool
colours.  Like TCC’s liquid offerings it is pleasurable work, sensual. 

Pitch Black, Haji Lane
Undeclared Existence, November 13 – December 1
www.pitchblack.com.sg

The feel here is a bit of a contrast to Boat Quay and
TCC.  Independent, hidden away -with an industrial
style interior this is a café come gallery, come cinema.
To fit the space the art work is a bit darker, in all sens-
es of the word.  Hardware materials are used on can-
vas to create textured, contemplatitive, emotional
pieces. The Pitch Black of the name features in the art
too, with a rich gooey bitumen drawing you into the

thoughts and ideas behind the work. This art is not necessarily meant
to please, but to make you think and feel. As well as the pieces in the
café downstairs the work will be sharing a space with the cozy cinema
for twenty on the second floor.  Outside of film viewing hours you can
pop up and see it transformed into a different place.  Get you timing
right and you can get some beer, food, art and a film all together – all
senses delighted.

Front Row, Ann Siang Road
Antipode, Till November 26
www.frontrowsingapore.com

You can buy coffee here too, it’s comes in well designed boxes in with
smart gold lettering. This boutique of food, gifts, sweets and other
bloody expensive delights has clothing at level two and an art exhibition
spanning three floors.  It’s an interesting place to take a walk around,
being the end of a row of shop house it has steep stairs and interesting
angles a plenty.  I’m not sure how regular the customers are, the lights
and air con had to be put on for me as I went up to the gallery space.
Unless you knew what lay on the floors above you’d have missed the
exhibition. The art works here are all from young local artists. There’s a
real mix of works, sculptured decapitated S & M style heads, pen draw-
ings of cell like structures as well as a set of doll like scenes in light boxes
on the walls.  One of the most intriguing pieces is called ‘Hug’ it’s an
intricate, deconstructed piece using textiles. It looks almost fragile and
flowing, but it’s also structured and fixed – reminiscent of tailor’s pat-
terns.  The whole collection is intelligent and interesting, which is surpris-
ing given the contents of the shop downstairs. If you have the cash you
could always pick up some posh chocs or save up and buy some art and
stick it somewhere really unusual – like your bathroom. 

Pumpin’ out
good tunes on a

daily basis.
Imagine there’s a place in Singapore where seasoned
and wannabe rock stars come to get their licks in,
from good old fashioned rock and roll, to hardcore,
blues, punk, JRock, ska, emo, goth, reggae, hell, even
karaoke singers with a live backup band!

There is such a place, it’s called the Gashaus, and
it’s in Bugis, just a couple blocks from Chijmes.
Besides great live bands most every night of the
week, the kitchen serves up fresh baked pizzas,
shrimp fried rice, and our own special Jim Beam
BBQ Chicken Sandwich. We serve breakfast on the
weekends, and our jamming studios upstairs are
open whenever you’re in the mood to jam.

So stop on in, and bring this ad with you for 1 for 1
beer or HP cocktails (valid ‘til Christmas)

Gashaus Music Bar & Jamwerkz Studios
114 Middle Rd #01-00, Bugis,

www.gashaus.com
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For the uninitiated can you explain the VJ...?
Stephan: We want to model our visual artwork on sound struc-

tures and rhythms, enhancing the clubbing experience. We all
love the combination of image and music, we were raised on
MTV. 

Ingo: As a VJ you can interpret every DJ-Set live and
create a unique performance.

Do you have to like the music you
work with?

Stephan: It’s pretty important. You can’t
let go if you are not feeling anything. Every
one of us likes dancing and clubbing. If you
don’t move yourself it would become an
ordinary job, it’d be better to quit. It all start-
ed with Miss Kitten, we love her music.
Electronic dance music has influenced our
work from the start.

Andre: Every one of us has style preferences and of course DJ
preferences. You can definitely see, if someone is playing to music

he likes or not. A tight emotional relation to the
music is needed.

Joerg: If you want to hear names: for me it’s still
DJ HELL. He plays very imaginatively. Then a
lot of love goes to VITALIC, ALEXANDER
KOWALSKI, TIEFSCHWARZ, MISS KITTIN,
CARL COX and MATTHEW JOHNSON. Not
to forget RAY SOO from Kuala Lumpur. 
Svenja: Worst case is - the DJ fails and the music

is bad; you have to play to some crappy shit and time
will not pass away. Thank God we haven’t had a lot of nights

like these.

What makes a good party?
Svenja: If everything comes together in the right moment. It’s not

only the music. A sound system, lights, laser, our work and an audi-

32 www. th ink .cz Fami l ies  are  no th ing  o ther  than  the  ido la t ry  o f  du ty.

Light fantastique
Meet the folks who are going to make the music look pretty at
this year’s Zoukout. Lichtfront are a VJ outfit from Germany,
they’ve performed all over the world with many famous names. 

TEXT LIZ BENNETT

ART SCENE // LIGHT SHOWS
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ence that wants to share a good night,
then you’ll have a good party.

Stephan: Every set is different, every
night is different. I think it has to be the
right mixture of craziness, sexiness, and
the feeling “that this could be the last
night ever” to roll it. All this equals a
party no one will forget. But these
moments are very rare, there are only a
few of them every year.

What are your views on drugs and
the dance music scene?

We’ve seen a lot of freaky people; we
reckon taking drugs to enhance your
feelings is a no. You’ll loose the night
that you’ve waited so long for. It’s a
rumour, that every dance music event in
Europe is related to drugs. Most of the
people are clean, just like over here.

You have played at other festivals all
over, what’s been the best?

Joerg: We played a lot of huge festivals
across Europe and every one of us has
their own favourite. I like the Monegros

Desert Festival (pictured, below).
André: For me as well it’s Monegros it’s the most fascinating, it’s

located in the middle of the desert and for one night only. You’ll get
the best DJs all in the same place. The crowd is amazing; they are
so into the music.

Svenja: I like the festivals in Asia. Party people are different in
every country - it’s interesting to see how people react to our visu-
als. In Asia the people want to “get higher”. They are well dressed,
even putting on fine costumes. Everything is done to make it spe-
cial. You could see it at last year’s ZOUKOUT. After a heavy rain
started everybody stayed and still enjoyed the night. It was a great
atmosphere.

Head to the beach for another night to remember; www.zouk-
out.com. For more info on the group www.lichtfront.com.
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Migrant workers live
amongst our society
invisible from the
public limelight.  
TEXT SHA NAYAK PHOTOGRAPHY COURTESY OF MIGRANT VOICES 

T
hey are the workers that cook and clean for us as domes-
tic helpers, or build our buildings as construction work-
ers. It is time Singapore stood up to celebrate the un-
heard voices of our very own foreign talent. Right down
where you live, you might have come across a bunch of

tired Indian workers lazing about and
sleeping on the cold hard floor. At times,
you noticed them having lunch from
food packets on the very same floor you
step on each day. It may be an inhu-
mane sight, you thought. Despite it all,
these workers went about their business chatting happily together
without minding having food under HDB blocks.  

On another day, you met with your neighbour’s domestic helper
wheeling her sick employer’s mother around to the nearest park for
some fresh air. She looked withdrawn, cracking a meek smile and
looking away just as she smiled. Her name is Siti and she is from
Indonesia, once she told you when asked. Once, you caught her
humming to herself whilst washing her employer’s car. You thought,
as you passed by, what a beautiful angelic voice she had.  

“Migrant workers in Singapore turn to the arts for release from
their work woes,” says Shaun Teo, Treasurer and Co-Founder of

Migrant Voices, an arts group run by volunteers to engage migrant
workers into the arts. “We became increasingly involved with
migrant workers in Singapore knowing how talented they can be.”
he added. 

With the Ministry of Manpower pay-
ing increased attention to foreign
labour laws in Singapore, the unheard
voices have various platforms they can
use to their advantage. Most signifi-
cant, is a group called Migrant Voices. 

MIGRANT VOICES
www.migrantvoices.org
Starting as a one-off project in

September last year with a group
of independent volunteers coming
together to compile a CD of
songs written and performed by
foreign workers. The album was
launched at the inaugural M1
Singapore Fringe Festival, an ini-
tiative by local theatre company,
The Necessary Stage. With the

help of another non-profit group, Music For
Good, who did the album pre and post produc-
tion, the album signified a turning point for the
young group of volunteers. They furthered the
cause and registered themselves as a society with
yours truly proud to be called President. 

This marked a new beginning for the group who
began holding free singing workshops for residents
of a shelter called the Humanitarian Organisation
of Migration Economics (H.O.M.E). 

36 w w w. t h i n k . c z Blessed are they who finds out which way the universe is moving and then gets going in the same direction. 

“Migrant workers in Singapore
turn to the arts for release

from their work woes.”

Voices
Unheard:
The Real
Foreign
Talents

Inside Out 
WWW.THEPHOTOESSAY.COM 
Another pioneering effort alongside Migrant Voices, was the
Inside Out photo essay exhibition launched this year. The photog-
raphy exhibition was a product of workshops held last year that
teach migrant workers basic photography skills. These budding
photographers then went on excursions in groups and snapped
pictures of what they think Singapore represent to them. One of
the themes was ‘Day Off’, an initiative to bring about awareness
to how foreign domestic workers spend their Sundays off.
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The shelter houses foreign domestic workers in distress from their
employers and are battling cases with the relevant authorities. The
singing workshops then gave way to a talent time competition. The
women of H.O.M.E who come mostly from Indonesia and the
Philippines, loved singing favourites from popular Indonesian singers
and Filipino artists. After some point, there came an eclectic combi-
nation of cross-culturalism as the Indonesians and Filipinos eventu-
ally picked up each other’s languages. They do this by singing the
lyrics of songs, an easy way to learn another language. 

Just recently, the group launched a set of greeting cards designed
by migrant workers through a doodling workshop that happened
on top of the drama workshops they held. It was killing two birds
with one stone, the migrant artists showed enthusiasm towards act-
ing before flexing their drawing skills on paper. The drawings came
out of these workshops depicted images of home and objects close-
ly related to the artist. 

“They miss home because being in a faraway
land from their family, these are images the
artists best relate to and further expressed on
paper,” said Nina Siew, artistic facilitator of the
drama and doodling workshops.

The group is working on an upcoming drama
production entitled SOIL, a joint collaboration
with the renowned local theatre group,
Dramabox. The play will see migrant workers

act in scenes depicting their life here in Singapore. 

ART SCENE // MIGRANT ART

H.O.M.E. 
WWW.HOME.ORG.SG
Handicrafts are a popular skill owned by women migrant
workers. The women of HOME are ambassadors of it!
These women make plastic flowers and decorative dis-
play items as a way of raising funds to keep the shelter
running. They are also masters of culinary arts, lethal
when enticing anyone’s taste buds you’ll want more of it!  
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I
’m serious – four arenas, two packed to the brim with inde-
pendent live acts and the other two with cutting edge Drum
and Bass and cranking Hip-hop DJs. It’s an amazing fact that
all the performers in this ambitious project are independent.
Even the headliners, some of which are signed to record labels

such as EMI and Universal, are only on distribution deals. Could
this be some great underground movement? You bet it is.

If live music and the street vibe are
your bread and butter, Flow is definite-
ly for you. Presented by Nokia and sup-
ported by Adidas, Miss Earth Singa-
pore, Whosgoing.sg (official youth Por-
tal), Nightlife.sg (official online media), Exitmusik (underground
music partner), Think Magazine (official press media) and Soft.com
.sg (official live music partner), the event has an impressive line-up,
showcasing over 20 independent musicians across four platforms in
the 40,000 sq.ft venue. The event will also be opened up to a young-
er audience with the ground floor (comprising the main arena and
smoove) accessible to 16+ patrons and will be smoke and alcohol
free for the night. The rest of the venue (accessible for those 18 and

above) will have alcoholic beverages served as normal with smoking
restricted to Pure, 54 and the Sky Lounge.

Hosted on the night by Miss Earth Singapore 2006 winner Shin as
well as Singapore Idol finalist Paul Twohill, Ministry’s main arena will
feature Australian Industrial maestros DIVINE9 (above) and a line-
up of the best local talent. Veteran rockers Concave Scream, Baybeats

2006 crowd favorites Plain Sunset, Power
98fm’s 2006 “best Singapore band” nom-
inees Saw Loser a.k.a Pug Jelly and West
Grand Boulevard, Tien, a showcase of
Krumpers, B-boys and beat boxers by
the iLLers as well as popular Japanese

Visual rockers Seraph will get the crowd jumping and surfing. 

The “Independence” stage in Ministry of Sound’s Pure Room, pow-
ered by SOFT, will feature a segment of younger talent headlined by
World Battle of the Bands 2006 Singapore winners Flybar. They will
be supported by Singapore battle of the bands 2006 finalist Project
Ultrasound, Powerjam crowd favorites The Nerves, Sevenfalls, Ivy’s
Vendetta, Sound Expulsion, Airtime, Stentorian, Face Off, Sunset

“I think that the local, original
music scene is going through

a phase of growth.”

38 www. th ink .cz History suggests that capitalism is a necessary condition for political freedom. Clearly it is not a sufficient condition.

Feelin’ the Flow?
Envisage Ministry of Sound going Rock on the 5th of December. 

TEXT JOE BODIA PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF DIVINE 9
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Strip, Feizoniq and August Star. 

If that isn’t enough - Smoove will be
the “Hip-hop” stage with 2003 DMC
Champion DJ Koflow turntabling
together with Ministry’s own Rattle and
Tang. The “originals” stage at 54 will
feature some of Singapore Drum and
bass elite with Vortex, the man behind
Exitmusik, Guerilla’s Kiat, MC Kane
and subversive founder Zul.

Just six months ago, Gashaus Mar-
keting manager (and also our own sen-
ior writer) Mark Koh struck a deal with
youth promoters Playprojekts (led by an
18 year old Winson Lau) and the iLLers,
a hip-hop performance company, con-
ceptualising the event as a youth for
youth initiative that will serve as a plat-
form for under-exposed musicians, put-
ting them in a high visibility environ-
ment that might both serve to create
awareness as well as grow the market.

Throw in some scene favourites and a dash of niche genres and
boom- we have a kick-ass party.

Doing live production on a large scale has daunted many, includ-
ing the promoters of the Sembawang festival as well as “Rock da
Fort” in Fort Canning. “Youth Gone wild” which held over 2,000
screaming teenagers was also a veritable rigmarole with stage pro-
duction fitted inside the hall of Whitley Secondary School. I’d say
Baybeats have it easy with in-house fixtures. Luckily for the organ-
isers of Flow, Ministry of Sound has ample A/V equipment that
would circumvent most of the staging needs save the musical
equipment that will be sponsored by Jamwerkz. Whether Flow
becomes a milestone or joins the ranks of the hit-and-misses will
depend on the 5th of December itself.

We sincerely worry about the moderate apathy of the average
Singaporean clubber towards local original music; only the youth
audience, ranging from mere 16 years of age are avid supporters,
which is a relief considering a generation of downloaders still turn
up at live shows. Faced with not a few challenges, one should have
a pressing time consolidating a decent turnout – but with a little com-
munity support, the mass appeal of Flow’s main acts plus a little com-
mercial element from the non-live stage might just do the trick

For more information visit www.flow.com.sg

Being the weasel I am, I endeavoured to get a bit of an inside
scoop from Flow’s Main sponsor, Nokia. Eventually, I was reward-
ed with the opportunity to ask Lim Wee Khee, the Marketing
Manager of Nokia Singapore a few questions regarding their
involvement with the festival:

con’t page 40 >>
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<< con’t from page 39

Pardon my ignorance: Is this Nokia's (Nokia Singapore) first
foray into local live music? If so, why? If not, what are other
Nokia presented/sponsored events that comprise of mainly
local live music artists?

No, this is not our first movement into supporting local live
music. Nokia has been a Supporting Sponsor and also Esplanade's
first outdoor venue naming sponsor for Mosaic Music Festival for
the past couple of years. This year, we had two outdoor venues – the
Nokia Powerhouse and Nokia Music Station – to offer an outdoor
music experience that was open to all music lovers for free. Another
local event we supported recently was “Rock D’Fort” during the
Singapore Arts Festival. This event provided a stage for many talent-
ed local bands to perform.

And while we want to continue supporting the local scene, we also
want to bring international music to Singapore.
For example we recently supported MTV when
they brought Coldplay to Singapore, as well as
supported the Stephanie Sun concert for the
Chinese music fans here.

There are many more music events planned,
including the upcoming FLOW! Party at Min-
istry of Sound, taking place on 5 December and
LIME Sonic Bang happening on the 8-9 Dec.

Is there a social dimension in Nokia spon-
soring such events (are you guys helping
develop the scene?)

Music absolutely connects people socially.
There is so much emotion and personal experi-
ence tied to music. Nokia believes in connect-
ing people to their passions, and we all know
that many people are passionate about music.
We want to connect people through their com-
mon interest in, and passion for, music. The
extension of this is connecting musicians to audi-
ences, musicians to musicians, connecting Singa-
poreans to their favourite music, and so on.

So, our music sponsorships are about giving
local bands an opportunity to play, as well as
giving Singaporean residents the opportunity to
see and experience the music they love. 

Hopefully this focus will have an impact on the local scene grow-
ing from strength to strength.

What do you think the state of the local, original music scene
in Singapore is like? And the region?

I think that the local, original music scene, specifically in Singa-
pore is going through a phase of growth. Home support for differ-
ent genres of music from jazz through to rock is growing and this can
only bode well for all the local bands here. 

We want to continue to connect Singapore to the new music

emerging across the region. From J-Pop, to K-Pop and Chinese artists
such as Stephanie Sun – Singaporeans should be able to access, and
enjoy, the eclectic mix of international music that so many people are
passionate about.

Name some local artists that you would like to have their tal-
ents develop further…

Electrico is one band I am putting my eye on. They are really good
at working up the crowd. Their latest album has this song “Love in a
New Wave” which really seems to capture that thrust of who they are
building themselves to be. 

Concave Scream, who will be performing at FLOW, is another
good band. They have been in the local scene for such a long time
and their fans range from the young to the young at heart. What
more can a band ask for? 

What are some of your products that might
be handy for the music lover? 

Music on the Move is, and will continue to be
an important element of the mobile experience.
Nokia has blazed a trail for music on mobiles –
from handset personalization via ringing tones to
music consumption through integrated FM radios
and MP3 support. 

One of most recent music-optimised devices is
the Nokia 5300 Xpress music (picture, left). The
Nokia 5300 Xpress Music will certainly hit the
spot with all, especially music lovers and youth.
It’s unique, distinct features are its dedicated
music keys so conveniently designed to let you
play/ pause, forward, replay and rewind with ease.
Integrated with a universal headset adapter that is
compatible with any 3.5mm audio jack, live and
breathe your music from anywhere, anytime.
With a smooth slide mechanism, the Nokia 5300
Xpress Music is also capable of storing up to 1500
songs with a 2GB microSD memory card, sup-
ports the Bluetooth Stereo Audio Profile A2DP,
and has a cool 1.3 megapixel camera. 

The other device that the music lover should
have seen by now is the Nokia Nseries Music
Edition. A stunning multimedia computer in a
compact and savvy exterior with superb photog-
raphy features and integrated stereo speakers to

provide 3D sound for optimal audio pleasure, the Nokia N73 Music
Edition has a 3.2 megapixel camera with Carl Zeiss optics and auto
focus. The Nokia N73 is truly a camera for the Internet age,
enabling people to share their photos on the Web in an instant, on
Flickr or other photo sharing communities. 

The Music Range combines sleek black design with heightened
mobile music experiences appealing to the music enthusiast in
everyone. Key benefits include dedicated music access keys, Nokia
PC Suite and new software for easy sync and music management,
and additional storage capacity. 

Nokia's 5300 Xpress Music Phone
is leading the charge to combine

phones with MP3 players. This tri-
band GSM phone allows you to carry
your music with you wherever you
may travel. I'm looking forward to

the day when I don't have to carry a
mobile phone and an MP3 player.

You can also separately purchase a
2GB memory card to hold 1,500

songs. The music player has dedicat-
ed keys, which is a nice touch.
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Power
dynamics
Unless you’ve been living under a
rock, you must have noticed the
opening of 3 of the outlets in the
St. James Power Station complex.
TEXT MARK KOH PHOTOGRAPHS COURTESY OF ST. JAMES POWER STATION

H
aving just planted a firm 200,000 sq.ft. footprint at the
Sentosa gateway, right next to the newly opened Vivo
city shopping complex, you could only be excused for
not knowing if you were in a coma. Having attended
Movida’s (St. James’ world music bar) launch, Nu

You’s “Men we love” party at Dragonfly (St. James’ Mandarin live
music outlet) and the Nokia “Play Music” press conference at
Mono (Karaoke lounge), I was awed by St. James’ scale. A sneaky
questioning around their technical staff revealed that the budget
for cordless microphones alone was already $60,000 SGD.

I had the privilege of scoring an interview with Andrew Ing, the
Chief operations officer and Dennis Foo, the chief executive officer
of the massive entertainment complex, lauded as being the largest
Singapore has seen yet. Dennis himself is almost a mythical figure 
in the local entertainment circuit, being the owner of Devil’s bar 
and mentioned alongside names such 
as Michael Ma of Indochine fame and
Michael Lu (formerly owner of Centro).
He is arguably the single most powerful
person in Singapore Nightlife right now.

We showed up half an hour earlier, but the entertainment mogul
skidded in with his tweed jacket and round collar shirt half an hour
late. His first words were nothing short of diplomatic: “I know this
guy who does development in Dubai. The reporter that was meant to
interview him showed up about an hour late. This guy was very toler-
ant, I hope the reverse is the same (laughs).”

This meeting with Dennis has inconceivably special meaning for
me personally as I was working in entertainment for nearly 8 years…
5 years ago, I was introduced to Dennis by Hotstuff (A Boat Quay
disco-bar)’s manager Leslie Chua and Dennis then was sitting alone
in a Devil’s bar booth seat with nothing but a bottle of Johnny
Walker’s black label for company. I was applying for a bar attendant
position and Leslie made a chance introduction. Dennis didn’t so
much as raise his head back then, but now he shook my hand and
looked me straight in the eye…

Dennis and Andrew, how many years do you guys have
between you in regards to life in the club industry?

Andrew: 22 years, Dennis: 27 years

Amazing. Being such veterans in the club industry, what
were your first club stints?

Andrew: I did a club in Sydney called Ozone around ‘84. It was sort
of like an underground club, but the concept was… a bit too… dare I
say… ahead of its time. During that time, most clubs had loud music, dark

lighting… a very industrial look. Our concept
was brighter and had a bit more art. It was
more like a Berlin café meets Tokyo lounge
sort of thing. It didn’t last that long, but I
have very fond memories of it.

What about you Dennis?
Dennis: My first was Europa Changi in 1980. It was different. It

was very much a live entertainment venue. Changi village was sort of
out of town, but it was the only place I had. I sort of inherited it
from my dad. I told myself I would definitely not be a coffeeshop
operator all my life, so I brought a band from Orchard Road and gave
it a bit of twist. Instead of the usual evergreen tunes and drum
machines in lounges, we set it up like a mini concert stage with full
production; lights and a soundman. I remember when we first start-
ed it wasn’t easy. We had a pretty low ceiling so we had to invent
two things: Firstly a remote controlled spot light that we made out of
a regular spot in some kind a can below and a mirror that moved via
remote control to light a space on the stage. Secondly, we attached a
transmitter to a Shure SM58 microphone using a radio. I wish I still
had that. I’m pretty sure that was Singapore’s biggest cordless micro-
phone (Laughs) 
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“They are arguably the single
most powerful people in

Singapore Nightlife right now.”
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Going up with Dennis Foo
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What inspired you both to start in the
club industry?

Andrew: It was something that I fell into
and couldn’t get out of it. I couldn’t get a job
outside the industry and decided to stay in it…
no one would hire me (laughs) I just couldn’t
get a job outside it! Trust me I’ve been trying
for 10 years to find a ‘proper’ job. Everyone
kept telling me ‘this what you do best, just
keep doing it.’ I always loved partying when I
was young. I always wanted to be on the
other side of the bar, the other side of the
stage, getting involved. You sort of see things
and learn interesting things. You meet people
and it snowballs.

How did you envisage St. James Power
Station? How did it come into Fruition?

Dennis: It came in a flash! The story is dur-
ing the Europa days, we were on an expansion
spree. After Devils, the first thing I was think-
ing about was a Chinese bar. And after that I
was thinking of going after different market
segments. When I saw St. James, I thought to
myself, ‘hey, since we are on an expansion
spree, why can’t everything be housed in one?’
Then I went back to the management at Devils
and asked all ten of them – if we were to
expand, would it be better if we have 10 dif-
ferent clubs across the island or just one big
one? All the answers came back as the latter…

I guess it’s more manageable this way? 
Dennis: Not really! (laughs) From then, we

knew, that each part of it must be different
and cater to different segments and it must be
integrated; it can connect – as people love to
bar hop. One door charge will give you access
to all the rest. This synergy would be powerful.
This is when Andrew came on board and I
showed him my rough plan. This was the fine
tuning phase, which we worked on together.

Andrew when you came in, it was already
past the conceptual stage I take it?

Andrew: Dennis had already done his basic
space planning already in terms of what he
saw the potential product to be. When I came
on board, we just went into a bit more detail
and tweaked it here and there. I was working
more on what it could become.

Dennis: The cream on top of the cake.

Is this there any significance why there
is going to be 9 integrated venues in St.
James? Why not an auspicious 8? 

Dennis: As far as I concerned, 9 is more

auspicious than 8. 8 is the standard lucky num-
ber, it’s very Cantonese (‘fatt’- prosper). From a
numerology standpoint 9 a very strong num-
ber, it is only next to the perfect ten. You
should have asked me why it isn’t ten. If you
want to count the restaurant, its 9 + 1 which is
ten (smiles).

Dennis, I’ve noticed that your son Gordon
works in Devils Bar. Do you think that he
is following in your footsteps?

Dennis: Gordon is in the system. The first
thing I must say is that this isn’t a family busi-
ness. The structure of company is held by FJ
Benjamin, Metro holdings- the holding compa-
ny of Breadtalk and E.K holdings. St. James is
corporatised. Even though Gordon is my son it
isn’t whether he is following in my footsteps,

it’s a question if he can. It’s purely meritocratic.
Trust me if he can make it in the next ten
years, I’d be the happiest man alive.

Do you think St. James’ remote loca-
tion is a problem?

Dennis: I have been posed that question
before, but today you can see the reality of the
development of the whole precinct; it’s the
fastest growing precinct in Singapore. The criti-
cal mass, for me, is the second highest outside
of Orchard road.

Andrew: We had a million people through
the first week at Vivocity.

Dennis: …And that excludes Sentosa,
Office Park and the cruise center. It has a high-
er critical mass than Clarke Quay and boat
Quay. We have transportation via Harbourfront
MRT and over 4000 parking lots here, so it’s
very accessible.

How will the opening of the I.Rs have
an impact on St. James Power Station?

Dennis: I think it would have a positive
impact! I’ve signed a non-disclosure agreement
with one of the I.R bidders, so I cannot go fur-
ther than that. Let’s keep it for another day…
its more exciting that way (laughs)

Do you think that St. James Power Sta-
tion will be the biggest entertain-
ment complex in Asia?

Dennis: If you say Asia, one must look at
the outlets in Bangkok, Thailand for size. But if
you included the term ‘comprehensive’ then
St. James would be it! Nightlife in Thailand is
going through a bad phase due to the policies
implemented by their government… it is not
as vibrant as it used to be, while nightlife in
Singapore is opening up. Comprehensive is
where I’m coming from – possessing a variety
of entertainment as well as many dance music
genres. Hmmm... Largest and most compre-
hensive, the adjectives don’t gel, perhaps you
could find the word for me?

A sensitive question, what do think
about Zouk and Ministry of Sound?

Andrew: We are targeting PMEBs, mid 20s,
late 20s type of crowd, so I think we are not
aiming at the same people... in fact I think we
complement our competitors in the market.
We do, however, have Powerhouse, an outlet
for commercial dance music, which is going for
a younger audience, but it doesn’t take up the
most space in St. James.

Dennis: We’ll take some business from
them, that’s for sure. 

Andrew: But it wont be a big impact. We
are growing the pie.

Dennis: We’re giving people more reason to
come out. Giving them more variety.

So is there a social dimension behind
St. James? You guys are taking it upon
yourselves to grow the market?

Dennis: Growing the pie will always be of
interest to anyone in the industry and we, of
course, are deeply entrenched.

There is a bit of secrecy that has been
maintained over your Power Station out-
let: can you shed some light on it? We’ve
only heard that it’s ‘big’.

Dennis: It’s a good size. I think it’s the right
size for its function.

Andrew: It’s not as big as people think it is,
it’s designed for 1000 pax.               >> >>
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Breathalyzer
A traffic policeman sees a

Mercedes weaving all over
the road and pulls it over. 

He walks up to the car and
sees a good-looking woman
is driving, and he can smell
alcohol on her breath. 

He says: “I’m going to
have to give you a breatha-
lyzer test to determine that
you are not under the influ-
ence of alcohol.”

She blows into the breath-
alyzer and he walks back to
the police car. 

After a couple of minutes
he comes back and says “It
looks like you’ve had a cou-
ple of stiff ones!”

She replies “You mean it
shows that, too?”

66 www. th ink .cz Noth ing  can  be  beaut i fu l  wh ich  i s  no t  t rue .

What Is Politics?
Son: Dad, I have to do a special report for school. Can I ask you a question?
Father: Sure, son. What's the question?
Son: What is politics?
Father: Well, let's take our home for example. I am the wage earner, so let's call me

“Tony Blair.” Your mother is the administrator of money, so we'll call her “Gordon Brown.”
We take care of your needs, so we'll call you “the People.” We'll call the maid “the Working
Class,” and your baby brother we can call “the Future.” Do you understand, son?

Son: I'm not really sure, Dad. I'll have to think about it.

That night, awakened by his baby brother's crying, the boy went to see what was
wrong. Discovering that the baby had seriously soiled his diaper, the boy went to his
parents' room and found his mother sound asleep. He went to the maid's room where,

peeking through the keyhole, he saw his father in bed with the
maid. The boy's knocking went totally unheeded by his father and
the maid, so the boy returned to his room and went back to sleep.
The next morning he reported to his father.

Son: Dad, now I think I understand what politics is.
Father: Good, son! Can you explain it to me in your own words?
Son: Well, dad, while Tony Blair is screwing the Working Class,

Gordon Brown is sound asleep, the People are being completely
ignored and the Future is full of sh*t.
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Will it have a live music element?
Dennis: We have so many outlets in St.

James that already have live music. I’d say that
we have the capability to do occasional live
acts. But it is designed as a live club.

Being so heavily entrenched in live
music and this is a question people have
been dying to ask you, do you support
local original live music?

Dennis: I’ve been asked this before. I come
from an angle of ‘total entertainment’. It’s not
about live music alone. Wait… I avoided the
question. We support our local artists, that’s for
sure. Why, if we have good local artists, do we
still need to incur more by incurring foreign
artists and get hit by passage fees, taxes,
accommodation and a whole run of costs. As
long as there are local talents that can meet the
expectations of our audience, we will endeavor
to look for them. We’ve shown in Dragonfly,
where nearly 100% of the performers exclud-
ing the dancers are from Singapore and they
have done a great job so far.

Sorry Dennis (laughs), you didn’t answer
my question. I was asking about local
original music

Dennis: Oh! Local original music! (laughs) If
a local group can produce music that has
appeal that has commercial value, we will look
into it. To most extent we have to be commer-
cial. There are serious investments involved. This
is not for fun. Despite our passion, we have to
look at it in a very practical manner. (Stern face)

Andrew: Apart from Gashaus, Timbre,

Prince of Wales and Home club, there aren’t
many venues that support local original music.

Dennis: In 1993, someone from Substation
in Armenian street… a member of ‘Oddfellows’
issued me a challenge to put them in front of
an audience. ‘Will you give us a chance’ he
said. I put them up for a month and they had
to leave on their own accord. People were not
ready for that then, but perhaps they are now.

Andrew: You can do one-offs. Our cover
bands have a wide repertoire, playing 3 one-hour
sets. Original bands cannot do the
same. Electrico even said to me, ‘We
can’t work in a club’. All they got is
enough for an hour. Customers wont
come back unless we rotated original
bands, like what Bar None does, we
cannot have just one of them holding
everything together. It’s a supply and
demand situation.

In the old days of Zouk, they used
to give an original band a one-hour
set- they used to put on Stoned
Revivals, Concave Scream. Its good
for one day, you can’t do it regularly

Do you guys think original bands have com-
mercial value to the market as a whole?

Dennis: I think they have potential but it
may not be that viable.

Andrew: Electrico is radio friendly. But a lot
of other local bands are not. If you cannot get
radio play, how do you build audiences and
how do you build CD sales… how do you sur-
vive? I’ve been talking to people like Ben
Harrison, Jotun for years now…Singapore can-
not do it right now, as there is no critical mass.
The majority of people are focused on their

own language. For example, even though the
Straits Times is the most read newspaper, the
most listened to radio station is 9.33fm and the
most watched TV station is channel 8. 

You are saying that there is strong
cultural identity in the entertainment
scene these days?

Andrew: Yes. That’s why we did Dragonfly.
There is an affinity with your own language

Dennis: Actually we are trying to avoid

Cantonese, its too niche. Mandarin is quite univer-
sal here. That’s why we do Mandopop rather than
Cantopop. But the dance music is what people
are most familiar with and that’s mostly in English.

What do you think is the future for St.
James Power Station?

Dennis: When it is completed, it is really just
the new beginning. (Puts hands together) The
Johnny Walker is talking…

[And with that… he smiled his way out the
door.] 
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The future’s bright for the clubbing scene
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Lush Life
My view, not yours!
TEXT DARREN HALLS PHOTOGRAPHY NIGHTLIFE.SG

DRINK COOL //  ABOUT TOWN 

W
hat could compete with the events of last month...
This month saw the first opening of Dragonfly at
St. James Power Station, St. James proposes to
be a Goliath in the clubbing world for Singapore,
a giant that has even the mighty MOS quivering.

Dennis Foo & co. are poised to take on the might of clubs like Club
MOMO, DXO & Ministry of Sound. While it has worked in many
countries around the world, and very successfully, we must ask our-
selves, is Singapore ready for this yet? My opinion, YES!!! We will
all await the full opening of this mammoth venue to see what the
Foos’ will do with it. Off to The White Room on Circular Road,
which is just that; a white room, with a white bar lit by eerie flores-
cent tubes behind, yes... the white bar. This is a cool place to go
with a private seating area to chat up that cute girl, a karaoke to
sing along with, although most of the songs are in Chinese, but has
very friendly staff who will chat with you as well. 

This night started off with just a few drinks with the boys, Jay &
Justin, it soon became apparent with the easy time we were having
that it was gonna be a long one… so
armed with a bottle of Chivas Regal,
Justin encouraged us to stay, not that
we needed much…

Friday the 13th October, saw the re-
opening of the GMAX reverse bungy at Clarke Quay. After recent
events there, myself, being superstitious, I would have left it to
Saturday 14th instead, just to be sure. But, oh well, it was open. So
off to Bungy Bar or BB’s as it is locally known. Sitting with Paul
Dawson the GM there, we started to put the world to rights with
the logic that only comes after a few… hic…1-4-1 Asahi beer. BB’s
is a good place to unwind, near the river with an Alfresco dining
area, sometimes you can get a live band playing too. Oh yes, did I
mention the GMAX? Well, we sat looking at the thing, and at the

people who were drinking and going up on this and then coming
off it a little Green. Well… after a few beers, being shot to over
100m in the air and bouncing & spinning for several minutes what
do you expect… Paul found out first hand what that was like…
me… good old terra-firma for me!! Anyone for rugby?

Saturday 21st Oct, back to CQ, with the Bedok Kings and the
Bucks… who? Two of SG’s top Expat Rugby teams played their
final match of the season. Whilst the Bucks lost and the Kings won,
two parties ensued on both sides of the river. Brewerks saw the Bucks
enjoy a losing party in eloquent style, with lots of booze’N’food,
Matt, Nick, Martin and the rest of the guys joined in song, antics
and good natured pranks that you only get at a rugby gathering.
After Brewerks, the Bucks joined the victors at BB’s for a congrat-

ulatory drink and more drunken antics
were forthcoming. I remember my Grand-
father saying that football is a gentle-
man’s game played by thugs and rugby
is a thugs game played by gentlemen.
How true he was with those words. Oh

yes, if you can find the Bucks having a party anywhere, find Martin
Williams and ask him for 3 blind mice.

Club MOMO had a new type of event this week, DJ’s playing all
the old skool favourites for you. You know, the music we grew up
to in the 70’s/80’s & early 90s’?... UGGH you say. But was it really
that bad a time? I have very fond memories of that era and always
relish a musical trip down memory lane. Some old favourites will
always pop up at a gig like this. Great to sing along to as well as
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“Be careful what you set 
your heart upon – for it will

surely be yours.”

Miss Singapore Chinatown
This month also saw M2B World, providers of
Singapores first BROADBAND TV service host the
Miss Singapore Chinatown SEMI-FINALS at Este
The Club on Clarke Quay. With over fifty stunning
ladies to cheer for, it was a tough choice. Only
twenty made it to the finals in December but I
am glad to say the Kooi Wei Wei, who I was
cheering for, has made it. Good luck Wei Wei!!!
See you at the finals.

UPCOMING
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dance, dig out your flared jeans, polka dot dancing dresses, get your
hair styled like Cyndi Lauper, dress up like Boy George and get
down to the groove on Wednesday’s at MOMO LIVE LOUNGE…
I dare you! 

J-Rock at the Gas Haus in Bugis was the scene for Saturday.
Many of you will know that Think Magazine and the Gas Haus are
related, but we are also worlds apart, just like a family in many
respects. So I decided to spend some quality time with the family.
J-Rock… that is something different. Guys & gals get together in
costumes, with yes, I have to say it, make up that would grace any
haunted house on Halloween and rock the night away. I am unable
to understand a word that they are singing, but it is entertaining in the
least. The USMC dropped by to say hi and rocked with the Goths or
whatever else they were. They tell me that some of their unit go to
the Middle East this week, SEMPER FI Marines. Gods speed and
protection to you all!!

This month saw many, many, events that are too numerous to
mention. Think had drinks with Mr. Tequila – Julio Bermejo the
Ambassador of Tequila to the United States at Cafe Iguana, a truly
Mexican experience with Tequila, food and pleasant service with an
‘OLA’. Cage Iguana offers a truly Mexican menu with food, beer
and tequila, it’s a perfect way to relax with amigos. We also had
drinks with the Bedok Kings Rugby Team, went to the re-opening
of Metamorphosis at DBL O – a truly great venue to let loose, with
their own record label and a new clothing line available from their
own boutique… are Emerald Hill taking on the might of MoS?? I
will watch with curiosity to see what they do. Take a look at the new
style lazer system they have… it’s KOOL! Still with the Emerald
Hill Group at Emerald 5, Think were invited to the launch of a new
type of whiskey from Japan, Shochu, made from sweet potatoes. It
has a kick that will disable the faint hearted with a full flavour for
the connoisseur that will impress. The ‘Geisha Troupe’ were a sur-
prise for all, hilarious to say the least. 

Again it was certainly another lush life this past month, with par-
ties and many friends anew and many new, and some regular places
visited. Send me a listing of a venue you think we don’t know about,
and we may pay it a visit. If we do & we meet you there, we buy the
first drink. Send to lushlife@think.cz. A lush life, is a good life!

Tarot Card Readings 
and Numerology by Daby Chang

• At a crossroads in life?
• Undecided about someone 

or something?
• Unsure which option to take?

Allow Daby’s personal readings to help!
through a combination of tarot cards and
numerology! to bring a fuller picture and

guidance on specific questions"

Call #$$$%&'( or email daby_c@yahoo"com"
Available for corporate events

Be sure to check this out! 
THE CHINATOWN CABARET IS NOW AT THE GASHAUS!
Gashaus is now playing host to a most talented performance group, THE
MAXXY DIVAS. This highly entertaining and hilarious dance show has
brought crowds to the floor, rolling in laughter. Maxxy Divas showcase 2
explosive dance sets every other Wednesday
(Dec 6th & 20th) punctuated with livewire
comedy that will knock you off your seats.
Their nonstop show, true to the art of imper-
sonation, features a blend of Asian hospitali-
ty, candid audience interaction and hot bill-
board chart breakers. — Gashaus, 114
Middle Rd #01-00 www.gashaus.com
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AMERICAN
BERNIE’S—Celebrate the good life with live
music on the weekends and a relaxed tropical
vibe all week long. The food ain’t bad either!
1000 Marine Cove East Coast Parkway, Tel:
6244 4434, bernies@singnet.com.sg. Free
round-trip shuttle bus service on the hour
from Marine Cove: 11am to 8pm (last bus
from Dhoby Ghaut at 8.30 pm). 

BOBBY TAPROOM GRILL & RIBS—They’ve
recently undergone a major rennovation, and
to be honest, it IS for the better! They have
great ribs, of course, and relaxing on the the
Fountain Court at Chijmes makes them even
tastier! Chijmes, 30 Victoria Street, Tel: 6337
5477, Sun - Thurs: 12pm to 12am, Fri & Sat:
12pm to 2am, Lunch: 12pm to 2.30pm (Set
Lunch available at $27+++, $23+++, $20+++)

BREWERKZ RESTAURANT &
MICROBREWERY—THE place to go for great
beer in Singapore, this more than micro brew-
ery along the river with a view of Clarke Quay
has an impressive menu to choose from; the
burger’s being king, but not the only choice
by far. We like the prawn/calamari platters
and the fish and chips, prepared, naturally,
with beer batter. 30 Merchant Road #01-
05/06 Riverside Point, 6438 7438,
www.brewerkz.com.sg

BUCKAROO BBQ & GRILL—One visit here
and you’ll feel like you’re down South in the
ol’ US of A. Enjoy American-sized helpings on
red-checker tablecloths. Amaze at the real
Wild West decor and civil war brik-a-brak
while gnawing on Buck’s BBQ pork ribs or
Chicken Country Style, served with wedges or
baked potato and coleslaw. Try the Clam
Chowder Buckaroo style, served in a bun!
12B Andrews Ave. Sembawang, Tel: 6754
2621, Operating Hours: 4:00 pm-10:00 pm

CALIFORNIA PIZZA KITCHEN—Anything
with the word California in it has to be great!
And these pizzas are… their vast selection
and artistic creativity means you’ll be satisfied
no matter what kinda pizza you get. These
are the people who invented the BBQ
Chicken Pizza after all. Forum the Shopping
Mall, Orchard Rd., Tel: 6836 0110, MRT:
Orchard, www.cpk.com

DAN RYAN’S CHICAGO GRILL—If you’re
looking for barbecued ribs, Dan’s are enor-
mous and come with served with a mouth-
watering Smoky Sauce that can’t be beat. In
fact, everything’s bigger at Dan’s; the
Fisherman’s Platter comes with a huge serving
of crumbed fish, squid and shrimp, even a big
fat guy like me can’t finish them! #B1-01
Tanglin Place, 91 Tanglin Rd., Orchard (Next
to Regent Hotel) Tel: 6738 2800, Operating
Hours: 11:30 am -10:30 pm (Sun-Thur) 11:30
am -11:30 pm (Fri-Sat) 

GASHAUS CAFE BAR—Home of the
California Club Sandwich (a meal in itself!)
the Gashaus also is the only place in town
serving Jim Beam BBQ Chicken pizzas. Folks
come mainly though for the live music scene,
the jamming studios or just to chill out and
party with friends. You won’t find any place
like it in Singapore! 114 Middle Rd. #01-00
Lee Kai House (Opposite old Nafa school) Tel:
6337 1967 Fax: 6336 6302, www.gashaus
.com Operating Hours: 3:00pm-2:00 am
(Mon-Thur) 3:00pm-3:00am (Sat) 3:00pm-
11:00pm (Sun)

GLOBETROTTERS RESTAURANT—If you’re
looking for a family friendly restaurant where
you can enjoy a culinary adventure of food
from around the world or faves like ribs,
burgers or Fish and Chips, then here you
need to dine here. They have a specially

designed play area to keep the kids outta
your hair until they start begging you for an
ice-cream sundae.101 Thomson Road #02-02
United Square, Tel: 6356 5285, www.globe-
trotters.com.sg, enquiry@globetrotters
.com.sg, MRT: Novena, Open daily: Mon-Fri
8am-10pm, Sat-Sun 9am-10pm

HARD ROCK CAFÉ—Known the world over
as the chain full of rock and roll memorabilia,
Singapore’s version also is a local party spot.
Come here to enjoy the standards of burgers,
steaks and chicken dishes in huge portions.
The desserts are sinfully good, so good
they’re reason enough to come here. Not
hungry, chill at the bar with a beer and tequi-
la while the live band entertains you (after
10:30pm). #02-01 HPL House, 50 Cuscaden
Rd Orchard, Tel: 6235 5232
www.hardrock.com.sg

HARRY’S BAR— Live jazz music entertains
from Monday to Saturday, but Sundays are
the day to come, when aspiring musicians
gather for a special jam session from 7pm.
Named a Great Heineken Bar of the World,
they have an impressive range of dishes to fill
you up. Additional outlets (Harry’s Mexican
Restaurant & Bar, Harry’s Steakhouse, Mirchi
& Marrakesh) can be found at www.harrys-
bar.com.sg. 28 Boat Quay (Behind
MacDonald, beside the river). Tel: 6538 3029,
Operating Hours: 11:00 am -1:00 am (Mon-
Fri) 11:00 am -2:00 am (Sat-Sun)

HOOTERS SINGAPORE—While babes in
clothes 2 sizes too small are a nice distraction,
Hooters manages to add enough taste and
good food to keep you hungry. If watching
waitresses reach for their groin for an order
pad is your thing, knock yourself out. If enjoy-
ing the spiciest chicken wings in town, knock
yourself out twice! 3D River Valley Road #01-
03 Clarke Quay Shophouse Row, Tel: 6332
1090, Open: Noon-midnight Su-Th, noon-2a
F-Sa www.hooters.com.sg

JERRY’S BARBECUE & GRILL—Singapore’s
original BBQ joint serves up the traditional
BBQ fare of Ribs, Chicken, Buffalo Wings and
the other ever-popular munches to keep you
coming back for more. But did you know
that the Tanglin outlet serves real Live Oysters
from Australia (at just $2.95 per oyster) and
premium New Zealand and USDA steaks
($18.95 to $29.95) with an all-you-can-eat
Salad Bar free with your main course order?
They also deliver! 92 Club St. 6323 4550,
277 Jalan Kayu, Tel: 6484 0151 and now at
01-01 Tanglin Shopping Centre 6235 1720
www.jerrybbq.com.sg

N.Y.D.C—It’s not called the New York Dessert
Café for nothing. At NYDC, you can skip the
main course and go straight to the desserts.
Mudpies, cheesecakes and elephanccinos for
drinks will be more than enough to pleasure
your palate. It’s so heavenly, it’s almost a sin.
The Heeren 260 Orchard Rd Unit #01-K3/K4,
6735 6304, Holland Village 30 Lorong
Mamong, 6469 2998, Suntec City #B1-012
Fountain Terrace, 6338 3526, Wheelock Place

#02-19, 501 Orchard Road 6736 3253,
www.nydc.com.sg 

SEAH STREET DELI—Quite popular for a quick
bite amongst the ad folks in the hood, this
eatery in the famous Raffles Hotel has an eclec-
tic selection of food, all good. Try the potato
wedges, fried calamari, and sandwiches, and
finish up with a slice of carrot cake or chocolate
cake, or the superb cheese cake. Raffles Hotel 1
Beach Road, Tel: 6337 1886, www.raffles
hotel.com/ res&bars/seah_st.htm, Operating
Hours: 11.00 am– 10.00 pm, MRT: City Hall 

SPINELLI’S—Once upon in San Francisco,
yours truly would wile away the day reading a
real newspaper with a scone and the best
cuppa the City had to offer. Well, while
Spinelli’s might be gone in SF, it’s spirit lives on
here. A great range of salads, sandwiches and
desserts means that whenever you need time
to recharge or just unwind with a fresh roast-
ed cup, you’ll know there’s always a Spinelli’s
nearby. With 18 locations throughout
Singapore, the one at Far East Square (45
Pekin Street #01-02, 6535 2711) being our
fave. For other locations, logon to
www.spinellicoffee.com

TONY ROMA’S—Ribs, ribs and ribs. Tony
Roma’s is good for plenty of things, and their
flame-grilled ribs are the best. But their menu
features much more, an array of flame-grilled
specialties such as steak, chicken and seafood
that are equally sensational. Flame grilling is
the secret to their great taste, sealing in the
natural juices for an extra-moist flavour. 442
Orchard Road #01-04/05, Orchard Hotel
Shopping Arcade, 6738 8600 and Suntec City
Mall, 3 Temasek Boulevard #B1-007, 6337
9055 www.tonyromas-mms.com

WEST KEY OYSTER BAR & WESTERN
SEAFOOD—Shellfish is what they are best at,
so do we have to say any more? What are
you waiting for? I’m queuing as I type this.
The chef’s special is a fantastic beer sauce that
will bring you to your knees in ecstasy.
62/62A/62B Boat Quay, Tel: 6438 7502

AUSTRALIAN
211 ROOF TERRACE CAFÉ—A nice place to
chill, this HV joint offers an Aussie/Meddi-
terranian menu which varies frequently and
features treats like cod fish and roasted chick-
en, try the yummy mashed potatoes. Best to
go during non-peak hours, less noise and
crowd! Some though have complained that
the prices were kinda steep for the quality.
#04-01 Holland Rd. Shopping Centre, 211
Holland Ave., Tel: 6467 0229, Operating
Hours: 9:00 am -11:00 pm (Mon-Sun)

THE OAKS GRILL & BAR—You know you’re
good when you’re voted the Singapore Best
Restaurant by The Singapore Tatler and
Singapore’s Top Restaurants 2000 to 2003 by
Wine & Dine Magazine. The Oaks Grill and
Bar offers the most acclaimed and sumptuous
Asian and Australian cuisine in Singapore
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Thinky’s 
FAVOURITE EATERIES
So many places to eat in Singapore, yet where to start? Read
on as we tell you the real deal on what’s good, and what’s
not, around town. Suggestions? Email us at think@think.cz

Celebrate Christmas in Chinese style at Hua Ting the year. Call for reservations 6739 6666
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based on a unique Australian BBQ concept.
Designed in original Australian architecture
with a natural al-fresco green garden terrace,
you can discover something new at every
visit, and be enchanted by a whole brand-
new dining experience! #01-28/29 Tanglin
Mall, Orchard, Tel: 6735 8611, Operating
Hours: 12:00-10:00 pm (Mon-Sun)

WHITEBAIT AND KALE— This is a very fresh
Aussie restaurant with great quality food, par-
ticularly the seafood which they’re famous
for. Plan when you go carefully though, it
gets busy, and when it gets busy, it’s hard to
get service. Off to the side, they have a nice
gourmet shop with nice wine and tasty good-
ies. One Orchard Boulevard Camden Centre
#01-01, 6333 8025

ZAMBUCA—The Pan Pacific Hotel, 7 Raffles
Boulevard, #03-00, Tel: 6337 8086

CHINESE
HOUSE OF HUNAN—Formerly Charming
House, this Tung Lok restaurant serves up a
hearty selection of spicy Hunanese dish, so it’s
perfect if you like your Chinese with strong
flavours that delight the tastebuds. Velocity @
Novena Square, 238 Thompson Rd #03-
09/10 6733 7667, lunch 11:30-3:00pm,
Dinner 6:00-10:00pm www.tunglok.com 

CRYSTAL JADE KITCHEN—Fancy a Chinese
restaurant? Crystal Jade has every franchise
you can think of, from steamboat, to dim
sum, to an a la carte menu that has every-
thing you want. You might end up paying a
bit more, but what can we say, you pay
peanuts, you get monkeys. #B1-13/14 Suntec
City Mall City Hall, Tel: 6338 3511, Operating
Hours: 11:00 am -10:00 pm (Mon-Sun). 

DAMENLOU (SWEE KEE) RESTAURANT—
Famous for their fish-head soups, tender,
sweet, meat served in a soothing, milky
broth. The small size makes a great starter, if
you’re really hungry, go for the large. There
are plenty of options if you want to skip the
fish head, particularly nice is the braised,
diced chicken with a black-bean sauce. The
decor is old school, not too fancy, although
the carved frescoes and gold reliefs add a
touch of Old Singapore glamour. 12 Ann
Siang Rd, 6222 8926, MRT: Chinatown or
Outram Park, Operating Hours: 11:00 am -
2:30 pm, 5:30 pm-10:30 pm (Mon-Sun)

KUBLAI KHAN MONGOLIAN BARBE-
QUE—We think it’s overpriced for its quality,
but the crowd at Kublai Khan begs to differ.
If you want a good buffet lunch to gorge
yourself on, head on down to Kublai Khan.
#04-01, Park Mall Orchard, Tel: 6334 4888,
Operating Hours: 11:30 am -3:00 pm Local
Buffet, 6:00-10:00 pm International Buffet
(Mon- Sun). 

LEE TONG KEE—278 South Bridge Rd.,
Tanjong Pagar, Tel: 6223 1896, Operating
Hours: 10:00 am -9:00 pm (Mon-Sun)

LEI GARDEN—#01-24 Chijmes City Hall, Tel:
6339 3822, Operating Hours: 11:30 am -
2:30 pm, 6:00 pm-9: 45pm (Mon-Sat) 11:00
am -2:30 pm, 6:00 pm-9: 45pm (Sun)

MOOI CHIN PALACE—#03-12A, Golden
Landmark Hotel, Tel: 6339 7766, Operating
Hours: 6:30 am -10:30 am, 11:00 am -9:00
pm (Mon-Sun)

MOUTH CHINESE—#02-01 Chinatown
Point, Tanjong Pagar, 6534 4233, Operating
Hours: 11:30 am -10:30 pm (Mon-Sun)

MY HUMBLE HOUSE—8 Raffles Ave., #02-
27, The Esplanade City Hall, Tel: 6423 1881,
Operating Hours: 12:00 noon-2:30 pm, 6:30-
10:30 pm (Mon-Sun)

PRIMA TOWER REVOLVING RESTAURANT—
201 Keppel Rd. Level 2, Prima Limited Flour Mill,
Tel: 6272 8822, Operating Hours: 11:00 am -
2:30 pm, 6:30 pm-10:30 pm (Mon-Sat)

SICHUAN DOU HUA RESTAURANT—
(Formerly: Hua Yuen Chinese Restaurant) 10
Coleman Street, Park Royal Hotel, Tel: 6432
5516, Operating Hours: 12:00 noon-2:30
pm, 6:00 pm- 10:30 pm (Mon-Sun)

STRAITS CHINESE RESTAURANT—15
Queen St., #01-03, Tan Chong Tower, Tel:
6339 3683, Operating Hours: 11:00 am -
3:00 pm, 6:00-10:30 pm (Mon-Sun)

THE MAGIC OF CHONG QING HOT POT—
#04-06/07 Tanglin Shopping Centre Orchard,
Tel: 6734 8135, Operating Hours: 12:00 noon-
3:00 pm, 6:00 pm-11:00 pm (Mon-Sun)

TUNG LOK RESTAURANT—177 River Valley
Rd., #04-07/09, Liang Court Clark Quay, Tel:
6336 6022, Operating Hours: 11:30 am -2:
15pm, 6:15pm-10: 15pm (Mon-Sun) 

EUROPEAN/ CONTINENTAL 
AL FORNO—(Ital.) #01-05 Goldhill Plaza,
Newton Rd., Tel: 6256 2848

AMICI—(Ital.) 275 Holland Ave, Holland
Village (Next to Silver Cross Clinic) 6469 9989 

ANDRE’S—(French) 66 Tanjong Pagar Road,
Telephone: 6223 4548

AU JARDIN LES AMIS—(French) 1 Cluny Rd.,
Botanic Gardens, Bukit Timah, Tel: 6466 8812

AU PETIT SALUT—(French) #01-54 Chip Bee
Gardens, 44 Jalan Merah Sega, Holland
Village, Tel: 6475 1976 

BISOUS—25 Church Street, 01 Capital
Square 3, Tel: 6226 5505 

BRAUHAUS—(German) Famous for beer
and bratwursts (more commonly known to
Singaporeans as big sausages (no pun intend-
ed) Brauhaus is great for rowdy groups with a
big appetite for beer. #B1-12/14 United
Square, 101 Thomson Rd., Tel: 6250 3116, 

BREKO—#38 Lorong Mambong, Holland
Village Tel: 6291 9182 

BROTH—If you want ambience, great service,
and mouth-watering food all in one, BROTH is
the place to go. Short for Bar Restaurant On
The Hill, it is visited by executives having power
lunches and couples desiring a wonderful
environment to dine. Servings are generous,
though they look small; get ready to loosen
your belts. What you must not miss: Crab cake
appetiser, Lamb loin in green coat, Beef Fillet
Steak served with Blue cheese, Date Pudding
for dessert. They have a variety of wines to
accompany your dinner, or corkage at $10.
Enjoy! 21 Duxton Hill, Tel: 6323 3353

CAFE MENOTTI—#01-17 Raffles City Shop-
ping Ctr, 252 North Bridge Rd Tel: 6333 9366

CAFE MODESTOS—(Italian) Orchard Parade
Hotel, Tel: 6235 7808

CREPERIE AR-MEN—37 Duxton Rd., Tel:
6227 3389

CREPES & CREAM—260 Orchard Rd., #05-
02C, The Heeren, Tel: 6735 5989

DA PAOLO—(Italian) 80 Club St. Tanjong
Pagar, Tel: 6224 7081

DA VINCI’S—(Italian) 41 Cuppage Rd.,
Cuppage Terrace Orchard, Tel: 6735 4955 

DOLCE VITA—(Italian) Oriental Hotel City
Hall, Tel: 6338 0066, 

DOMVS—(Italian) Sheraton Towers, 39 Scott
Rd., Orchard, Tel: 6737 6888

EL PATIO RESTAURANT WINE & BAR—34
Lorong Mambong, Holland Village 6468 1520

ENOTRIA—(Italian) Delicious thin crusted piz-
zas and pastas made with obvious love,
Enotria is one of the hidden gems of China
Square. Sit back on the leather sofas with
friends and watch the fountains, or dine at a
cozy table for two. 3 Pickering Square #01-
36/37 China Sq. Central 6438 8040 Operating
Hours: Daily 12:00-14:30 • 18:00-22:30. 

EQUINOX—(Int’l) 2 Stamford Rd, Raffles
Swissotel Stamford City Hall, Tel: 6431 5669

FOSTERS RESTAURANT—(English Steak
House) 277 Holland Ave, Holland Village, Tel:
6466 8939

GELARE CAFE—3 Temasek Boulevard, #02-
084, Tel: 63365615

GRAPPA’S—(Italian) #01-29 Chijmes City
Hall, Tel: 6334 9928

L’ANGELUS—(French) 85 Club St. Tanjong
Pagar, Tel: 6225 6897

LA CAVE—30 Victoria St #B1-10 Fountain
Court Chijmes, Tel: 6337 9717

LA FORKETTA—(Ital.) #01-01 Valley Point,
491 River Valley Rd., Clarke Quay, 6836 3373

LA VELA RESTAURANT—(Ital.) 10 Bukit
Chermin Rd, 6276 0326 www.sibconsulting
.com/lavela

LA VIVA SPANISH BAR & TAPAS—(Spanish)
Half the fun of eating tapas is checking out
the menu, picking out stuff you can’t exactly
identify but looks appealing. la La Viva makes
that even harder as there are so many choices
to choose from. Located just two blocks from
our office, you can bet we’ve tried! First off,
start with the sangrias, they have more than
the traditional, like the tropical, the cranberry,
the peach, and even with Pimm’s. The gazpa-
cho was so-so, but the chorizo with pine nuts
and raisins is divine, as are the marinated arti-
choke hearts. A Catalan-style pork with veg-
etables is also quite tasty, and for extra spice
try the baby octopus. Or get adventurous and
try them all! 30 Victoria St. 01/12-14 The
Gallery Chijmes, Tel: 6339 4290
www.wongsans.com

LES AMIS—(French) #02-16 Shaw Centre, 1
Scott Rd., Tel: 6733 2225 

LUCERNE BY THE RIVER—(Swiss) 224-226
Pasir Panjang Rd, Pasir Panjang Village, Tel:
6776 1221

MA MAISON—(French) #2-51 Parco Bugis
Junction, Tel: 6338 4819 

MICHELANGELO’S—(Ital.) One bite of
Michelangelo’s calamari will make all other
calamari you will ever have a permanent dis-
appointment. If you have a fixed budget, let
the chef know; he’ll whip up something for
you on the spot! #01-60 Chip Bee Gardens
44 Jalan Merah Saga, Holland Village, Tel:
6475 9069. 

MY DINING ROOM—This restaurant bar
serves a variety of European cuisine. Not
Affiliated with the Bedroom and Restroom
Bars in any way. 81 Club Street, 6327 4990,
Open Mon – Sat 5pm till late. Happy hours
5pm – 8pm. How to get there: Tanjong Pagar
MRT, Bus service 145

O’BRIENS IRISH SANDWICH SHOPS—
(Sandwiches) Many venues, thousands of
combinations, the only limit is your imagi-
nation. Good Irish sandwich portions with
a cosmopolitan flair. Our favorite place is
80 Raffles Place #01-20 UOB PLAZA, Tel :
65389500. For more info, including loca-
tions, check out www.obriens.com.sg or
6535 7891.

OOSTERS—(Belgian) 25 Church St. #01-04
Capital Square Three, Tel: 6438 3210 

PASTA FRESCA—(Italian) They have all kinds
of pasta, and all kinds of sauces to choose
from. Make your own decision, down to the
last grain of pepper placed on your plate. You
definitely cannot say the chef did not give
you what you wanted! 30 Boat Quay, Tel:
6532 6283. 

THE PENNY BLACK—(British) A faithful
recreation of a British roadhouse, but with
the added bonus of a lovely patio and great
food. Upstairs is warm and cosy, and the
food is delish! 26/27 Boat Quay, Tel: 6538
2300, www.pennyblack .com.sg. 

PORTA PORTA—(Italian) 971 Upper Changi
Road, Tel: 6545 3108 

PREGO—(Italian) Mama mia! Do not miss
out their desserts, even though their meals
will fill you up. With funky advertisements
and great cuisine, you can expect Prego’s to
be everything you expected, and everything
you did not. 2 Stamford Rd. Level 1 Raffles
City Conv. Centre, Tel: 6431 5156. 

RISTORANTE BOLOGNA—(Italian) Marina
Mandarin, City Hall, Tel: 6338 3388 

ROLF KNIE’S LOUNGE & COFFEE BAR—An
elegant yet casual place to meet up for a cof-
fee or a cocktail and a great selection on the
menu. Live music in the evenings, so bring
your friends, everyone’s welcome! 10 Coleman
St., Park Royal Hotel, Tel: 6432 5566. 

SARRACINO RISTORANTE—(Italiano
Pizzeria) Great authentic Italian eatery tucked
off of Raffles Place, with great pizzas and an
affordable antipasti deal; a selection of delish’
freshly prepared home-style Italian Antipasti
served with bread, a combination of any
three types is $8.90, or a large combination
of five types for just $10.90, perfect for two.
Add to that the homemade fresh vegetable
zuppa (soup) for just $4.00, which is almost a
meal in itself, or a Panini, a freshly prepared
sandwich, like Toast for $5.90, or a Ciabatta
and Baouette for $7.90. 10 Collyer Quay,
Ocean Bldg. #01-06, Tel: 6438 9638, Fax:
6438 9638

SISTINA PIZZERIA RISTORANTE—(Italian)
#01-58 Chip Bee Gardens, 44 Jalan Merah
Saga, Holland Village, Tel: 6476 7782

SPAGEDDIES ITALIAN KITCHEN—(Italian)
#02-22/23 Tanglin Mall Orchard, 6733 5519 

ST. GREGORY’S BRASSERIE & COURT-
YARD—10 Coleman St., Park Royal Hotel,
Tel: 64325567

STREETERS—(Spanish) 35 Keong Saik Rd.,
Tanjong Pagar, Tel: 6221 1997 

THE CAFE CARTEL—East Side: 907 East
Coast Road, #01-02, Springvale, Tel: 6449
9789 Fax: 6449 6798 • Raffles City: 252
North Bridge Road #01-49/50 Raffles City
Shopping Centre, Tel : 6336 2209 Fax : 6336
1387 • Plaza Singapura: 68 Orchard Road
#01-32 / 33 / 35 Plaza Singapura, Tel : 6336
2682 Fax : 6336 6390 • Serangoon Garden:
1 Maju Ave (Serangoon Garden Village) #01-
01B Paramount Bldg • Suntec CityMall: 3
Temasek Boulevard #01-126 Suntec City Mall,
Tel : 6884 4484 Fax: 6884 4454 • Tampines
Mall: 4 Tampines Central 5 #01-46 Tampines
Mall, Tel: 6784 6066 Fax: 6784 9964 •
Cathay Cine Leisure: 8 Grange Road # B1
04/05 Cathay Cineleisure Orchard Road, Tel:
6733 0069 Fax: 6733 0361 • Bishan: 9
Bishan Place #01-33 Juction 8 Shopping
Centre, Tel: 6250 4323 Fax: 6250 4373

THE TAVERN—(Middle European) Enjoy the
ala carte menu of traditional European cui-
sine, so tasty you’d swear you were in
Bavaria. 695B East Coast Rd 6445 7509.
Open11:30am to 2:30pm & 6:00pm to
10:30pm. Closed Monday. 
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Grilled Karawang Chicken in Dark
Indonesian Sweet Spicy Sauce at The
Garlic Restaurant Esplanade
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TOAST—(Sandwiches) Raffles Place in OUB
Centre, Tel: 6534 1755 

TORINO PASTICCERIA—#3 Pickering Street,
China Square Central, #01-29, Tel: 6327 8875 

TOWNHOUSE BRASSERIE & WINE BAR—
Townhouse earned a fine reputation as the
definitive Classic European Brasserie in the
heart of Singapore’s bustling financial district.
One can enjoy a glass of wine from the 500-
label wine cellar paired with charcuterie,
homemade tapas or fresh oysters.  Old
favourites such as Duck Rillettes and Foie Gras
Terrine are popular choices from the regular
menu. The Private Suite on 3rd level, a stylish
space, is ideal for intimate dinners for 25
guests or cocktail soirées for 70 guests.
Specials / Promotions: 3 course set Lunch at
$35+++. 56 Circular Rd, 2nd Level, (above
Molly Malone’s Irish Pub), Tel: 6536 2029,
bookings@townhouse.com.sg. Opening
Hours: 12pm to 3pm, 5pm to 12am (Mon to
Fri), 5pm to 12am (Sat), Closed on Sunday

TUSCANY RISTORANTE—(Italian) Pan Pacific
Hotel City Hall, Tel: 6336 8111

UPPER CLUB—30 Victoria Street, #02-01A,

Chijmes, Reservations: 6338 1313, Fax: 6334
3801, www.upperclub.com.sg

VIS-A-VIS—(French) 12 Chun Tin Rd., Bukit
Timah, Tel: 6468 7433

WALA WALA—(Italian) 31 Lorong Mam-
bong, Holland Village 6462 4288

WEMBLEY STEAK HOUSE—(English) #B2-
04 Northpoint Shopping Centre, Yishun,
6755 5171

FUSION/NEW ASIAN
CAFE LOTUS—81 Boat Quay, Tel: 6534 4281

CAFÈ PLAZA—Plaza Parkroyal Hotel, 7500A
Beach Road, 6290 8218. Buffet available on
Saturdays 11:30am-4pm

FIG LEAF—2nd Floor, The Legend, Fort
Canning Park, 11 Canning Walk, Tel: 6536
2677

INDOCHINE RESTAURANT—49B Club
Street, East Chinatown, Tel: 6323 0503 

WOK AND GRILL—10 Coleman St., Park
Royal Hotel, 6432 5567 for reservations 

HEALTH FOODS/
VEGETARIAN 
AIWO FOOD FOR LIFE—The best health
boutique restaurant in Singapore. At Aiwo
(which means “Love Yourself” in Chinese),
you won’t find any unhealthy ingredients
such as saturated fat, high density carbohy-
drates, dairy, MSG or sugar. They offer a com-
plete healthy experience through ala carte
dishes, beverages and desserts. Up for sug-
gestions? Try the Prawn Satay or Pan-seared
Salmon Steak. Raffles City Shopping Centre,
252 North Bridge Road #02-20, Tel: 6336
4669, www.aiwo.com.sg, Weekdays: Lunch -
11.30am to 2.30pm, Dinner - 5.30pm to
10.00pm, Sat, Sun & PHs: Lunch - 12.00pm
to 3pm, Dinner - 5.30pm to 10.00pm

GRAND COURT VEGETARIAN RESTAU-
RANT—The lunch buffet that our favourite
Singapore meal out. Fill up for less than
S$14! Everything also must try! Always a few
hawker stall specialties (rojak, mee siam) on
offer. Good location on Orchard Road and
really friendly service. Orchard Shopping
Centre, 321 Orchard Rd., #05-01, Tel: 6235-
2102, People’s Park Complex, 1 Park Rd.,
#03-43, Tel: 6438-0252, Hours: 11: 15am -2:
15pm, 5: 15pm-9: 15pm (Mon-Sun) MRT:
Somerset

MIAO YI VEGETARIAN—A bit pricey and
outside of the centre, but worth checking out
if you’re nearby, perhaps escaping the city in
the parks at Bukit Timah or MacRitchie
Reservoir. Good selection of local-style noo-
dles.Coronation Plaza, 587 Bt Timah, Tel:
6467 1331 

LING ZHI VEGETARIAN RESTAURANT—
Our favourite vegetarian restaurant in
Singapore. Excellent steamboat and a la carte
buffets. The food’s cooked healthy too - not
too oily or too salty (unlike some places
which I suspect use lots of MSG). Try their
monkey head mushrooms! 7-10 Amoy
Street, #01-01, Far East Square, 6538 2992
www.tunglok.com

INDIAN 
BANANA LEAF APOLO—(Indian) 54-58
Race Course Rd., Little India, Tel: 6293 8682,
Hours: 10:30 am -10:30 pm (Mon-Sun) 

BUKHARA—(North Indian) The Cannery,
Clarke Quay, Tel: 6338 1411 

DELHI—(North Indian) 60 Race Course Rd.,
Little India, Tel: 6296 4585, Operating Hours:
11:30 am -11:00 pm

GORKHA GRILL—(Nepalese) 21 Smith
Street, Tanjong Pagar, Tel: 6227 0806 

INIAVAN’S INDIAN CUISINE—37 & 39
Chander Rd. Tel: 6296 5915 Fax: 6296 4221

IVORY - THE INDIAN KITCHEN—Opeing
with much fanfare and proper Indian dishes
like Malabari Trio and Matki Dum Murgh, or
the Methi Saag Reshmi Paneer and Mutton
Pepper Fry, the zesty Fish Balcho and Masala
Crab Cake, this plush 90-seater restaurant
takes you on a culinary trek around the
Indian coastline, with influences ranging from
Goa to Konkan, all the way to Kerala and
Tamil Nadu. Aside from the shisha, we love
the Spicy Lamb Sheek Kebab, and Coriander
Ginger Shrimp with Sweet Chilli Sauce, spicy,
but not too spicy. #02-04 Clarke Quay, 3A
River Valley Road, Tel: 6333 4664 

KINARA—(N. Indian) 57 Boat Quay, Tel:
6533 0412, Operating Hours: 12:00 noon-
2:30 pm, 6:00 pm-10:30 pm (Mon-Sun)

MADRAS NEW WOODLANDS—(South
Indian) 12-14 Upper Dickson Rd., Little India,
Tel: 6291 4490 

MAHARAJA KITCHEN—42 Veerasamy Rd.,
Little India, Tel: 6299 3321 

MUTHU’S CURRY—(S. Indian) 138 Race
Course Rd., Little India, Tel: 6293 2389, Oper-
ating Hours: 10:00 am -10:00 pm (Mon-Sun) 

RANG MAHAL—(Fine Dining) The Pan Pacific
Hotel, Level 3, 7 Raffles Blvd. Marina Square,
Tel: 63331788, Operating Hours: 12:00 noon-
2:30 pm, 6:30 am -10:30 pm (Mon-Sun, no
lunch on Sat) 

ROYAL THALI—(Indian) #05-02 The Heeren
Shops Orchard, Tel: 6733 0020 

SAFFRON BISTRO—(N. Indian) 50 Circular
Road, Tel: 6536 5025, Operating Hours:
11:00 am -2:30 pm, 6:30 pm-10:30 pm
(Mon-Sun) 

SHAHI MAHARANI—(N. Indian) #03-21, 252
North Bridge Rd Raffles City Shopping Centre,
Tel: 6235 8840, Operating Hours: 12:00 noon-
2:30 pm, 6:30-10:30 pm (Mon-Sun) 

TANDOOR—(N. Indian) Holiday Inn Parkview,
Tel: 6733 8333, Operating Hours: 10:30 am -
2:30 pm, 7:00 pm-10:30 pm (Mon-Sun) 

THE MANGO TREE—B23, 1000 East Coast
Parkway, Tel: 64428655, Operating Hours:
11:30 am -2:30 pm, 6:30 pm-10:30 pm
(Mon-Fri) 11:30 am -11:00 pm (Sat-Sun) 

THE TIFFIN ROOM—(North Indian) Beach
Rd., Raffles Hotel City Hall, Tel: 6337 1886,
Operating Hours: 12:00 noon-2:00 pm, 7:00
pm-10:00 pm (Mon-Sun) 

VANSH—The hippest India joint in town!
Beautifully styled venue, they obviously have
paid attention to details, it’s so cool, you might
just want to spend all your time there! Take in
the aroma, as the seating surrounds the open
tandoor kitchen. The food is very minimalist,
and artistic in itself, we highly recommend their
speciality tandoori lobster. 2 Stadium Walk
#01-04 Singapore Indoor Stadium Tel: 65-
6345-4466, www.vansh.com.sg 

INDONESIAN 
HOUSE OF SUNDANESE—3 Temasek Blvd
#B1-063 Suntec City Mall, Tel: 63341012,
Operating Hours: 11:30 am -2:30 pm, 6:00
pm-9:30 pm (Mon-Sun) 12:30 pm-3:00 pm,
5:30 pm-9:30 pm (Sat) 12:00 noon-3:00 pm,
5:30 pm-9:30 pm (Sun) 

LAGUN SARI INDONESIAN SEAFOOD—76
Peck Seah St. Tanjong Pagar, Tel: 6324 3478 

RIVERSIDE INDONESIA RESTAURANT—An
extensive menu of all the great dishes that
put Indonesia on the culinary map. Beautiful
decor on a quite riverside view. #30 Merchant
Road, Riverside Point #01-04, MRT: Clarke
Quay, Operating Hours: 12:00 pm -3:00 pm,
5:30 pm-11:00 pm. 

SANUR—Great Indonesian food at great
prices. If you like it hot, Sanur is it’ a must go.
Outlets are located in Centrepoint &
Causeway Point. #04-14/18 Centrepoint
Orchard, Tel: 6734 2192, Operating Hours:
11:30 am -2:30 pm, 5:30 pm-9:30 pm (Mon-
Fri) 11:30 am -3:30 pm, 5:30 pm-9:30 pm
(Sat-Sun) 

TAMBUAH MAS—#04-10, Tanglin Shopping
Centre, Tel: 6733 3333, Operating Hours:
11:00 am -10:00 pm (Mon-Sun) 

THE RICE TABLE—#02-09/10 Int’l Building,
360 Orchard Rd., Tel: 6835 3783, Operating
Hours: 12:00 noon-2:30 pm, 6:00 pm-9:30
pm (Mon-Sun) 

IRISH/CELTIC 
FATHER FLANAGAN’S—#B1-06 Chijmes,
Fountain Court City Hall, Tel: 6333 1418,
Operating Hours: 11:00 am -12:00 am (Sun-
Mon) 11:00 am -1:00 am (Tue-Thur) 11:00
am -2:00 am (Fri-Sat) 

MOLLY MALONE’S—42 Circular Rd., Boat
Quay, Tel: 6536 2043 

MUDDY MURPHY’S—#B1-01/06 Orchard
Hotel Shopping Arcade, Tel: 6735 0400,
Operating Hours: 11:30 am -1:00 am (Mon-
Thur) 11:30 am -2:00 am (Fri-Sat) 11:30 am -
12:00 am (Sun) 
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RESTAURANTS IN SINGAPORE

A-LIST:

Chicken of the Gods
Lovers of Taiwan know, that the Shilin night market gathers snacks
from all over Taiwan. Everything is here, including insightful
Singaporean entrepreneurs. Just a couple years back two young
Singaporeans decided to re-create the snacks they found at the
famous market, and went right to the experts for training, paying
Taiwanese chefs a hefty sum and a couple of months to learn the
secrets of making the tasty treats. The three they mastered are the
Oyster mee sua, XXL Crispy Chicken (my personal favourite) and
Chicken Floss Egg Crepes. It's now a booming franchise with outlets
all over Singapore and Malaysia. The Oyster mee sua is my wife’s
fave, and comes in a thick soup broth with easy to eat mee sua noo-
dles. They have these lightly spicy tempura thingees, addictive and a
great addition to the snacks. But the thing that brings me back is the
XXL Chicken. It’s huge, as the name implies, with a unique crispy
crust, sprinkled with a mix of specially blended oriental spices.
Delightful! For lovers of Taiwanese street snacks, you are in for a fortu-
nate time, at SHIHLIN TAIWAN STREET.

— For a list of locations, go to www.shihlinsnacks.com.tw
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SCRUFFY MURPHY’S IRISH CAFÉ-PUB—
From Tiger to Cider, Scruffy has it all. An Irish
theme, welcome, food and a smile. With an
Irish menu from breakfast to supper, you will
find a bite to fill even the biggest appetite.
Located right on the beach on the East
Coast, it is a home away from home. Every
hour is a happy hour in the Scruffy
Household. 1000 East Coast Parkway, B7
Marine Cove, Tel: (65) 6449 7717 Fax: (65)
6446 2334 www.scruffymurphys.com.sg

THE DUBLINER IRISH BAR & PUB—Best
Irish food and a right down fun pub! Wins-
land Conservation House 165 Penang Road,
Tel: 6735-2220 

JAPANESE 
CHANKO JAPANESE—#1-88 Parco, Bugis
Junction, Tel: 6334 2059

CURRY FAVOR AND THE MOON RIVER
CAFE—39 Stamford House, #01-08/09, from
12 pm to 10 pm daily.

GYU-KAKU—(BBQ) One of the best appoint-
ed yaki-niku restaurants serving up steaming
hot authentic Japanese style BBQ using
100% charcoal! 30 Victoria St #01-01/03
Chijmes 6333 4001 www.gyu-kaku.com.sg. 

ICHIBAN BOSHI—Novena Square. #02-
13/14, Tel: 6255 7767, Operating Hours:
11:30 am -9:00 pm (Mon-Sun) 

KEYAKI—Pan Pacific Hotel, Level 4, Tel: 6826
8335, Operating Hours: 12:00 noon-2:00
pm, 6:30 pm-10:00 pm (Mon-Sun) 

KYO-NICHI JAPANESE RAMEN—#01-32/33
China Square Centre, Tel: 6536-3765,
Operating Hours: 11:00 am -10:00 pm (Mon-
Sat) Closed on Sun

NEBEYA MASAKATSU—91 East Coast Rd.,
& Orchard Parade Hotel, Tel: 6346 1677 

RESTAURANT J & BAR—9F, M Hotel Singa-
pore Tanjong Pagar, Tel: 6421 6232,
Operating Hours: 12:00 noon-2:30 pm, 6:00
pm-10:30 pm (Mon-Sat) Closed on Sun 

RESTAURANT SUNTORY—80 Middle Rd.
Level 1, Hotel Inter-Con Bugis, 6431 1064

SAKAE SUSHI—OUB Centre, 1 Raffles Place
Boat Quay, Tel: 6438 6281, Operating Hours:
11:00 am -9:00 pm (Mon-Fri) 11:00 am -3:00
pm (Sat) Closed on Sun 

SHIMA AJI—8 Raffles Ave., Esplanade Mall
#01-13A Colours by the Bay, Tel: 6341 9985,
Hours: 11:30 am -2:00 pm, 6:00 pm-10:00
pm (Mon-Fri) 11:30 am -10:00 pm (Sat-Sun) 

SIX—This is more of a lobby bar, with excel-
lent Japanese food for the executive types
that come here. They also have chess sets to
play on. Enjoy challenging your mind while
getting smashed or snacking on sushi. 6
Battery Road, CapitaLand Building, 6543
1380, Open: 6pm till late for drinks. How to
get there: Clarke Quay MRT, Bus service 32,
54, 195

SUSHI SAGANO—#02-46 Parco Bugis Junc-
tion, Tel: 6337 6766 

SUSHI TEI—290 Orchard Road, #05-01/ 04,
Paragon, 6235-1771, Opens daily 11:30 am
to 10pm

UMENOYU—73 Killiney Rd, Orchard, Tel:
6734 1038 

YAMAGEN—290 Orchard Rd, #06-12/16,
The Paragon, Tel: 6235 2201 

MIDDLE EAST/
MEDITERRANEAN 
DHARMA’S—(Kababs) 40 Boat Quay, next to
BQ Bar, Tel: 6236 0980, Operating Hours:
11:00 am -2:00 pm, 6:00 pm-12:00 am
(Mon) 11:00 am -2:00 pm, 6:00 pm-1:00 am
(Tue) 11:00 am -2:00 pm, 6:00 pm-3:00 am
(Wed-Fri) 6:00 pm-4:00 am (only dinner Sat)
Closed on Sun 

ESMIRADA—442 Orchard Rd, #01-29,
Orchard Hotel, Tel: 6735 3476, Operating
Hours: 12:00 noon-10:30 pm (Mon-Thur)
6:00 pm-11:00 pm (Fri) 12:00 noon-11:00
pm (Sat) 12:00 noon-10:30 pm (Sun) 

GATSBY—#B1-09 Chijmes City Hall, Tel:
6339 9919, Operating Hours: 6:00 pm-1:00
am (Mon-Fri) 6:00 pm-2:00 am (Sat-Sun)

KAZBAR—25 Church St. #01-03 Capital
Square Three, Tel: 6438 2975 

MOONFISH PASTA & SEAFOOD RESTAU-
RANT—(Ital.) Italian Mediterranean cooking
focused on simplicity, offering only the fresh-
est seafood and hearty basic pastas. 9
Raffles Blvd. Millennia Walk #01-106
Reservations 6339 0987, Home Delivery
6339 9883, Operating Hours: 12:00pm –
3:00pm & 6:00pm – 10:00pm (Mon-Fri)
11:00am – 10pm(Sat-Sun)

OLIO DOME—3F Wheelock Place Orchard,
Tel: 6737 7044 • Singapore Arts Museum,
71, Bras Basah Road #01-01 • Bishan Com-
munity Club 51, Bishan St 13 #01-02 • Park
Mall 9 Penang Road #01-22/23, Park Mall •
Suntec City 1 Raffles Boulevard, #01-01A •
West Coast Community Club, Blk 720
Clementi West Street 2 

OLIVE TREE RESTAURANT & CAFÉ—Hotel
Inter-Continental, Tel: 6431 1061 

ORIGINAL SIN—#01-62 Chip Bee Garden,
43 Jalan Merah Saga, Holland Village, Tel:
6475 5605, Op.Hours: 11:30 am -2:30 pm,
6:00 pm-11:00 pm (Mon-Fri) 11:30 am -
3:00 pm, 6: 00pm-10:30 pm (Sat-Sun)

SANOBAR—A new 5-star restraunt located
at One Fullerton Road, a Lebanese theme
with an oriental flavour. Lebanese cuisine that
is delightful, not just in taste, but in price
also. Belly dancers to entertain you, service to
delight you, riverside dining area to relax you.
(A must try) One Fullerton Road, #01-05, Tel:
6423 9182 www.sanobar.com.sg

SINGAPOREAN 
AH HOI’S KITCHEN—4F, Tanglin Mall, 1A
Cuscaden Rd., Tel: 6738 2222, Operating
Hours: 12:00 noon-2:30 pm, 6:30 pm-10:30
pm (Mon-Sun) 

CHILLI PADI NONYA RESTAURANT—11
Joo Chiat Place, #01-03, Tel: 6275 1002,
Operating Hours: 11:00 am -2:30 pm, 5:30
pm-10:00 pm (Mon-Sun) 

MY MUM’S CUISINE—#B01-05B Paragon,
290 Orchard, Tel: 6836 2038 

NONYA TOK—8 Lorong 3 Geylang, 6846
8789 

SINGAPURA SEAFOOD RESTAURANT—
#01-31 Selegie House, 9 Selegie Rd Little
India, Tel: 6336 3255, Operating Hours:
11:00 am -2:30 pm, 6:00 pm-10:30 pm
(Mon-Sun) 

SMILING ORCHID—29 Boon Tat St, Tanjong
Pagar, Tel: 6220 7660 

TECK KEE WANTAN MEE COFFEESHOP—
397 River Valley Road 

THE BLUE GINGER—97 Tanjong Pagar
Rd., Tel: 6222 3925, Operating Hours:
12:00 noon-2:30 pm, 6:30 pm-10:30 pm
(Mon-Sun) 

SOUTH AMERICAN 
BRAZIL CHURRASCARIA—(Brazil) Who the
hell cares about calorie count? When you
have grilled meat as good as you can get in
Brazil Churrascaria, it’s worth a minor coro-
nary. And the best part is you can bring your
vegan friends to enjoy the salad bar is spread
over a huge counter, while they watch you
tear at your meat like the animal you really
are. It’s not really the time to keep an elegant
image at Brazil Churrascaria. 14-16 6th Ave.
(off Bukit Timah) Tel: 6463 1923, Operating

Hours: 6:00 pm-10:30 pm (Mon-Sun) 

MARGARITA’S, THE MEXICAN
RESTAURANT—We love exotic Mexican cui-
sine in a cozy environment and Margarita’s
delivers the best in Mexican food, with rea-
sonable prices and great margaritas and good
atmosphere. try their great selection of
nachos, tortilla dishes, burritos, fajitas (make
your own!). They offer lunch specials during
weekdays for the budget conscious. 108
Faber Drive, Tel: 6777 1782 ; Fax: 6776-
5512 and 404 East Coast Road, 6440 8030,
mgarita@singnet.com.sg,
http://sunflower.singnet.com.sg/~mgarita

TANGO—(Tapas) If you’re looking for the
bright lights and trendy decor in HV, then you
gotta head to Tango, this is probably one of
the most swanky joints in the area. And while
dinner is great, it’s after dinner that the see
and be seen crowd shows up. 35 Lorong
Mambong, Tel: 6463-7365, Operating Hours:
Open Sun-Thu 3pm-1am Fri-Sat 3pm-2am.

VIA MAR—A chic place to wine and dine
with intimate tapas to tempt your tastebuds,
like Whitebait served with an Asian-influ-
enced sweet/sour/spicy clear dip or the potato
skins with cheese. The tuna and pepper salad
we had could’ve used more (better lettuce, as
the tuna was a bit heavy. But overall, a nice
place downtown to enjoy. 8 Raffles Ave.,
#01-10/12 Esplanade Mall, Tel: 6423 0900,
Operating Hours: 11:30 am -11:00 pm (Mon-
Thur, Sun) 11:00 am -1:00 am (Fri-Sat) 

CAFE IGUANA—If you’re a tequila or mar-
garita fan, check out Cafe Iguana next door
to Brewerkz. Inside, there is a great big por-
trait of Frida Khalo and cool folk figurines.
Aside from the standard Mexican dishes of
course, there’s the tequila - an envy-inspiring
collection of more than 100 different tequila
brands from Mexico, making it the largest
collection in southern Asia. Perfect for theme
drinks like La Cucaracha or El Macho and La
Cucaracha, potent stuff! 30 Merchant Road,
#01-03 Riverside Point, Tel: 6236 1275, 6438
2377, margarita@cafeiguana.com,
www.cafeiguana.com 

THAI
A-ROY THAI—Funan It Mall, 109 North
Bridge Rd., #04-06, Tel: 6338 3880

CHIANG MAI PALACE—(Northern Thai)
Think the sambal that mum prepares is spicy?
Wait till you try the Thai green curry that’s
served here. It’s hot enough to burn your
tongue, nose and throat all at once! Spice
lovers, this is your ultimate challenge. 3
Pickering St., #01-27/28 China Square
Central, Tel: 6538-2231, Operating Hours:
12:00 noon-2:00 pm, 3:00 pm-10:30 pm
(Mon-Sun)

COCA RESTAURANT—The Concourse, 298
Beach Rd City Hall, 6295 3611, Operating
Hours: 11:00 am -10:00 pm (Mon-Sun)

KINTHAI—24 Tanjong Pagar Road, Tel: 6226
6388, Hours: 12:00 noon-2:30 pm, 6:00 pm-
10:00 pm (Tue-Sun) Closed on Mon

KORAT THAI CAFÉ—Authentic Thai food in
the heart of Singapore, a favourite amongst
the working girls (and lady boys) of Orchard
Towers! 400 Orchard Rd. Orchard Towers
#03-28. Tel: 6736 2282.

LEMON GRASS—899 East Coast Rd., Tel:
6443 1995, Operating Hours: 11:30 am -
2:30 pm, 6:00 pm-10:00 pm (Mon-Sun)

PADDY FIELDS COPPERDOME—(Outside
Anchor Point) 368 Alexandra Road, Tel: 6472
3833, Operating Hours: 11:30 am -2:30 pm,
6:00 pm-10:00 pm (Mon-Sun)

PARKWAY THAI RESTAURANT—80 Marine
Parade Rd, #02-08 Parkway Parade, East
Coast, Tel: 6345 8811

PATARA—#3-14 Tanglin Mall, Orchard, 6737
0818, 2 Stamford Rd, Level 3 Swisshotel The
Stamford, Tel: 6339 1488

SIMPLY THAI—Republic Plaza, 9 Raffles
Place, #B1-05, Tel: 6438-2632, Citylink Mall,
1 Raffles Link, #B1-19, Tel: 6238-0422, Parco
Bugis Junction, 200 Victoria St., #01-62, Tel:
6336-7657 

THAIEXPRESS—290 Orchard Road #B1-45
Paragon, Tel: 6836 8417, Operating Hours:
11:00 am -10:00 pm (Mon-Sun)

YHINGTHAI PALACE—#01-04, 36 Purvis St.,
City Hall, Tel: 6337 1161, Operating Hours:
11:30 am -2:00 pm, 6:00 pm-10:00 pm
(Mon-Sun) 

VIETNAMESE 
PHO 31 RESTAURANT & BAR—Come enjoy
the new menu chock full of great Vietnamese
tapas dishes, main course dishes and deserts
with a fusion fare. The emphasis is on the
fresh ingredients and authentic recipes that
originate from one of the top Vietnamese
chefs in Australia (who comes from a long
line of culinary experts from Hanoi). Chef
Ricky To, who specialises in both Asian and
Western cuisine has also created new fusion
dishes and was instrumental in helping Pho31
win the Tables award for “Great Table of
Singapore 2004”. 111 Killiney Rd., Tel: 6235
6136, www.pho31.com, Operating Hours:
11:00 am -10:30 pm (Mon-Sun)

ORANGE LANTERN—The best pho and
fried springrolls in town, hands down! This is
a great Vietnamese restaurant. Used to be
known as Pho Temptation. They have won-
derful fresh fried non-greasy springrolls and
wonderful pho (traditional noodle soup). All
dishes come with lots of fresh herbs, which
you can mix into your soup or appetisers as
you like. 73 Killiney Rd Orchard, Tel: 6742
4003, Operating Hours: 11:00 am -10:30 pm
(Mon-Sun)

VIET CAFE—Popped in to have the fresh
spring rolls, but lucky for us, they ran out of
them. Meaning I had to settle for the crispy
spring rolls instead, which I had with the
crispy lemon grass fish. The crispy spring rolls
were excellent, with a crispy wrap and moist
succulent fillings. The lemon grass fish was
also quite nicely done. When I first went
there the service was so-so, but once you
become a lunch time regular, they remember
you and go the extra mile! 6 Battery Road,
Basement Lobby, Six Battery Road Building,
Tel: 6220 2186
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Tantalising seafood at Brasserie Wolf
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B
eing an American style eatery the portions are of course
huge and will require a good digesting session with their
full bar, which serves happy hour Tiger drafts at just 5
bucks and Margarita for $8.95. They also serve beer from
Belgium, Germany, the US and England among others,

and have a large hand picked wine selection. That said, its the food
you are really here for isn't it. 

As an American I am reasonably sus-
picious of attempts to recreate the
authentic food experiences of my coun-
try (hell they even butcher the fast food
in Asia, see; Taco bell and Long John
Silver's), so my surprise was palpable
when the meat on my humongous slab of pork ribs just fell right off
the bone as advertised. I thought that was it, I'm in heaven and I real-
ly don't need to go on, but the hits kept coming. The 22 ingredient
authentic barbecue sauce was intriguing, the USDA choice filet
mignon was cooked just right and cut like butter, and the various
sides dishes were all fresh and filling. From the chunky Mashed pota-
toes (more gravy please), to the clam chowder served in a hollowed
out French bread which you can dunk and devour. 

The California Health salad was also a delicious treat containing
beans, chickpeas, jalapeños, oranges, corn, carrots, cherry tomatoes,
peppers, lettuce all in a vinaigrette, healthy indeed. Jerry's also fea-
tures a mix and match surf and turf menu starting from $20.95 where
you can choose crayfish, salmon, or Jumbo prawns, and match them
with either a sirloin steak, t-bone, lamb or the aforementioned baby

back ribs. All the main courses give you a crack at their all you can
eat salad bar. This sounds like a great place to do a thanksgiving din-
ner but you should probably reserve it ASAP. Although their barbe-
cue sauce is tangy and delicious they also have some other varieties
to burn your face off. 

I had no trouble with the intensifier, moderately fiery, but the
Chef's Challenge was just that. It just creeps up until the staff laughs

at your watering eyes. In fact the chal-
lenge actually exists, and calls for eating
8 of these infernal wings without drink-
ing any water. If you can do it, then the
wings are FREE! Although confident I
could do it, I didn't want to try that day.

The first 3 went down ok. If you can still handle anymore nibbling
their homemade tiramisu is most excellent, fresh is so much better
than those terrible prefabricated tiramisu you find in most restau-
rants, its more like a cocktail. 

The Chocolate Fondant was a rich and smooth bit of heaven too.
They also sell a variety of pastas and burgers but the ribs are really to
die for and shouldn't be missed. Prices are reasonable considering the
portions and you can eat quite well for under $25, or just come and
check out their $13 dollar lunch specials to get your taste buds accli-
mated. The latest branch of Jerry's is located on Tanglin road right off
Orchard near the Manchester United store. There are a lot of steak
chains around there so make the effort and try an authentic Steak and
barbecue before they put you on the assembly line too! 

— Three locations in Singapore, go to www.jerrybbq.com.sg

A feast fit for kings
Not only does Jerry's nail the unique blend of messiness and savory
decadence of the food genre known as southern (USA) barbeque, they
really offer a huge variety of them as well as other excellent specialties
for the faint of heart or arteries. 
TEXT KEITH KIRCHNER
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“The Chef’s Challenge: the spici-
ness just creeps up until the staff

laughs at your watering eyes.”

FOODIE // JERRY’S BBQ
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ATTICA/ATTICA TOO—Hipster in-crowd.
Local celebs often visit, so check it out. Open
5pm till late daily. 3A River Valley Rd #01-
12/13/14 Clarke Quay 6333 9973, www.atti-
ca.com.sg, Attica Open 5pm to 3am Sun,
Mon, Tue, Thu, 5-pm to 4am Wed, Fri, Sat.
Attica Too open 11pm til late on Fri & Sat
only. How to get there: Clarke Quay MRT, Bus
service 32, 54, 195 

BABYFACE—This place changes names so
often I’m starting to get dizzy. The former
space of Centro was under new management
as Onyx, then One, but as of this writing,
they’ve rebranded it Babyface. Fun place to
bring friends, the younger set enjoys progres-
sive trance playing, while upscale hipsters can
sip champagne, nibble tapas and listen to
bossa nova at Lash. Levels 1 & 3 One
Fullerton #02-02, 6236 5120 How to get
there: City Hall MRT

BARBAABLACKCHIC—This unfussy space
draws a hip, eclectic crowd of Techhouse and
Electronic Dance Music fans, and shows that
Singapore really does have style. 10 Perak
road, behind Tekka Mall, 6297 9397
http://barbaablackchic.com, Open: daily 7pm
till late. How to get there: Little India MRT, 48,
56, 57, 131, 131A, 166, 170, 170#, 851,
960, 980, 64, 65, 130, 139, 147, 857, NR6

BUTTER FACTORY—Now that the Liquid
Room has taken a hiatus, the only happening
club in Robertson Quay raising the banner is
this hip-hop art-trance inducing paradise.
Guaranteed fun! 48 Robertson Quay #01-03
Riverside 48 Tel: 6333 8243 www.thebutter-
factory.com, How to get there: Bus service
64, 123, 139, 143 Clarke Quay MRT

CLUB MOMO—19,000 Square feet of Pure
Fun! The huge dancefloor gets the girls mov-
ing to commercial dance tunes. After shaking
it and sweatin’ it, they move out to the alfres-
co patio or to the room for live music. 5
Magazine Road, Central Mall, Unit 01-02,
6535 3030 www.clubmomo.net, How to get
there: Clarke Quay MRT

COCCO LATTE—Funky artwork welcomes
you as you step into the place. Younger and
older clubbers hit the place on weekends. 76
Robertson Quay Road #01-09 Gallery Evason
Hotel, www.coccolatte.com, Open Mon – Sat
5pm – late. How to get there: Clarke Quay
MRT, Bus service 32, 54, 139, 195

DESIRE—39 Circular Road Tel: 6534 4497,
Open Mon – Sat 6pm – late. Happy hours:
6pm – 9pm. How to get there: Raffles Place
MRT, Bus service: 2, 12, 16M, 33, 51, 54, 63,
65M, 80, 89M, 162M, 174M, 189M, 197

DEVIL’S BAR—Devil girls dance on the bar-
tops, and they have an in-house live band
that belts out Cantopop, English and Chinese
tunes. If you enjoy live music, this is a great
place to go. Soccer matches are shown ‘live’.
Affiliated to the Red Devils, patrons are mostly
Man U fans. 1 Tanglin Road #01-01 Orchard
Parade Hotel, Tel: 6732 0819, www.devils-

bar.com.sg, hello@devilsbar.com.sg, Happy
Hours: 5pm – 9pm. (Sports Bar & Live Room)
8pm – 11pm (Dance Bar & Chill Out Zone)
Open daily 5pm – 3am and 5pm – 6am on
Wed, Fri, Sat & Sun till 4am (different outlets
open at different times. Dance Bar and Chill
Out Zone opens only at 8pm or 9pm.) How
to get there: Orchard MRT, 7, 105, 111, 123,
132, 174, 502, 521 

DBL O—Guests will enjoy dbl O’s ever-popu-
lar $3 premium housepour drinks per glass or
$12 a jug. Even at affordable prices, dbl O
prides itself on serving only quality house-
pours from premium brands such as
Carlsberg, Absolut, Gordon’s, JIm Beam,
Famous Grouse, Cuervo, Bacardi, Hennessy
and Myer’s. Cover charge of $25. 11 Unity St.
#01-24 Robertson Walk, 6735 2008

www.emeraldhillgroup.com, Open: Tues – Fri
8pm till late. How to get there: Bus service
16M, 65M, 89M Dhoby Ghaut MRT

DXO—Hot new club bringing some of the
best talent to Singapore. Colours by the Bay,
8 Raffles Ave, #01-13F Esplanade Mall, 6582
4896, www.dxo.com.sg, Open: Wed – Sat
3pm – late. How to get there: City Hall MRT,
Bus service 36, 56, 75, 77, 97, 106, 111, 133,
162, 171, 195, 857, 

ESTE THE CLUB—At Este the Club, it’s all
about choices. Dance, sing, have a game of
pool or just unwind at the bar. You won’t
need to go anywhere else, because every-
thing you need is right here, under one roof.
Happy Hour: Mon – Fri 6pm to 11pm (except
eve of public holidays), Open: Mon – Fri 6pm
to 5:30am, Sat 9pm to 5:30am, Sun Closed.

3D Shophouse Row, #02-04, Clarke Quay
River Valley Road, 6338 0712, www.este-
club.com

FEZ LOUNGE BAR—Bar is back! Gone for a
short while, the bar that sat here in the inbe-
tween made this an even more charming hang-
out and none of it’s North African laidback
atmosphere, (Moroccan lamps, candellit tables,
velvet cushions, etc.) disappeared. The music
here fits the chill-out vibe, and the specialty
drinks are creative and affordable. 57B Boat
Quay Tel: (65) 6534-4481, Operating hours:
Open Mon-Thu 6pm-midnight; Fri-Sat 6pm-1am

GASHAUS—Bugis comes alive at the
Gashaus, 6,000 sq ft of fun, including music
jamming studios, DJs & live bands, a 6,000
watt sound system and projector screen! The
food is great value for money, and you won’t
find cheaper drink specials anywhere. 114
Middle Rd #01-00 6337 1697, www.gashaus
.com, jdb@gashaus.com, How to get there:
Bugis MRT, Bus service 56, 980, 130, 133,
145, 197, 851,12, 130, 133, 2, 33, 520, 960

GOTHAM PENTHOUSE—Stylish and all
done up in blue lighting. The fish tanks are
rather interesting as well. And the bartenders
are great on stunts. 3A River Valley Rd #03-01
Merchant’s Court, Clarke Quay 6339 5595
www.gothampenthouse.com, Open: daily
7pm till late. How to get there: Clarke Quay
MRT, Bus service 32, 54, 139, 19

HAPPY—No longer the new kid on the
block, it has a serious following! Loud and
proud galore on the weekends. If you like it
hot and wild, come on down to Happy. DJ
George Leong spins on weekends and
Princess Anne on Fridays. 21 Tanjong Pagar
Rd., 6227 7400 www.happy.com.sg

HOME CLUB—20 Upper Circular Road #B1-
01/06 www.homeclub.com.sg, 6538 2928,
9382 1870, Open daily 6pm till6am. First
drink charge from 6pm-12mn $12. How to
get there: Raffles MRT, Bus service: 2, 12,
16M, 33, 51, 54, 63, 65M, 80, 89M, 162M,
174M, 189M, 197

INSOMNIA@CHIJMES—Bar and restaurant
with two live bands performing evergreens
and pop songs. #01-21/22/23 Chijmes, 30
Victoria Street, 6338 6883,
www.chijmes.com.sg, Open: daily 11am till
5am. How to get there: City Hall MRT, 56,
100, 107 Happy hour: 5pm – 9pm 40% off
all house pours. 

LE BAROQUE—It is not too much to want
the best in life and Le Baroque will only give
you the Best! Singapore rock daddy Douglas
O, is back. Catch him and Satellite every night
except Sundays at Baroque bar and restau-
rant. We promise to offer the very best in live
entertainment in Singapore. Our elements of
part bohemian, part sophisticate, and full-on
exuberance marks us as the new hotspot for
group revelry, sheer enjoyment of live per-
formances, and a good night out. Cover
charge applies Age limit: 21 ladies, 23
Gentlemen. 30 Victoria Street, #B1-07
Chijmes Fountain Court, 6339 6696,
www.lebaroque.com.sg

MINISTRY OF SOUND—This place opened
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NIGHTCLUBS IN SINGAPORE

Thinky’s 
FAVOURITE NIGHTCLUBS
In the mood to boogie? Every month sees more and more
new venues opening in Singapore, and we’ll keep our eyes
out for the best places and bring them to you!
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to a lot of fanfare last December, quickly
sucking in the patrons of almost every venue
in town. While the newness might be wear-
ing off, they’re still doing it right with a great
mix of music genres and world-class talents.
Having firmly ensconced itself as a major play-
er in S’pore’s nightlife scene (hell, even LKY
has been here), MoS keeps the party going
with talented acts and a more than one inte-
rior style, with a flavour for whatever suits
your mood. Block 3C The Cannery, River
Valley Road, #01-02 to 07 & #02-01 to 08,
Clarke Quay Tel 6333 4168, www.ministryof-
sound .com.sg, Open: Wednesdays to
Saturdays – 9pm-4am. How to get there:
Clarke Quay MRT, Bus service 16M, 32, 54,
65M, 89M, 162M, 174M, 181M, 195

MUSIC UNDERGROUND—I’m not too sure
which one is older, Zouk or Music
Underground, but it still carries on with its
successful formula of trance and techno. 360,
Orchard Road, #B1-00, International Building
6235 3301, Open: Mon – Fri 7pm till late, Sat
8pm – late. Happy hour: Mon – Thurs 7pm –
10pm, Fri 7pm – 9pm, Sat 8pm – 10pm.
How to get there: Somerset MRT, Bus service
105, 111, 123, 132, 174, 36, 502, 7

NEW ASIA BAR—Stylish and for those who
want to be seen. This bar boasts a two storey
high ceiling and glass walls, so you can see
into Singapore’s skyline at the top of one of its
tallest building. The upper level can be entered
by invitation only. Talk about being exclusive.
Top Floors (71 & 72), Swissotel Raffles City,
Equinox Complex, Open: 3pm till late daily.
How to get there: City Hall MRT, Bus service
14, 16, 36, 111, 130, 133, 162, 502, 518 

O BAR—If you’re looking for the down-low
vibe with the best in Hip-Hop, there’s no bet-
ter place in Singapore. 11 Unity Street # 01-23
Robertson Walk (corner of Mohamed Sultan
Road), 6738 1318 www.emeraldhillgroup
.com, webmaster@emeraldhillgroup .com,
How to get there: Bus service 16M, 65M, 89M

PHUNK BAR—If you’re looking for the real
deal on Singapore’s Hip-Hop scene, this is a
great place to start. Keeping the old school
Mohd Sultan vibe alive, but in a good way!
11 Mohamed Sultan Road, 6887 3501
www.phunkbar.com, How to get there: Bus
service 16M, 65M, 89M

Q BAR—Some imports ARE great, and this
Bangkok staple of the nightlife scene has
started off on the right foot with a great
selection of vodkas and a bold groovy interior.
Fancy a breath of fresh air? Chill out on the
soft designer sofas mere metres away from
where Sir Raffles first set foot. The Annex @
The Old Parliment House, #01-04 , Tel: 6336
3386 Fax: 6338 8552, www.qbar.com.sg,
How to get there: Raffles Place MRT

RAV CLUB & BAR—They play chill-out, to Top
40’s, to retro, to house to R’n’B. Something for
everybody. 69 Circular Road #01-01 6327
4900 www.rav.com.sg, Open: Mon- Fri: 6pm
to 6am Sat: 8pm to 6am. How to get there:
Raffles MRT (behind Boat Quay waterfront)
Bus service: 2, 12, 16M, 33, 51, 54, 63, 65M,
80, 89M, 162M, 174M, 189M, 197

ROUGE—High ceilings and earth colours,
with interesting seats make for a pretty place.
And a big dance floor and bar that can be
sectioned off or opened up for a bigger space
helps. ∑ John Molina & Krueger perform
daily, Mon - Sat from 10.30pm onwards DJ
plays filler sets after band performs: Hip hop
& r&b, house during DJ sets. 180 Orchard
Road, Peranakan Place 6732 6966
www.rougeclub.com, Happy hour: 7pm -
9pm (1 for 1 on Standard Housepours and
Draught) & Magick Hour 11pm – 12am (1 for
1 on everything except bottle liquors), Open:
7pm – 3am (Mon – Fri), 8pm – 4am (Sat &
Eve of PH). How to get there: Opposite
Somerset MRT

PHUTURE—Part of the Zouk Club, Phuture’s
culture of experimental music is better than
Ecstasy any day. Even its design is a fusion of
modern and retro styles. In a word, funky.

Cover charge. 17 Jiak Kim Street, 67382988,
Open: Wednesday, Friday, Saturday, till late.
How to get there: Tiong Bahru MRT, Bus serv-
ice 16, 195, 123, 75, 186 

TABOO—You ain’t supposed to breathe a
word about it. Poles for dancing, and three
levels, the attic for a good chat, the second
level to sit down and chug away, or the
ground floor to party away. 21 Tanjong Pagar
Rd, 6225 6883 www.taboo97.com.sg Happy
hour: 1-for-1 all night long every Wed, Thurs,
Sun. Fri & Sat 9pm – 11pm. Open: Wed – Sat
8pm till late and Sun 10pm till late. How to get
there: Tanjong Pagar MRT, Bus service 145

THE 1NITESTAND BAR & COMEDY
CLUB— As well as bringing live international
stand up comedy every month they also have
a great live band “Six in the City”, riverside
dinning on “The Deck”, DJ, sport on the
“Obscene Screen” and great service. To check
out their ladies night on Thursday and a
chance to win cash every Wednesday go to
www.the1nitestand.com 3A River Valley Rd.
#01-15/20, Clark Quay, 6334 1954
www.the1nitestand.com. Happy hour: Daily
12pm – 8pm. Open: after 12 till late daily.
How to get there: Clarke Quay MRT 

THUMPER—Celebrities from Karen Mok to
Black Eyed Peas have been spotted partying
at this sleek bar which has hosted swanky
corporate events by Bvlgari, Maserati and
Polo Ralph Lauren, just to name a few. So if
you fancy being part of the happening scene
amidst pumping beats from resident DJs and
new in-house band WAT Da Funk!, check out
Thumper conveniently located at Goodwood
Park Hotel, Orchard. You can enjoy the sun-
set from the terrace with its unparalleled view
of Scotts Road and chill at the refreshing non-
smoking VIP lounge section. More reasons for
you to spend Wednesday Nights at Thumper
as you get to enjoy 20% off the hottest bot-
tles - Chivas, Absolut and Hennessy. And it’s
Alice in Thumperland (aka Ladies Night) every
Thursday from 9pm - women get Cham-
pagne Cocktails and Selected Martinis at only
$5 nett and DBS Woman’s Card Members get
one-for-one. If you like something refreshing,
ask for Thumper’s special Watermelon marti-
ni. Goodwoodpark Hotel, 22 Scotts Road
6735 0827 www.thumper.com.sg 

UNION SQUARE—The Home Of Latin Beats
@ The Amara. Dance away the nite with the
DJ alternating with a Latin Band from
Columbia. There is a separate Wine Bar where
you will be entertained by Singers / Comedians
/ Entertainers from the USA and Australia. The
Amara (Shopping Centre) 165, Tanjong Pagar
Road, Level 2, 6224 6116, Open daily 10 am
till late. Daily: Happy Hours 11am – 9 pm, How
to get there: Tanjong Pagar MRT

VELVET UNDERGROUND—Sister club to
Zouk, this is for the hip in their mid-twenties
and thirties who know how to look good and
have fun. Popular with airline crew. Velvet is
for the sophisticated. 17 Jiak Kim Street, 6738
2988, www.zoukclub.com, Open: Wed – Sat
10pm till late. How to get there: See Zouk.

XENBAR —Xenbar is one of the few authen-
tic salsa clubs that offers salsa music 7 days a
week. Move to the Latin beat, or watch other
salsa lovers shake their stuff on the floor. 32A
Pagoda Street 6225 2620 www.ttdomain
.com/xenbar/ Open daily 7pm – 3 am. Happy
hours: 7pm – 9pm. How to get there:
Tanjong Pagar MRT, Bus service 145 

ZOUK—For many years the ONLY club to
go to in Singapore, but with the opening
of other meg-sized joints they’re getting a
run for their money. Wednesday’s Mambo
nights are often packed, even though it’s a
school night. Weekends almost always fea-
tures the best in international talent. 17
Jiak Kim Street, 6738 2988, tracy@zouk-
club.com, www.zoukclub.com, Open Wed
– Sun 10pm till late. How to get there:
Walk from Great World City. Tiong Bahru
MRT, Bus service 16, 195
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What genre does your music fall into, and why this genre?
Hiphop/Turntablism. Because it isn’t just music, it’s a culture. I

love the vibe it emits: it’s really music from the heart.

So how did you get started?
Other than DJing, I also did aggressive inline skating. Back in

2000, I was watching a lot of inline skating videos, and the sound-
tracks to these videos were all the underground hiphop music. I fell
in love with the kind of music, and my interest grew deeper and
deeper into the genre. Most of the songs had scratching noises in
it. I was curious back then and went to ask around if they were DJ
classes in Singapore. After searching for awhile, I came across this
shop called Audiosports – that’s where I started my first lesson. I
was taught by Andrew Chow and soon got my first set of turntables
and mixer. From there, I practiced at home almost everyday and
joined my very first DJ Battle.

Do you get nervous about how the public will receive your work?
No, I do my best and am passionate about my art. Opinions are mind

over matter. I don’t mind, and they don’t
matter.

Describe a challenge faced at the biggest
event you’ve performed at so far.

At the DMC World DJ Champion-
ship Final at the Hammersmith Palais in London. The challenge
was to overcome my “kan chiongness” (Hokkien for nervous), as
there were thousands of people watching me.

How about on a normal work night at Cocco Latte?
Making sure the different kinds of crowds are enjoying the same

kind of music.

What’s your favourite and worst part about the job?
I get to meet interesting people, play what I like to play and be

appreciated by the people on the dance floor. The worst part is hav-
ing a lot of requests for ridiculous songs, being offered lots alcoholic
drinks by drunk patrons, and having many sleepless nights.

Do you intend to DJ full-time?
Most definitely, if given the opportunity – why not?

Tell us something about this
job that the average Joe
wouldn’t know.

It takes a lot of effort, time and
practice to be on top of things.

When mixing, where do you get your inspiration from? 
I get my inspiration from all kinds of good music: I watch videos

of other DJs as well as artists and musicians. By being motivated
through the videos, I’ll take my time to dig for the right beats, sam-
ples, sounds to be included in my routines/sets.

And your top 3 favourite DJs?
D-styles, because of his dope cuts. Rafik, because of his unique

style. And the C2C DJs, because they are very entertaining and
musical. I get motivated and inspired every time after watching them.

Any mixes or track lists you’re working on now?
I’m currently working on my official mix-tape and hopefully, a

battle record next year. Currently, I’m
focused on my upcoming routines for
2007, school and my daily dosage of
scratchin’.

Where do you see yourself heading
into the future? I’m taking it slowly as the days goes by…I plan to
study first and hopefully, do my own beats in the near future.

Give us your take on the scene in Singapore.
It’s still growing, and it’s lovely to see that.

If there was one local artist you could collaborate with, who
would it be, and why?

It would be an honour to collaborate with any local talent
because I strongly support the local arts scene.

Lastly, why ‘Inquisitive’?
My friends used to ask, “Why am I so inquisitive?” As I like to ask

a lot of questions. That’s how I got my name. Aha. 

P.S: Contact him at www.myspace.com/djinquisitive for gigs. 
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“Opinions are mind over 
matter. I don’t mind, and 

they don’t matter.”

Ask no questions
DJ Inquisitive may be young but he is no new kid on the
block. Awing the crowds at Club Home, MoS, Attica and
more, this “In Da Mix” competition winner recently was
declared the DJ Jam Battle Champ at the SingTel Singapore
Street Festival 2006. His ability to serve the jammingist Hip
Hop beats means you will be moving it on the dancefloor.
Anne Loh will now feed your inquisitive mind…

INTERVIEW // LEON HO
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HAVE YOU HAD ANY GOOD CRAIC LATELY?
After nearly a decade located in the old basement of a restored convent, now known as Chijmes, Father Flanagan’s Irish Pub con-

tinues to pack in the crowds.  With Guinness and Kilkenny, and traditional Irish faire, you can be sure of a ‘Top ‘O’ the Morning’ true Irish
welcome here, ‘T’be sure’. With an alfresco dining area as well as inside dining, you will be able to enjoy some traditional fish & chips or
an Irish Stew or maybe a traditional Irish Breakfast that would fill a team of scaffolders. The décor is reminiscent of a local Pub in Ireland,
with solid wooden tables and a spit and sawdust environment that oozes Irish hospitality and comfort. Beer, food, sports and an atmos-
phere that will drag you back again and again, what more could you want for a nice evening with friends? Nick & JR will ensure that the
true traditions of Ireland are extended to you. With a long history associated to it, Father Flanagan’s is a true location of Gaelic Lore. This
is a ‘Home away from Home’.  

Father Flanagan’s Irish Pub is located at: Chijmes 30 Victoria Street, 
Fountain Court B1-06, S187996 Tel: 6333 1418 www.fatherflanagan.com

FATHER FLANAGAN’S IRISH PUB 

BARoftheMONTH
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37 THE BAR—It’s a cool bar and art gallery!
Talk about high culture meeting nightlife. 37
Keong Saik St., 6227 9370, Open: 1pm –
after midnight. How to get there: Tanjong
Pagar MRT, Bus service 145 

ACID BAR—Live music, chill out bar, with
great music to sing along to, great drinks,
great service and no fuss. Where everyone is
a friend. 2 bands each night feat. acoustic,
jazz, pop rock, folk rock, classics, and alterna-
tive acoustic. 180 Orchard Rd. (Peranakan Place)
6738 8828 www.peranakanplace.com, Open:
5pm till late. Happy hours: 5pm - 9pm (1-for-1
on standard housepours and draught beer).
How to get there: Opposite Somerset MRT

ALLEY BAR—New world music meets old
world elegance in this chill out bar, perfect for
business drinks served alfresco. Beautiful décor.
2 Emerald Hill Rd, Peranakan Place 6738 8818,
www.peranakanplace.com, Open: 5pm – 2am
(Sun – Thur), 5pm – 3am (Fri, Sat & Eve of PH).
Happy hours: 5pm - 9pm (1 for 1 standard
housepours and draught beers), How to get
there: Somerset MRT

ALTIVO—Huge hangout with 3 levels. They
cater for wedding receptions, & the viewing
deck has an amazing view. Next to Mt. Faber
Cable Car Station, 6270 8855, 6270 8223,
www.altivo.com.sg, Open: 1pm to 2am. How
to get there: Drive or hike up Mt Faber. Bus
services 5, 61, 65, 124, 143, 147, 166 

ASYLUM—Cool space on the riverfront, with
a lux lounge feel and really friendly bar staff.
Perfect for small groups or intimate cocktails
before hitting the mega-discos. 3E River Valley
Road #01-02, Clarke Quay, 6338 0035.
www.asylum.com.sg, Open: Sun 4pm to
1am, Mon-Thu 5pm – 1am, Fri-Sat 4pm –
2am. Happy hours: Daily till 9 pm. How to get
there: Clarke Quay MRT, Bus service 16M, 32,
54, 65M, 89M, 162M, 174M, 181M, 195

BALCONY BAR—Located on a, yes you
guessed it, balcony, at the Heeren, this Moulin
Rougesque bar has a great style for getting
swanky with a few dozen of your nearest and
dearest. And wait, it gets even better, they’re
open 24 hours a day, all week long... so wad-
dya waiting for? 260 Orchard Road, #01-K5 .
#02-03 The Heeren 67350400 www.balcony-
bar.com, Open: 24/7. How to get there:
Somerset MRT 

BALLYMOON’S—This is the romantic martini
bar you gotta hit when you’re in the area
around Orchard Towers with your someone
special. Located right above Muddy Murphys,
it’s also a great escape when the music gets al
little too rockin’. Laid back, and slightly
upscale at the same time, Ballymoons is a
great hangout. 442 Orchard Road, Orchard
Hotel Shopping Arcade, #01-06/08 67350400
www.ballymoons.com, Open: Daily from
6.30pm till late. How to get there: Orchard
MRT, Bus service 105, 111, 123, 132, 174, 36

BAR COCOON—A stylish venue for loung-
ing, socialising and clubbing with massive
opium beds enveloped by silk lanterns and
drapery providing a sensuous charm to its
relaxing ambience. 11 River Valley Road #01-

02, 65576268 www.indochine.com.sg, Open:
daily 7pm till late. How to get there: Clarke
Quay MRT, Bus service 32, 54, 139, 195

BACKSTAGE BAR—”Friends of Dorothy”
head on down. If you don’t know what that
means, it’s probably not your cup of tea.
Housepours at double shot all night. 13A
Trengganu St 62271712, Open: daily 7pm till
late. How to get there: Chinatown Point MRT

BALACLAVA—Classy, with great service and
fantastic drinks. Poser crowd. This is the place
to be seen. Worth every penny. 1 Raffles Blvd.
#01-01B Suntec City Conv. Centre, 6339
1600, Open: Mon – Sat 7pm till late. How to
get there: Shuttle bus at City Hall MRT (or you
can walk) Bus service 10, 14, 16, 70, 196
(opposite Suntec City)

BAR NONE—320 Orchard Road, Basement
of the Marriott Hotel, 6831 4656, 6831
4657, slash@barnoneasia.com,
www.barnoneasia.com Open daily 7pm –
3am. Fri & Sat cover charge $20 for women,
$25 for men. How to get there: Orchard MRT,
Bus service 36, 124, 143, 162, 174, 518, 521 

BAR OPIUME—Bar Opiume is another suc-
cess of Indochine’s classic Asian décor and
great ambience. A bonus is the Singapore
skyline which is truly breathtaking at sunset.
Rosanna and her Jazz players perform
Mondays to Saturdays 9.30 pm till late.
Champagne and Chocolate promotion every

Tuesday. 1 Empress Place, 6339 2876 www.
indochine.com.sg, Open: daily 5pm – 1 am.
How to get there: Raffles Place MRT

BAR SA VANH—Another successful
Indochine endeavour. Asian décor with house
music. Right next to Aphrodisiac. Feel free to
hop around. 49A Club St., 6323 0145
www.indochine.com.sg, Open: Mon – Sat
3pm till late.. How to get there: Tanjong
Pagar MRT, Bus service 145

BARCELONA WINEBAR—Serves dinner, fin-
ger foods and alcohol. Celebrate soccer match-
es with a great wine selection on the weekend.
Theme nights daily. 11 Unity Street #01-30/31
Robertson Walk, 6235 3456, www.uno-restau-
rant.com.sg, Open: 5pm till late daily. Happy
hours: Tues – Sat 5pm to 8 pm. Sun & Mon all
night. How to get there: Bus service 16M,
65M, 89M Dhoby Ghaut MRT. 

BARRIO CHINO—A really groovy intimate
bar on Club St, with friendly staff, great music
and frozen magaritas which are a must to try.
Great for an intimate date. 60 Club Street #01-
01, 6324 3245, Open: Mon – Sat 4pm till late.
Happy hours: 4pm – 8pm. How to get there:
Tanjong Pagar MRT, Bus service 145

BEDROOM BAR—The only “REAL” bar to
serve Canadian beer. 68 Circular Road, 9009
7424, 9865 0887, www.thebedroombar.com,
Open: till 7 am daily. Open: Mon – Fri from
5pm, Sat & Sun opens 8pm. Happy hours:

Monday – Friday 5pm – 9pm. All housepours
at $8. How to get there: Raffles MRT (behind
Boat Quay waterfront) Bus service: 2, 12,
16M, 33, 51, 54, 63, 65M, 80, 89M, 162M,
174M, 189M, 197

BEER’S —BEERS is the latest addition to the
bars and entertainment outlets in Boat Quay.
Simple design and cosy colours make this bar
a haven to those seeking clean and simple
lines, quality beverages and simple whole-
some bar snacks. Opening times are 5pm to
1am every day, closed on Sundays and public
holidays. The happy hour is from 5pm till
8.30pm.  45 Circular Road, Tel:6438 1148
Fax: 6438 1149, www.beers.com.sg

BB BAR (BUNGY BAR)—Singapore’s premier
sports bar be sure to catch all your favourite
games on the plasma screens Tuesday steak
night Pint of Carlsberg or Glass of wine and a
Steak $19 nett. Wednesday night Pasta night
$10 nett. Sunday all day English Breakfast
and Sunday Roast from 12pm. Happy Hour 5
till 9 seven days a week. Clarke Quay, right
next to the G-Max bungy ride, www.bungy-
bar.com, 63395707, Open: 11 am till late
daily. How to get there: Clarke Quay MRT, Bus
service 16M, 32, 54, 65M, 89M, 162M,
174M, 181M, 195

BIKINI BAR—Sister bar to Coastes, but with
a twist: bikinis! 50 Siloso Beach Walk, #01-
05, Sentosa Island, 62749668, www.coastes
.com, Open: Mon to Thurs: 10.00am-
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BEST BARS IN SINGAPORE

Thinky’s 
FAVOURITE BARS
Everybody loves a good cocktail, and nothing beats sipping
back a nice cold beer along the riverside or on one of
Singapore’s great rooftop bars. Here are a few of our faves…
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12.00am, Fri & eve of Public Holidays:10.00am-
1.00am, Sat: 9.00am-1.00 am, Sun & Public
Holidays: 9.00am-12.00 am. How to get
there: Harbourfront MRT, Sentosa bus service

BISOUS WINE BAR—French for kiss, Bisous
serves international cuisine by an American
chef, and turns into a bar at night with in-
house DJ Stanley. The set-up is very cosy, all in
all it’s a good place to have a nice dinner and
throw back a few. 25 Church St. #01-01,
Capital Square 3, 6226 5505, www.bisous.
com.sg, Open: 11 am till late, Mon – Fri. Sat
5pm – 2am. Closed on Sundays and public
holidays. How to get there: Raffles Place MRT 

BLUE NOTE JAZZ BAR—A different band
performs every night, with a mix of blues,
jazz and some rock thrown in. Audience par-
ticipation is encouraged, feel free to jump in
and take your tops off! (I was kidding there).
48 Circular Rd Tel 6438 2282,
www.bluenote.com.sg, Open 11.30 am till
late Mon – Fri, Sat 7pm till late. Closed on
Sunday. How to get there: Raffles Place MRT,
Bus service: 2, 12, 16M, 33, 51, 54, 63, 65M,
80, 89M, 162M, 174M, 189M, 

BQ BAR—Housed in an old shophouse, BQ
Bar is modern and stylish in an unassuming
way. The warm lighting, exposed white-
washed brick walls, and cool concrete floor-
ing convey a refreshing open feel or relax by
the river at the waterfront terrace with some
of the best martinis in town. The Gallery on
2nd level is perfect setting for social gather-
ings and private parties, featuring a beautiful,
bright space with magnificent views. Specials
/ Promotions: Complimentary selection of
antipasto from 5pm to 8pm on weekdays. 39
Boat Quay, Tel: 65369722, party@bqbar.com,
Happy Hrs, 11am to 8pm, Opening Hours
11am to 1am (Mon to Tue), 11am to 3am
(Wed to Fri), 5pm to 4am (Sat), Closed on
Sunday. How to get there: Raffles Place MRT,
Bus service 51, 63, 80, 124, 145, 162M, 166,
174, 181M, 197

BRIX—Often featuring guest bands from all
over the world, customers can choose from a
wide range of cocktails and liquers, or even
custom make one themselves. Sounds like
fun. Grand Hyatt Singapore, 10-12 Scotts Rd.
Orchard (Basement), 6416 7107,
http://restaurants.singapore.hyatt.com
/brix/brix_intro.html, Open: daily 7pm till late.
How to get there: Orchard MRT (walking dis-
tance), Bus service 36, 124, 143, 162, 174, 518, 

CABLE CAR 1890’S SALON—Check out the
2nd floor executive bar if your are worthy.
Free internet equipped with wireless LAN,
come experience what the 1890’s would
have been like if they had internet access. 49
Cuppage Road, Cuppage Terrace 6835 3545,
Open: Daily Mon-Fri 4pm to 2am, Sat 3pm –
2am, Sun & PH 3pm to 12am. How to get
there: Somerset MRT (walking distance)

CARNAVAL—Tucked away in the bottom of
Fountain Court, this latino themed bar is a
great place to enjoy affordable drinks while
grooving to the music beats, including those
of the talent Morgan. And because it’s off the
beaten path, it’s the best price in Chijmes.
Chijmes 30 Victoria Street #B1-05 Tel: 6339
3870, Open: daily 5pm till late. How to get
there: City Hall MRT, Bus service 145

CHINOI’S CHINOI’S—If you’ve got big bucks
this is the place to spend it. 8 Grange Rd
#01-01 Cathay Cineleisure Orchard, 6733
9555, 1 Selegie Road , Paradiz Centre, Open:
Mon – Sat 7pm till late. How to get there:
Orchard MRT/ Dhoby Ghaut MRT, Bus service
64, 65, 131, 139, 147, 166 (Paradiz Centre),
Bus service 36, 124, 143, 162, 174, 518, 521 

COASTES—Beach bar with great view of the
sunset and a cool breeze all the time. Beer is
served ice-cold, this is a great place to chill
out. 50 Siloso Beach Walk, #01-05/06,
Sentosa Island, 62749668, www.coastes
.com, Open: Mon to Thurs: 10.00am-
12.00am, Fri & eve of Public Holidays:10.00am-
1.00am, Sat: 9.00am-1.00 am, Sun & Public
Holidays: 9.00am-12.00 am. How to get
there: Harbourfront MRT, Sentosa bus service

DAYBEDLOUNGE—The cool “in-the-know”
place to hang out on in the new Mohd
Sultan, this NY style bed Martini bar is perfect
for relaxing, chilling, dining, drinking and par-
tying. Enjoy a good crowd and hip white
decor. 15 Mohamed Sultan Rd Tel: 6733
6695, Fax: 6733 4469 www.daybedlounge
.com, Open: 5pm - 3am Sunday through
Friday and 5pm - 4am Saturday. How to get
there: Bus service 16M, 65M, 89M Dhoby
Ghaut MRT 

THE DUBLINER SINGAPORE—One of the
best Irish pubs in Singapore. Friendly staff and
great drinks, this is the place to go if you like
a rowdy crowd. Winsland Conservation
House, 165 Penang Rd, 6735 2220, 6738
8437, 9076 5224, www.dublinerasia.com,
Happy hours: 4pm – 8pm, Open: daily 4pm
till late. How to get there: Somerset MRT, 7,
14, 16, 36, 65, 111, 123, 124, 143, 162,
174, 502, 521

EASTSIDE—207 River Valley Road, #01-
51/52 UE Square, 6235 6418, www.
wongsans.com Open daily 5pm till late.
Happy hours: 5pm – 9pm. 1-for-1 on all drinks
except cocktails and bottles. How to get there:
Clarke Quay MRT, Bus service 32, 54, 195 

EASTWEST BAR—Chic, sexy and great
atmosphere, EastWest was decorated by
someone with a flair for fashion and the arts.
A varied and mixed crowd visits the place. 77
Neil Road, 6227 5537 Open Tues – Sat 4pm
till late. How to get there: Tanjong Pagar
MRT, Bus service 166, 196, 197

EN LOUNGE—Gorgeous crimson lights cou-
pled with great finger foods make this an
excellent place to go to for Japanese food
lovers. Unique cocktails complete the whole
experience. 207 River Valley Road #01-59/60
(On Mohamed Sultan), 6732 6863 market-
ing@endiningbars.com, Open: 7pm – 3am
daily. How to get there: Clarke Quay MRT,
Bus service 16M, 65M, 89M

FATHER FLANAGAN’S IRISH PUB—This
Irish pub offers a fun, authentic experience
that captures the spirit of Ireland. Expect the
finest Irish beers and smoothest whiskies
alongside a variety of quality Irish dishes.
Guests can also enjoy lunch or dinner out-
doors, under the stars at the Fountain Court.
During football and rugby seasons, it
becomes a lively destination to cheer your
favourite teams – large screens and friendly,
vocal crowds are a regular feature. 30 Victoria
Street, CHIJMES #B1-06, Tel: 6333 1418,
craicsquad@fatherflanagan.com, Opening
Hours: 11am to 12am (Sun & Mon), 11am to
1am (Tue to Thu), 11am to 2am (Fri & Sat),
Happy Hrs: 11am to 8pm. How to get there:
City Hall MRT, Buses: 2, 7, 77, 124, 171, 174 

FLUID BAR & LOUNGE—Great food with
drink specials and music to match along with
as much sport as you can handle. Relax to
the sounds of acoustic jazz and pure chill out
music. The only venue in town that operates
a GUYZ night, 2for1 Thursdays’ on beer pints
& bottles and Ladies night on every second
Friday, with FREE FLOW BUBBLY till midnight.
Small or large corporate and private parties
catered for. Air Crew & Service Industry…
show your ID & get a discount, Come and
join the fun… the Fluid way. 45 Pekin Street
#01-01 Far East Square, 6438 2141
www.fluid.sg, Open daily: 11am till late.
Raffles Place MRT, Buses: 2, 12, 16M, 33, 51,
54, 63, 65M, 80, 89M, 162M, 174M, 189M

GOLDDUST—Are you a fan of Kumar?
Come enjoy his risqué comedy routines, pure
no-holds-barred digs at topics close to the
hearts of Singaporeans. Aided by his coterie
of flamboyant, dazzlingly costumed, cross-
dressing friends. 1 Claymore Drive # 02-11
Orchard Towers (rear block) 6235 7170
www.thegolddustclub.com, gwenkhoo@the-
golddustclub.com, Open Thur, Fri & Sat. How
to get there: Orchard MRT, Bus service 105,
111, 123, 132, 174, 36, 502, 7 

HARD ROCK CAFE—Be prepared for long
queues on Saturdays and Sundays. Live band
performs on the weekends, crooning tunes
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from 80’s hits and pop songs, as well as hard
rock, of course. 50 Cuscaden Road #02-01
HPL House, 6738 8887, www.hardrockcafe
.com.sg, Open: daily 5pm till late. How to get
there: Orchard MRT, Bus service 7, 105, 111,
123, 132, 174, 502, 521

HARRY’S BAR & QUAYSIDE CAFE—One of
the most popular jazz bars around Singapore.
Locals and expats both populate the place. JP
Miles is the inhouse performer. 28 Boat Quay,
6538 3029 Check out their other locations at
www.harrys-bar.com.sg, Open: 11 am till late
daily. How to get there: Raffles Place MRT,
Buses: 2, 12, 16M, 33, 51, 54, 63, 65M, 80,
89M, 162M, 174M, 189M, 197

HIDEOUT—A chic oasis of comfort and style,
Hideout is the ideal location for a quiet drink
or a rocking party. With some of Singapore’s
hottest DJs playing everything from hip-hop
to indie, the Hideout crowd loves music and is
willing to experiment. 31B Circular Road
www.hideout.com.sg, info@hideout.com.sg,
6536 9445, How to get there: Raffles Place
MRT, Bus service: 2, 12, 16M, 33, 51, 54, 63,
65M, 80, 89M, 162M, 174M, 189M, 197

ICE COLD BEER—If you like your beer cold,
this is the place to go. No 9 Emerald Hill
Road, 6735 9929 www.emeraldhillgroup.com
webmaster@emeraldhillgroup.com, Happy
hours: 5pm - 9pm daily, 1am till closing, and
all Sunday, 2 bottles of beer at $12. Asahi at
3 for $20 all day. Open: Sunday - Thursday: 5
-2am, Friday, Saturday & Eve PH: 5 -3am.
How to get there: Somerset MRT

THE INK CLUB BAR—Elegant and for mainly
executive types. Some tribal music and drums.
Raffles The Plaza, 6431 5314, www.inkclub-
bar.com, Open: 7pm till late. How to get there:
City Hall MRT, 56, 100, 107

JAZZ@SOUTHBRIDGE—The boss is part of
the live band. Smooth and vocal jazz is popu-
lar here, and Sunday is open mike night. They
also have a regular guest Japanese lady
pianist who’s awesome. 82B Boat Quay, 6327
4671, 6327 4672, www.southbridgejazz
.com.sg, Open: Tues - Sun 5.30pm till late.
How to get there: Clarke Quay MRT, Bus serv-
ice 2, 12, 33, 51, 54, 63, 80, 197

KARMA BAR—There’s a belly dancer that
occasionally performs for the crowd. New age
music and feel will not appeal to all. 57B Boat
Quay, 6533 0412, Open: daily 6pm till late.
How to get there: Clarke Quay MRT, Bus serv-
ice 2, 12, 33, 51, 54, 63, 80, 197

KM8—Happening beach bar in Sentosa.
Popular amongst the groovy vibe scene, and
the bar front swimming pool is a must, but
for girls and couples only. 120 Tanjong Beach
Walk, Tanjong Beach, Sentosa, 6274 2288,
www.km8.com.sg Open: daily 11am till late.
How to get there: Sentosa Internal bus service
Labyrinth

LATINO’S MI CASA, SU CASA—Latin dance
club. If you like salsa, this is worth a try. Cover
charge applies. #02-01A Liat Towers, 541 Or-
chard Rd, 6735 9290, Happy hour: Mon – Sat
6pm – 9pm.Open: Mon – Sat 6pm till
late.How to get there: Orchard MRT, Bus serv-
ice 54, 105, 124, 132, 143, 162, 518

LIVING ROOM—Comfortable and metropoli-
tan. Mixed crowd. 320 Orchard Rd, Marriot
Hotel (Ground floor) 6831 4656, 6831 4506
www.barnoneasia.com.sg, Open: daily 4pm
till late. Wed to Sat open till 6 am. How to
get there: Orchard MRT, Bus service 36, 124,
143, 162, 174, 518, 521

LOBBY LOUNGE—A great jazz lounge if you
are willing to shell out money for it. Resident
pianist Chris Fong performs daily, and resident
jazz singer Lucre Houtman performs from
9pm till late. Sunday Champagne Brunch is a
must go, if you’re a great fan of jazz and
champagne. (Meritus Negara Singapore) 10
Claymore Road Tel 6737 0811, Open: daily
9am onwards. How to get there: Bugis MRT,
Bus service 2, 32, 33, 51, 130, 133, 145

THE LONG BAR—Long Bar was first located
at Cad’s Alley, then shifted to Raffles Hotel,

where it has stayed. It was where the
Singapore Sling was invented, and still
remains a great place to drink and enjoy good
jazz. 3 Beach Road, www.longbar.com.sg,
Open: 11am till late daily. How to get there:
City Hall MRT, Bus service 100, 107, 56, 961

LOT, STOCK & BARREL—Popular with intel-
lectuals, ad execs, intellectuals, sports fans
and office crowds who enjoy rock music from
a jukebox and great beer with cool people, this
bar is as old school as they come, even though
they just moved into the address next door to
the old location. 30 Seah Street (Beside Raffles
Hotel) 6338 5540, Happy hour 4pm – 8pm.
Open: 4pm – late. How to get there: City Hall
MRT, Buses 56, 100, 107

MAD FLEMMINGS—It sounds like an Irish pub,
but it serves great Belgium beer and continental
cuisine too. 33 Boat Quay 6533 1169, Open:
Sunday through Thursdays 11am till 1am, Friday
& Saturdays 1am till 3am (eve of public holi-
days), Lunch Hour 11.30am till 3pm daily. How
to get there: Raffles Place MRT, Bus service: 2,
12, 16M, 33, 51, 54, 63, 65M, 80, 89M, 162M,
174M, 189M,

M.I.A (MADE IN ANFIELD)—The Liverpool
fans have a place to go to now. “You’ll never
drink alone” is pretty certain here. And with
plenty of promos, you know you’re getting
your money’s worth. 81 Clemenceau Ave #03-
15/16 UE Square Shopping Mall 6887 4909,
Daily Happy hour 5pm – 8pm 1-for-1
Beer/housepour jugs, Open: Live matches, or
5pm till late. 

MARTINI BAR @MEZZA9—There’s a lot of
martinis here to choose from. Just thinking
about it is enough to make you drunk with
excitement. The gorgeous glass-enclosed bar is
popular with yuppies seeking a nice place to
chat, and chill out. Grand Hyatt Singapore, 10
Scotts Road, 64167189, Open: 11 am till late
daily. How to get there: Orchard MRT, Bus serv-
ice 124, 143, 162, 167, 171, 54, 700, 105,
132, 190

MOLLY MALONE’S IRISH PUB—Regulars feel
perfectly at ease in Molly’s new and bigger
premises, where nearly all furniture, memora-
bilia, fittings and bric a brac, originally shipped
from Ireland, are retained. The pub stays true
to its Irish roots and character. The Club Room
on the ground floor is fitted with state-of-the-
art surround system and a 43” plasma TV for
ultimate sports viewing experience and is avail-
able for private bookings. Specials /
Promotions: Resident musician, Gerry Cox, per-
forms every Tue to Sat from 8pm onwards. 56
Circular Road, Tel: 6536 2029,
craicsquad@molly-malone.com, Opening
Hours: 11am to 12am (Sun & Mon), 11am to
1am (Tue to Thu), 11am to 2am (Fri & Sat).
Happy Hrs, 11am to 8pm. How to get there:
Raffles Place MRT, Bus service: 2, 12, 16M, 33,
51, 54, 63, 65M, 80, 89M, 162M, 174M,
189M, 197

MOLOKO CAFE & BAR—76 Robertson Quay
#01-08, Tel: 6333 8587, How to get there: Bus
service 64, 123, 139, 143 Clarke Quay MRT

MOX BAR & CAFE—Tucked away from the
hustle and bustle of city life, Mox Bar & Café
sits in quiet repose atop a quaint pre-war shop
house, decked out in 60’s and 70’s inspired fur-
nishing, with lush carpets, mosaic walls, plush
sofas and cushions, offering respite for the
weary urbanites who want to kick back and

relax after a long day. The ambience is warm
and cozy during the weekday evenings, but
hot and frenzied as the week draws to a close.
A perfect place for that intimate tete-a-tete
with friends, or the hot and bothered pre-
drinks rituals of Friday and Saturday night
fevers. 21 Tanjong Pagar Rd, #04-01, 6323
9438, www.mox.com.sg, Open: Tues thru Sat
7pm till late. How to get there: Tanjong Pagar
MRT, 145, 16M, 65M, 80, 89M

MUDDY MURPHY’S IRISH PUB—This is a
huge Irish pub. It was made to scale in Dublin
and shipped to Singapore, so it’s pretty authen-
tic. Good Irish beer is served here, in the heart
of Orchard Road. Basement level, food, beer &
more to be had. Music fits the clientele, of
local and expatriate. Serving Irish favorites and
traditional pub fayre, you will not be found
wanting. Smoking is allowed through-out after
the lunchtime rush. Check for details. 442
Orchard Road #B1-01/06 Orchard Hotel
Shopping Arcade www.gaelicinns.com.sg, Happy
hour from 11am – 7.30pm daily. Open: 11am till
late daily. How to get there: Orchard MRT, Bus
service 105, 111, 123, 132, 174, 36, 502,

NEXT PAGE PUB—This is the oldest pub in
Mohammed Sultan, and its patrons swear to
its great atmosphere and Hongkong old glam-
our. Quiz nights are on every other Wednesday,
and they feature sports games for the fan. No.
17. Mohamed Sultan Road www.nextpagemgt
.com, Open: daily 3pm till 3 am. How to get
there: Clarke Quay MRT, Bus service 32, 54,
195

NO. 5 EMERALD HILL COCKTAIL BAR—
They make strange cocktails which you either
love or hate. Sheltered by palm trees, you
might begin to feel you’re not quite in the
heart of town, till you look up to see those
throngs walking briskly by. 5 Emerald Hill 6732
0818, www.emeraldhillgroup.com, Open:
Mon – Sat 12pm till late. Sun 5pm till late.
How to get there: Opposite Somerset MRT

PENNY BLACK—It’s named for a stamp, and
is another beautiful replica of a London pub,
with tall hats and all, by the Gaelicinns group.
The riverfront is a great view at night, and it’s
always filled whenever its open. An Irish pub
atmosphere, with an English flavor. Great
food, great service with a local smile. Just
what you miss from home. Located on the
River near the CBD, you’ll give this place, a
stamp of approval. Mon - Thurs: 11am - 1am
Fri & Sat: 11am - 2am Sun: 11am - 12 mid-
night, 26/27 Boat Quay, Tel: 6538 2300
www.pennyblack.com, How to get there:
Raffles Place MRT

POOL ROOM—If you like pool, booze and
not smoke, this is where you can come to
challenge similar minds. Competition level
tables ensure the only you’re playing badly is
cos of your skill, don’t even think of blaming
the lousy table or stick. 11, Unity Street #01-
24 Robertson Walk (inside dbl0) 6735 2008
Open: Mon – Sat 5pm till late. 

PRINCE OF WALES PUB—Backpackers hos-
tel cum live music venue, every night of the
week. Located right in the heart of Little
India, with outdoor seating on and a nice
friendly atmosphere. Aussie brew Grand
Ridge on Tap! 101 Dunlop Street, Little India,
www.pow.com.sg, Open daily 7pm till late.
How to get there: Little India MRT

QUE PASA—Popular and romantic spot to
enjoy wine. House Wines (selection of 4
whites & 4 reds)per glass between $11 &
$14, per bottle between $53 & $68, Red &
White Sangria - $10/glass & $36/jug. Tapas
starts from $5 onwards. No 7 Emerald Hill,
6235 6626 www.emeraldhillgroup.com, web
master@emeraldhillgroup.com, Open daily
7pm till late. How to get there: Opposite
Somerset MRT

REST ROOM BAR—Cousin to the Bedroom
Bar. Don’t worry, there’ll be a Store Room Bar
soon to complete the apartment. 41 Circular
Road, 9009 7424, 9865 0887, Open: daily
5pm till 6 am. How to get there: Raffles MRT,
Bus service: 2, 12, 16M, 33, 51, 54, 63, 65M,
80, 89M, 162M, 174M, 189M, 197

ROGUES— In a prime CBD location Rogues
is positioned to be a stalwart for the business

community. With a fabulous menu created by
one of the finest young Australian chefs.
Drinks designed by one of the UK’s first
Master Bartenders and service on a par with a
5 start hotel. Sounds too good to be true?
Come down and find out. Open daily11am –
late (closed Sunday), 146 Market Street, #01-
42/45 Market Street Car park,
www.Rogues.com.sg

ROOF BAR—This is a great place to bring
your biz clients, after work chats, meet up or
bring that romantic date. Draft is $6 a mug
and $20 a jug. House spirits at $7. Prices are
nett and all night. 32A Pagoda Street, top
floor, roofbarsundeckterrace@yahoo.
com.sg, Open: 4pm till late. Closed on
Sundays and Public holidays. How to get
there: Chinatown MRT

SHAMUS O’DONNELL’S IRISH PUB—Now
the official Newcastle Fan Club, Shamus is an
Irish Pub similar to Muddy Malone’s in style,
and serves Irish beer. Sports served on a big
screen TV too. 54 Tras Street & 162 East
Coast Rd, 6225 1090 www.shamusodon-
nells.com, Happy hour 12pm – 8pm. Open:
Mon – Fri 12pm – 12am. Sat 6pm – 12am.
How to get there: Tanjong Pagar MRT, Bus
service 145, 80 

SIAM SUPPERCLUB—Funky restaurant, and
lounge with Asian décor creatively done.
Fusion food and delightful cocktails are avail-
able, with a regular live band for entertain-
ment. Take off your tie and relax. 207 River
Valley Road #01-53/55 6732 0938,
www.wongsans.com, Happy hours: 5pm –
9pm, 3 for the price of 1. Open: Mon –
Sat, 5pm till late. Age limit applies. How to
get there: Clarke Quay MRT, Bus service 32,
54, 195

SIEM REAP II—Like Siem Reap I in Holland
Village, Siem Reap II has a café ambience and
feel right beside the river. 1 Empress Place,
Asian Civilisations Museum, 6338 7596
www.indochine.com.sg, Open: Daily 11am
– 11pm. 

STELLAR BAR— It’s located above Ice Cold
Beer, and is a kind of showcase bar. Stella and
Hoegarden on tap. Pool table and soccer
available for entertainment. 9 Emerald Hill
Road, 6735 9929 www.emeraldhillgroup
.com, Happy hour: Daily 5pm – 9pm,
Draught and housepours at $6 nett, Open:
Daily 5pm till late. How to get there:
Opposite Somerset MRT

TIVOLI BEER BAR—This is the only
Carlsberg-themed bar in the world that has
all of Carlsberg’s bottled beers, and on
draught. Sit outdoors, enjoy cold beer and
watch the rush on Mohamed Sultan Rd. 11,
Unity Street #01-23, Robertson Walk 6738
1318, Open: Daily 5pm till late. Happy hours:
Daily 5pm - 9pm, $6/half-pint and $9/pint
Carlsberg draft beer.

VJ’S—Relax in a cozy but chic bar atmos-
phere that is the perfect lunchtime and after
dinner drink venue. Enjoy a great selection of
quality wines, beers & spirits. No fast lane
here, just ambiance to chill and enjoy the
sophistication. VJ’s is the perfect place to
drink and talk, whether for business or just
pleasure, at VJ’s they will remember you! 61
Circular Road Singapore Tel: 6438 6717

VINO VINO—Mediterranean vineyard setting
in the heart of the city. New World wines are
available here, and priced low. 207 River
Valley Road #01-53/55 6732 0938 www.
wongsans.com, Open 6pm – 3am daily.
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